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WUliain S.- Buttough* w m born in St.
Louie in 1914' and graduated from Har
vard. Hia books include Naked Lunch,

o f industrialisation; th a n a n such coun
tries in South Americg. There a n n o w
m o n C3A men than g u erilln ih South
America, ewarming alT over each country,
to be sure that revolution doesn’t happen,
and Infiltrating the guerilla groups «fyt
operating the government forces th e n .

Nova Express, The S o ft Machine, The
T ick et That Exploded, The Wild Boys,
Exterm inator (1973) and Yage Letters

(the last with Allen Ginsberg)
Burroughs’ cUt-up writing m ethod and
his friendship with Beat writers Jack
K m u a c , N eal. Csssady, Allen Qinriierg
and others was detailed in the Gay
Sunshine interviews with_AUen Ginsberg
No. IBJThd Harold Norse (Issue
No. 18.)
Burroughs has been an expatriate for
4heParis, London and Tangier. The present
interview was taped in London in early
1973 e^Mcially for Gay Sunshine. The
interview as were Australian writer/poet,
Laurence Collinaon, who has lived in
England for several years and is presently
in residence at the Karolyi Institute in
Vence, France; and English writer/journalist, Roger Baker.
In the following tex t the interviewers’
questk>ns_are in italics, while Burroughs’
responses are in regular typeface.

There was a -lot o f controversy in gay
cireise here and in th e S ta tes abou t tKa
Cuban revolution and th e oppression o f
gays in Cuba. Oinsberg waa kicked o u t be
cause he was h o m o sex u ei.'
BURROUGHS: Well, the whole military
stru ctu n o f the West naturally brings
— about a situation where it is eseentlel to eMarxist countries also to have a military
establishment. ’That’s what the.whole cold
war’ is about — the stn n g th o f the conservativM in both camps.
What so rt o f biological weapotts 3 o yo u eh
visage?
BURROUGHS: WeU, biolo^ta}
ical weapons a n , o f co u rs^ Chemicals
geses and gerins, or bugs. T h ey need not
bh indiscriminate. It is within the range
o f bio-chemistry now to create aelecthre
pestilences that would attack, say, only
whites, ( ^ y c o lo n d , only females. Certein groups a n much m o n liable to
certain diseases than others anyway.-

e

Could yo u tell us som ething abou t you r
ow n past and presen t sexual encounters?
BURROUGHS: I’ve lived for many years
in M exico and in NorUTSfrica. And there
the scene was ! usually had one boy friend
for quite a long time. I had ~one..for a
year, tw o years — something lilte^ a V .
If I have a b o j^ e n d w h o is rotiatgelsav,
I d on ’t
Not a
n o f love8r*beimrTaJinful or anythlniC ^^thek-sert. It was just enough. So
while I was 'in Tangier where there were"
lots o f boys available, I had about ten or, ■
at m ost, fifteen different people over a
period o f five years.

In y o u r books and interviews yo u express
very strong anti-establishment feelings.
Do yo u feei that Gay Liberation has
anything to ^contribute to — using yo u r
ow n term s — the overthrow o f Them by
Us? ■

Was this also happening during you r
junkie period?
—
BURROUGHS: No. N obody is sexy on
junk. No sex at all.
A n d when you say “boy ”, do yo u mean
an actual boy?
.
BURROUGHS: More properly a youth.
Most o f my boys have been between the
ages o f 18 and 26; a few younger.

,^ o m le « i A llsn Ginsberg, L u e t e n C a n r llw in t a m B U w S u g h ^ ^ l^ ig s a
Photo by FrancM ca C a rr
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N owadays, do yo u do som ething similar,
o r d o yo u have a settled partner?
BURROUGHS; Oh~yes, 1’ve had several
boys wfaUe I ’ve -been in London, always
much younger than m yse^.
Apparently Japan is the ideal place for
older men. I’ve talked to peojde who have
lived there for years, and they say' it
really is the place for men over a certain
age, because they have a sort "bf respect
for older men you d on ’t find in the West.
Tangier, Morocco, is a sort o f Mecca for
the English. I’ve known lots o f English
m en stuck in som e little town in thecountry where they have to toe the line,
and they go to Tangier for vacation.
’Then they’re insatiable. Sex always has
to be paid for. You keep the boys, buy
them clothes — things like that. The
whole thing is that the boys don’t have
Do yo u regard writing as a job?
any mohey.
You know, homosexuality is a world- ■ BURROUGHS: Very definitely a job.
There’s the<whole business side; it’s a job
wide econom ic fact. In poor countries
that 8 hard to make a~ living at. For
— like Morocco and p a ^ o f Italy — it’s
example, if I were as w ell known in any
one o f the big industries, one of the main
ways in which a young boy can get som e other field as I am in writing. I’d be
making five times as much money, at
where. If he’s lucky and gets a rich lover,
least. Som etim es I feel that I might have
he can then go on and get rich himself.
done som ething else. Hell, if I were a
Naturally, the homosexual is taking adplumber I’d' be making three times as
v a n t^ e o f the fact that people are poor.
But in view o f the situation ^ a t exists,. much m oney as I am at writing — in the
"Why n o t ? ^ ’B-ttot in-my power-to change .States at least.
the econom y o f Morocco or other poor
My first book was Junkie. I wrote it
countries.
when I was 35. The next book after that
was The Yage Letters. There was quite a
B u t is it n ot possibie to have a reiationlong period when I waa doing very little,
ship with a young man o f that age w ith 
because I was using junk so heavily — not
o u t considering the econom ic factor?
conducive to writing. A fter I took the
BURROUGHS: It’s .quite possible in an
apomorphine cure and got back to Tan-affluent society and does occur. But -in
in 1 956, that’s when I really started
M orocco we have a boy who is working
writing full time. And from then on I’ve
at. hard and dull work which will bring
really done very little else.
him 330 a week. He can earn
in ten
Can
y o u live in Tangier on very little
minutes '(through sex.] If I was young
these days?
and poor, I’d Certainly turn a few tricks
rather, than work in a factory all day. I
BURROUGHS: Prices are going up there
had a number o f jobs during the war and
as everywhere else. It’s three or four times
moat jobs are absolutely unbearable. I
as expensive now as it was in 1956 but
could only stick them for a week. It’S still much cheaper than London. It’s
just unbelievably awful: you sit there and
cheaper if you cook in, get someone in to
do soine absolutely meaningless and undo the shopping and cook. For $5 a day
com foiteble thing for 8 hours; and worse
you ’ll ^ et a' lunch for five with enough
still is the white collar work, like being a
left over for dinner for tw o o f three. Ariib
filing clerk. That was the'dullest job I
style cooking, o f course.
ever had ih my life. I fucked up their
whole office sytem. The only job I was
Is the Arab world's con cep t o f-a '^ m o ever able to keep for any length o f time
qu ite the same as in the Western
was' as an exterminator — cockroaches . sexual
world?
and-bugs. I’d work in my own time and
usually finish in tw o hours. The rest was
BURROUGHS: No; it’s (jyite different.
easy, walking arourid, talking to people.
We are trying to present ourselves as in
I’d go see ten different apartnnents in a
dividuals, whereas to the Arab hom o
day.
^.
sexuality is more o f a ^ n ita l thing and
Is this possibly w hy there's so n tC ^ p e s t- doesn't really-spill over into their concept
imagery in your,w
ir,u ork?
o f the fam ily, the home...
BURROUGHS:'Yeah. I had that job for BURROUGHS:-It’s much more casual. It
eight months, The-ohly^ job I enjoyed. is com m on for married Arabs to have
.hom osexual affairs, but these .are casual.
♦ssu« N o..21i C o pyrigm o W lhtton L e ^ lin ^ g ^ TTwy-don’t have a word fo r loyalty.

D o they have homosexuai relationships
on a perm aneht or semi-permanent basis?
BURROUGHS: Yes, I guess they do,
though 1 can’t think o f many.
Are their relationships mainly with boys
or with older men?
BURROUGHS: Mostly with boys. It is
considered quite normal for admeone to
like women and boys.

BURROUGHS: Well, yds I do. I don’t
think a political revolution as such is pos
sible in the West at the presei^tim e. That
could only be possible in a com pletely
chaotic state, say if w e started a war.
Drop five atorh bombs on the United
States and the chaos would be unbe
lievable. In a situationlike that, perhaps...
. But there is also the'.possibility o f a cul
tural revolution that would-piake ;:hanges
— the fact that young people -growing up
now are going to -be the people o f the
future. That is the real are^ o f hope; it
lies with the new generation, ' ^ e y ’n just
not making those old style consAvatkge
any more. In another 30 years many*m
them will have passed away. And I don’t
Blink there’s a n urriimited supply comingon to teke their place.
I think that Gay Liberation, the break
down o f censor^ip and so on are very
important cultural vfhetora. And this in
cludes the fact that many young people
today just accept that some people are
gay. Forty years ago, when I was in
college, there was n o acceptance at all.
You just shut up a b o ^ it. People might
k n o w , but never m ention it. You got the
situation o f these queens saying: “Nobody
knows anything about m e.” Well, they
did. You didn’t talk about it, and the idea
o f claiming it as a right was out o f the
question. But now Allen Ginsberg gets up
before an audience o f college students
and talks about how he jacked o ff Peter
Orlovsky last night, and they all cheer
Forty years ago they’d have been ridden
out on a rail. S o that is a terrific change
Y our ow n books deal with homosexual
experience and are w idely read and ac
cepted.
,
BURROUGHS: Indeed. And Genet’s
-Notre D am e des FlSurs is a best seller
v V ..,'

' j

Can we talk a little abou t you r interest in
A lleti G insberg saysyou 've b eco m e erhero- Scientology? Mony ex-Conuriunists took
it up as a new religion. I found Scien
figure, o r guru, o f the gay liberation
to lo g y pam phlets alm ost incomprehensib
m ovem ent. Do yo u feel this is so?
le. It was only reading what you have
w ritten about the reactive m ind th at
BURROUGHS: My participation has been'
in writing so far. I haven’t taken part in , m ade any sense whatever to me.
demonstrations, but I feel they are useful.
BURROUGHS: Scientology is a religion.
Naturally I’m all for gay civil rights — it
They call it a religion. When I found out
goes without saying.
that it was a religion, I quit. I ’m not in
terested in religions.
..
D o you thing there is any real future
The whole thing in Scientology is this
in a m ovem ent th at is not a revolutionary
instrument called the E-meter, which ii
one — fo r everyone, not ju st g a ys? .
actually more or less a bio-feedback. /
BURROUGHS: I don’t like to seem pessi
lot o f ordering after a certain stage,
mistic, but it’s my feeling that no revo
when you are ordering yourself, all you
lutionary m ovement in the''West has any
are doing is seeing your reaction to what
real chance o f success. There are a number
ever it,is. Suppose you had an encephaloo f reasons for this. For one thing, the in
graph that shows you your reactions when
dustrial process has gone tdo far. After a
you consider certain material. This is
certain point o f industrialization, a revo
exactly what the E-meter does, but they
lution from the bottom — that is, from
will not admit that (his is a bio-feedback
the streets, the barricades — is completely
T hey attach som e m ystic im portance to
Impractical. Even Mexico has reached that
it. I held the cans as if I were going
stage. This simply means that the people
through some peculiar embarfassing'Joke.
who ^re in a position o f power can hold
B u t the way yoti w rite about it, it had
down 99% o f the population by sheer
som e significance.
force “if they have to, if they have the
weapons to do -it. In the old days anyone
BURROUGHS:
I think it has. You
it
^
m.W S « 0see,
V S » f Ilf
could go^^dovn to his basement and make
is passing a small charge o f electricity
his own weapons, a spear, a how and
through
w u y’
*'
’’ the brain and through the
■e bod
arrow, a crude,gun. But he cah’t make
and b y - repetitive .^mpahsis. is directing
automatic weapons. He can’t make tanks,
the current towards certain brain areas
planes. He can’t make heavy weapons. The
and is also a form o f electric brain stim u
only viable weapons for a revolution now
lation; and we know that electric brain
are biological and chemical weapons.
stimulation can accomplish almost any
thing. Did you see the article in The
What abou t the revolution in Cuba?
Observer about Professor Delgado, the
BURROUGHS: Cuba was, o f course, a
one tlMt stops the bull? He’s got elec
country that had not reached that st^ e
trons in the bull's scalp, in tM» buH’i

tv .
I.

f
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[brain. H« prcMes a button and- the bull
I charges. He preaaes a button and the bull
jatopa. T hey’ve done, this with people;
[th ey can make them fri^ ten ed , or sex
ually excited, or produce any emotional
reaction simply by pressing a button.
I D o ybUT’ $tUi hold to w h at y o u wrote
I ab o u t the reactive m in dt
BURROUGHS: Ron Hubbard’s concept
o f tha^reactive mind I don’t hold with at
J all. O f course, it’s partly what Freud
l-called the unconscious. '
iT h e con cept o f th e tw o contradicting
rnrnugss — that Ssems to m ake a lo t Of
enee. The contradiction makee people
I powerless.

masturbated with his ow n characters will
not be able to make them live o n
If the Writer tries to' write a .-character
w h o’ll be sexy to the reader but not to
him, it .will not live qn paper; it ’ll
sim ply be a piece o f som eone elae’s fBm.
I don’t think people realiae to what «ctent
our previous ideas about sex have been
r e â ly annulled by these discoveries. The
knowledge is now available and on e could
literally reprogramme som eone.”
To w h a te n d t
BURROUGHS: The question is: is he
stiafied with his film? If he is, there’s no
reason to alter it. If h e’s not, well, I don’t
think many people are.

BURROUGHS:' Theré is no doubt that
this is what the family does. R.D. Laing
and David Cooper have gone into aU that
extensively and I think very much to the
purpose. But no one has com e up with a
really viable substitute for the biologic
famUy. I t’s partly econom ic.
B u t It’s eeeential to the econ om y that the
biological fam ily continue.
BURROUGHS: Eixactly, exactly!
Once yo u g e t people acting on their ojan
initiative then wham goee civilization os
we k n o w it.

BURROUGHS: A go o d thing, too, peob
ably. But to return to the effect o f gay
m ilitancy. A factor many o f them don’t
A lo t o f peo p le cling to the film becauee
seem to have taken into consideration is
BURROUGHS: Well, there’s no question
it'e the o n ly thing th ey know.
the huge, top-heavy concentratioiu o f
I about that. What anxiety is, is contrapeople in urban centers. How many
BURROUGHS:'It’s the only thing they!ve
I dictory signals. IJiat’s what causes, the
millions- of- people have t o work just to
got.
Tell
m
ejv
h
y
thejr
can’t
get
it
oCL.'J
feeling o f shakiness and powerlessness;
get fo o d into the shops, into restau
I you are getting sim ultaneous signals that
Y ou either let them $tay with it, o r try
rants, to create power etc. and keep all
[are contradictory: The lines o f communiand break them from the habit in to som e
those people alive. N ow if everybody
I cation within the body are from bodily
thing m ore eatie^ing.
dropped out and did their thing, then
I processes to the back brain which is the
BURROUGHS: A s I said, at least into a m illions o f people would be starving
I em otional centre, and then to the front
overnight. So if you think- in terms qf a
brain. The cat wakes up; it ’s hungry. The-^
that has a w id w range and could give
p o litick situation, whatever your politi
hunger is coinmunicated to the back brain, them more satisfaction.
cal programme is, yo u are going to have'
Would you like to have yo u r fUm changedf to-k eep those people on that job doing
to And some food. You can never givAx^u ^
-j
>
■■
the same thing. ,Or get som ebody else to
front brain order to the back brain a n ^ q«BUJ|jM ^GHS: Well, n ot my sexual pro do it — r ^ t ? But so many o f the
to the body, and the m ore you try the a n K u necessarily. But there are cermodern militants don’t seem to think in
w o m if gets. I mean, o f som eone’s hsmd flu n l^ aom e things I’d like to change. I
those terms. The Marxists did. They had.
starts shaking sini) he tries to pull himthink all -o f us to a certain extent have
very definite ideas about vriiat they were
been crippled by early cdnditioning, ant|
elf together, as -they_say» he can’t begoing to do about food distribution etc.
I cause that’s not, % e way in which com- there are always traces o f that in me that
And if y o u ’re going to have to ke^p every
I’d be glad to get rid o f. '
^ body d o ii^ just about the same Uiing
jmunication works; you are simply calling
{the wrong line.
they’re doing now, there isn’t going to be
Very hard to g et rid of. I t would require
a helluva lot of difference.,. It doesn’t
immenae
practice.
[A t this point William Burroughs reads
make much difference to the individual
his essay published in The O ay LiberaBURRQ.UGHS: Yes, but qiiite possible if
whether the means o f production is state
jlion Book, in response to the question: a state o f society existed in which patterns
owned or individually owned.
’’Have you any further thoughts on gay
were not forced on the child. But w e are
I liberation?” He then follow s this by- certainly a long way from that. 'The whole In a aen ae'i think i t doea. I feel more
reading his notes on what people find 'fam ily structure — I mean whatever sort
antipath y towarda the idea o f m y w ork
sexy:
_
ing bringing profita to an individual' than
o f hangups the parents have, they Will
to the atate. I feel it'a wrortg for a p a rti
BURROUGHS: What is sexually exciting ^pass on to their children.
cular peraon to ex p lo it me.
to som eone is essentially a Aim...! was
asked to write an article o n what is sexy,
BURROUGHS: Alright. You are, say, a
I but I never quite got it together, though
factory manager in Russia. There’s not a
II made some notes [He reads:] “What
helluva lo t o f difference between that
I is sexy to an individual human creature?
and the same job in a company owned by
I An old film, a film usually laid down in
an individual. You probably^ wouldn’t
Iearly childhood on a reception, screen.
make so muçh money in a state owned
I Take for example this story, rather typifactory. Your position wouldn’t really be
jcal, p am d along to me bv the usual
riianged, and who ceures w hether the railrmeans, a street pick-up: -This highly
Toads are, for example, owned by the
I p laced . civil servant paid boys to don
state or by individuals. Many are owned
I uniforms and treat him like a boy in reform
by the State in Europe— .-doesn’t make
jschool. They were, in fact, given a vëry
any différence to the individual who
j precise script for certain words, like ‘You
works there or to the individual who
I little bastard.’ You see, he always wanted
travels on the railroads. 1 just don’t see
I to be a Borstal boy not an old school
that as any solution. It wouldn’t' make
any changes, in the lives o f most indi
I tie. [Ed. N ote: Boretal ia the Britiah reform
viduals.
lachool inatitution; an 'old achool tie' ia
I the upper claaapublic achool inatitution.)
B ut by tranaferring m an y enterpriaea to
He is tied to that little piece of film as
atate control, a governm ent can to aome
I the only way he can achieve ejaculation.
ex ten t rationalize them. For example,
He may
sick o f it, disgusted by it, may
houaing in Ruaaia ia much leaa expenaive
even laugh at it — but not while it is going
than it ia here.
Ion. Anybody ever explain why sex and
BURROUGHS;
There’s that factor, of
I laughter are incompatible? Who can laugh
I and com e at the same time? I’ve only W IL L IA M B U R R O U G H S - RUoto: B ryo n G ysin course. The capitalist econom ic system
is supposed to [do many things.] You
I seen one boy who could do this and his
know, w e’ve been brought up to the idea
name was Ali.-^He called me ‘Master’ —
What are yo u r feelinga about matriarchal/
that a good product will be produced and
he was being ironical, o f course, for he patriarchal aocietieaf
will find buyers. Well, that’s not true at
I was the master. He disappeared before I
all, because of the lobbying o f vested
[could learn his secret. I feel sure the
BURROUGHS: 1 think there are lots of
interests. The real estate lobby has pre
[highly placed civil servant did not have
things that need to be said that haven’t
vented any cheap housing in the States.
any secret. In his case thé film was, and
b e e a said. One o f them is the assumption
Every time anyone has com e but with a
is, a dreary slavery. It may be much wider
that, homosexuality is disapproved o f in a
really cheap practical prefabricated house,
and include a whole shifting gamut of
patriai'chal society. This is not tnie a.t all. he gets frozen out by the real estate
[ scripts, but it’s still a film.
'The only patriarchal society that F know
lobby. It’s not in their interest to produce
'The whole question o f what is, and is exists today is the Arab, and o f course
housfs that are cheaper, houses that will
I not sexy,^ and the question o f so-called
th e y ’re tolerant'. America’s certainly no
last.K'
_
[nonnalcy,Jiave J>een placed in anentirely
patriarchal society 7 neither is—E-ngland— Orecourse, over-populatib'n is one of
[ new light by recent discoveries in the area
T o whose advantage is it, that hom o
the biggest problems here [in Britain.]
[o f electric brain stimulation. Stimulate
sexuality should 'j>e disapproved of? It is
Say 20 million people could support
[the sex centres o f the brain and anything
to the advantage o f the female sex, no
themselves reasonably well. *N ow there
jin .sight is sexy — even a psychiatrist.
are about twice that number. That,- o f
[There was dn 11-year oldybpy who be- question about that.
I’ve just noticed in The Gay Liberation
course, means the cycle o f more and
jcam e very amorous toward the psychiamore pollution, and less and less food to
jtrist under electric brain stimulation. In B o o k , and I’ve heard it from other
feed more and more. And it’s going to
[fact, subjects have been conditioned to sources, partly from Reich, that the
patriarchal society was anti-sexual in gen -take progressively more and more money
[react sexually to an old boot.
to buy less and less, because, there ia less
Now, back to our film analogy. That eral. I say the opposite — all matriarchal
and less. The end o f money will com e
[piece of nim is quite literally wired to the societies are anti-seXual in general and
when no amount o f m oney will buy any
[sex centres o f the brain. With electric specifically anti-homosexual. It’s to the
thing. It would be quite possible to cal
advantage of women. They want to get
[brain stimulation we should be able to
culate when this will o^cur. The whole
[plug i i ^ another film. S o .here’s the man married, for Christ’s sake. So the more of
value of money is in other people not
a damper there’s* put on sex in general
[with his b oot — turn o ff the current and
having it. If everyone had m oney, it
and the harder it is to get it outside mar
[it’s just an old boot. Enter the psychiawould have no- value, which is also why
riage, the better chance they have — no
[trist with a naked bunny girl. He turns on
people in positions o f wealth and power
question o f that.
>
[the current full blait and the man is
can’t make too many concessions. You
[cured^ Or is he? Well, let’s leave the ‘ B ut ia the fem ale urge to g e t married
w ould say: well, why don’t they shut the
[current off. He examines the naked girl
natural, or ia it p a r t'o f the aocial -etrucmilitants up by legalizing marijuana and
[critically: beaqtiful! he feels some sexual
ture? Why ih ou ld wom en want, above
giving them sex — sex centers where
[excitem ent, but — um — you know, put
all thinga, to g et married!
they can go and g et'a satisfactory sex
[your clothes on, dear and you ’ll be
[sexier. Dodges sideways qnd brings up a
BURROUGHS: That’sth e p o in t,o f course, partner, as often as they want. Because if
they did, money and power would lose
[knee to his groin, and his slight sexual exthat the w om en’s lib people are always
their value. Money and power only have
[citenrient evaporates.
. making. It’s conditioned by lot, o f fac
valud if som eone else doesn’t have it.
tors in the West. They - want to get
Well, what happens if all the old
I films of prohibition and excitem ent ,were married so th ey ’re settled finanriM ^, so A re you oppoaed to the uae o f ampheta[renioved from a person. What would his they have security. Certainly tli» whole
mineat
sekfiality be without those films? I don’t social structure in the West is moulded
in
that
direction.
,
BURROUGHS: I think it’s terrible stuff.
know. Let’s see. Speaking for myself, the
I hate it myself. I hate the sensation. It
lo n e thing I find sexy is' creation, to create
in you r earlier work, eapecially in The depends on .hpw m uch, o f course..O ne
Ton paper a sexy person. — sexy to me,
Job, yo u propheay many o f t^ e ideas that spansule a-day-4svery little. When you get
I that is. And if it is a real creation,- it will
people taking a lo t o f it, it destroys
be interesting to other readers as well. I are now com m onplace in gay liberation
Jdo not share G enet’s sexual tastes, but his and wom en's liberation circles, particu their appetite. It’s very bad for their
larly about the nuclear fam ily and the heidth in any large quantity. A very small
Ijietty pimps and' thieves are creations
1 made with love and consumm ate artistry, role o f the father and the m oth er who quantity, though, is easily absorbed, and
shouldn'’t cause any prbblem at all. '
and I will say that any writer w ho has not are crippling the child.

I
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I think apomorphine w ould be trem
endously useful if it'could be in generall
use, hdpful to people who are uAecurel
in their ow n personalities. And if they!
started experimenting ' with it, synthe-l
sizing it. they could develop m urii more I
- - could I
powerful’ varieties and n o doubt
eliminate the nauaek factor. Nausea isn’t l
necessarily a maior factor if, you take the!
stuff orally and regularly; y ou need never]
be sick, and yet you get the same good j
effects. Dr. Dent pointed out that there I
is no need for anyone to be sick.to have!
the benents o f apomorphine. H f’d n g u -l
late the doae and find ou t the dose thatf
w ould produce vomiting:
start dropping it until he got the highest|
dose people could tolerate w ithout vomit- f
ing. People vary considerably in their |
reaction. Som e can only take a <Oth o f a |
grain, others up to a 10th. People w h o |
can tirice more are very rare. -An injecti6b|
o f a 10th will almost always produce|
vomiting. Y ou/can’t get it w itoout a pres-l
cription, and'''^it is hard to .g e t becauaej
it is a drug that has no exhilarating o r |
narcotic effects. Except if you are in a f
state o f acute anxiety or m etabolic'dis-|
turbance. Then the removal o f those]
I states can <have an exhilarating effect. |
effect. It seems to me to be th e only [
drug that is useful in curing slcoh6lism |
and particularly drug addiction.
D o yo u mind talking abou t w ork in[
progeaaar
BURROUGHS: No. I’ve just com pleted]
a novel called Exterminator! pubUriied]
in New York in Spring, 1973. I’m not!
doing anything in ■particular just n ow .l
I’ve also just, com pleted assembling andl
describing my archives fo r sale to a uj9tv-|
ersity or to an individual collector. ‘Thatf
took five months. I had Barry MUes, who [
is an expert. He worked on Ginsberg’s]
archives. The catalog alone has 4 0 0 pages.
Exterminator! is very much a.continua-|
tion o f The Wild B oy a. Always when l |
write a book there are a lot o f manuscript]
- pages left over. I always have a lot left
over from previous books. And it’s lar-{
gely that material that went into this]
new book; The Wild Boya. is a so r t,o f]
homosexual Peter Pan.
The imagery in yo u r booka o f boya 1
acrewing each other and great apurta o f \
come_going all over the room atrikea me f
aa romatnic...
BURROUGHS: It is romantis. O f course,
sodom y is much' more widespread among [
oriental people and the Arabs, and also in '
M exico and South America. It’s regarded [
as the rational thing--for people to d b |
together, rather than-sucking. In fact, the I
Arabs feel that cock sucking is a terrible]
dirty thing to do. They don’t approve o f]
it at all. It’s the cultural pattern. I found
this to be true in Arab countries and in |
South America.
I feel that something that should be in
vestigated aré ways of increasing sexual [
enjoyment. One of these is certainly
Reich’s orgone accumulator. These could [
be greatly potentiated by using magnetic
iron, an experiment I haven’t made. Mag
netic iron, instead of ju st sheet metal,
would pass a whole magnetic Held through
the body. But there's no question that
the orgone accumulator, even in its pres
ent state, does enhance sexuality. On my
lecture tour and in my writing, I’d like to |
get people actually experimenting with
some o f these things, like the orgone ac
cumulator, because I think they could [
turn up som ething Reich’s experiments
tae very easy to
are very simple to build'— just a wooden |
framework, a box big enough for you t o |
sit in, with a small opening for venti-|
lation; or you can have them big enough [
for two people and com pletely lined
with sheet metal. I’ve also-seen them
made with steel wool, but I don’t like [
. that; it’s a mesh and the mesh peels and]
you are always getting in there and som e]
piece o f Wire sticks into you. You stay]
in for half an hour, fifteen minutes a]
day. Som eone did build one for me, but]
it was such a huge' object I had to get rid |
o f it.
Reich observed that cancer was almost |
always a disease o f sexual decline and |
therefore something that potentiated sex
uality could be anti-cancerous. In his book
The Cancer Biopath, Reich says that
cancer is essentially a disease o f sexual I
-suppression and deprivation. If I had
the money. I’d certainly set up an ex 
perimental workshop where I could ex-1
périment with some* o f these things. But |
I just don’t have it. Undoubtedly som e
thing does happen to you. You feel 1
{healthier and sexier from using them |
regularly.
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intern in practically glowing (dro6Hng7)|
The W ild Boys was Burroughs' most
accessible work since Nalfed Lunch, and
terms; "...Ona Mond-halrod kid fro m f
hit m ost "novelii^c". No ddubt much of Georgia who was built like a ewiihmar..
bad press thatltat greeted his new book,
was tall 'and quick aixl about nineteen.'
-Extenpinatori, derives from the fact that
Then h e r m i t s to having “ taken a liking [
Arthur Rimbaud u id that the poet to inundate the world with the replica its publisher. The Viking Press, has in to him for his good looks and inilocence."
sisted on marketing the work as " A
makes himself a vistorury through "long, products of their proselytization. But
Even had he not betrayed hit homo-1
Novel," which it is _not. It is rather
immense, deliberate derangement of the Burroughs was to later acknowledge the
phobia. Burroughs Jr. would have to be
judged a poor excuse for a w rite r. His
oversimplificetion of "this crude and ten-' a tyihg-together of some loose odds and
ends, shorter* Burroughs pieces including
material-is drained of its power by the
ter several years of absinthe-drinking, tative danification." B y 1969, he was
fiction, articles, essays* and poetry, nrast
author's syntactic ineptitude and by a
opium-smoking, and cocksucking. Rim  ready-'to admit that the practice "doesn't
of which have been published "in some glib, breezy style that smacks of an un
baud was only 19 when he published his stand up too vvell... and I wouldn't use
likely cross between Holden Caulfield!
what different form" in periodicals as
most famous work, a hallucinogenic prose the same categories." More than a decade
ijpari
“
■ r|
hodge-podge, of cloying cutetinem t fro
In them. Burroughs once again unlocks
of his fitfu l Mlolescence which irtduded a Lu n ch , and on the tenth anniversary of
pathetically sado-masochistic "love" af its publication. Gay L ib was bom with the his word horde to spew stringent satire the new Pòpkjoumalism.
fair with Paul Verlaine.
on everyone from L . Ron Hubbard, the
Stonewall Riots in New York.-lnteresting-Jam es Martin
"Sender" of the Divisionary Scientolo
Althdugh he did not come to litera ly enough, Lucian Truscott IV„began his
[A record of William Burroughs reading
ture quite as early in life as Rimbaud,
gists, to the 1968 Presidential candidates,
Voice account of the riots with
from his own work. Nova Express and
William Seward Burroughs has embraced the observation that "Sheridan Square...
or "Purple Better Ones."
N iked Lunch, it available <Sn ES P Disk
a similar aesthetic. He spent his season in looked like somethirig from a William Bur
While Exterm inatorl at least manages
1050, 156 5th Avenue, New Y o rk , N .Y.
hell in St. Lo uis before traipsing off to roughs, novel as the sudden specter of
to bring together between two covers
10010. $5.98.
New Y o rk, New Orleans, South Texas, 'gay poweri erected its brazen head..7."
works we might have missed in such ob
Mexico, London,
North Afr'ica, shoot
scure or such not-widely-circula^d maga
GAY SUNSHINE No. 21
ing smack and stockpiling t N exper'iehCes
zines as Mayfair, Antaeus, and the LonWinston Leyland, Editor
for a memoir of his ovvn, Jurdc, published
'dan Daily Telegraph, there's nothing par
in 1953 under the. pen name of William
ticularly outstanding in the CQltection, \
< CONTRIBUTORS
sanre perhaps an'essay on parsimony ('T h e
Lee. ^Subsequent editions were retitled
W.H. AU D EN .(1907-19T 3), poet.
Disciplines of DE") and that rarest of
Junkie and published under the author's
LEE BA LAN lives iiv San Francitco.l
Burroughs idioms, the short story ("The
real name.) Burroughs' second book, a
. 'Priest' They Called Him” ). In "Wind Die,
novel titled Queer, has'never been pub
JOE BRAINARD, artist,an<l poet, lives in]
New York City. His most recent book,]
Y o u Die, We Die," Burroughs offer^
lished. One must assume, however, that
N ew Work, was published by Black]
Some good^ractical advice which should
it, too, is autobiographical.
Spiktrow Press (1973).
«art by those of us who
Burroughs is nothing if not a visionary
ED COX lives in Washington D:C. His [
cop out to straights with the old "Oh,
poetrlcreator of what he calls "a new my
book o f poems, Blocks, yn a published [
I'm bisexual" riff:
thology for {he space age." He |s a radical
by Some of-Us Press, (19'73)'.
^
"Under a dim moon and dim stars I
inrravator whose techniques rerider'his
LOUIE CREW teaches E n ^ h at Ft.
walked down to a clearing over the sea
works all but inaccessible' to the average
Valley State College, Georgia.
where I had made love to a girl some
reader, who ..insists that his fiction be
D
AVID
GR ££N E, .filmnudeerand photo-|
night before. She could not have known
blessed" with "cfiaracter," "atmosphere,
grapher, lives in Berkeley, Cal.
form, and content." These are traditional
that her romantic middie-aged lover was
EDWARD GUTHAiANNlives in San Fran-|
values, and the traditional novel, as Robbe
actually a stranded pederait who had
CISCO.
•Grillet has said, "is a ready-made idea...
experienced considerable strain in ful ERIC Ha n s e n teachel' En^Ush at Calif. |
hence a dead idea." Burroughs f o r ç a s a
filling his male role. Anything is better
State College, San Francisco.
on Basch, Tangier, 1957 '
future "in which people cio not read at all r Burrougt»
than nothing is a very bad approach to JEFF KEITH has written for Win and Fag |
P ho to b v Jack Kerouac
or' read only illustrated books and maga
sex."
Rqg. He currently lives in Amherst, Mass.
A iso interesting is the fact that, prior to
zines or sorhe abbreviated form of litera
Burroughs'son, William S. Burroughs'
JOHN KYPER lives in B oston, Mass, andj
Stonewali and the subsequent rise of Gay Junior, has written a book called Ken
ture." McLuhan seconds the motion.
is involved in Fag flag.
“ In~ abstract form, the fiction o f-Bur- U b r Burroughs had not even so iquch as
tucky Ham, and comes across as a homo MICHAEL L A L L Y lives in Washington |
adumbrated his homosexuai experience
roughs has.anticipated such mass-trauma
D.C> A is involved in Some o f Us Press.
phobe. After going the way of all needled
(unless this indeed be the concern of his
tic social phenomena as the heroin "epi
KENNETH LEE Uves in San Francisco.
flesh (melhedrine, this time, instead of
demic" of the 60's and 70's (and the sub
Unpublished Queer). Junkie was an auto junk), young Burroughs copped a plea
PAUL M ARI A H is co-editor o f San Fran- [
sequent failure of the methadone treat
biographical account of Burroughs' doper
and got carted off to the Lexington,
cisco’s best poetry magazine, Manroot.
ment for jwithdrawal); the decline of the
days, and the refererKes to homosexuality
Kentucky cold turkey farm. His exper
CHRISTOPHER LONC lives in Berkeley [
family unit - and its logical extension,
in N aked Lunch were abstract, incidental,
iences therein provide at least half of the
and does gcnderfuck all over the Bay]
^
nation
by the withdrawal of like- or esoteric, su ^ s tin g at most that the
material for this dubious account of ado
Area as well as a gay radio program.
minded indiv'iduals into "preterential com author was obsessed with kinky sexuality.
lescent attempts to "increase my dowriJAMES MARTIN, former editor o f Cogstl
munities" (e.g. gay comm ums); the rise
Nova Express, The S o ft M achine, aixl
ward m obility." , -• Magazine, is a free lance writer living]
The Ticket That Exp io d ed were variations
of pansexuality, and the last-ditch stand
in Los Angeles.
Throughout the Lexington hospital sec
on Burroughs' acid-etched Mue-print/pro- tion ^ f the hook, young Burroughs refers, WA YNE MCNEILL ia a young poet living
of the Creeping State, a control bureauc
racy pf power-addicts respomible for per
phecy/warning of the imminent rise of the to gays as "fags" idxiut fiveElmes by per
in Toronto, Canada.
petuating what Burroughs calls "the ARJCTOR N O R TO N teaches in the- South I
Nova Mob, whose control machinery
functory count. At least twice he voices
& is currently on sabbatical in England.
merican non-dream."
would enslave us in a technocratic laby fears of being assaulted by fellow interns;
He is co-editor (along with Louie Crew,
For Burroughs, legislation of morality
rinth masterminded by ad men, cons and
one a "huge black son of a bitch, who
above) o f the forthcoming special gay
is but another me^ns by which the con
carnies. Nova Cops, and power-addicts
was the kind of fella I was always afraid
.
literary issue o f College English.
trol-addicts maintain the status quo of
whose tactics itKiude everything .from
would rape poor me," the other "some
ROBERT PETERS teaches at U. Cal. |
electronic surveillance to compute'rized
two hundred pound slobbering moron
their non-dream. Like drug-users, the
Irvine. His poetry appears in Male Muse.
police-state terrorism, with its harassment (who) was going straight up my ass,
sexual minorities are victimized by a
EC KART RAN KE is-involved ur the Gay |
society (which) makes all'these criminals
mama."
But in The Wiid Boys{ 1971), Burroughs
Lib Center, Hamburg, Germany."
Brought up by wealthy grandparents.
deliberately," dumping them into concen
gave us the first obvious and extensive
JAMES REED, graphic designer, lives in
Ju n io r' was shocked to visit Dad in
tration camps dálled "prisons." A ll crimes, glimpses into his own sexuality. Mixed
San Francisco.
in A .sense,/^ e " p o litic a l" crim «r-T h e ^nto th * book's farrage~of Bosch iatrland-' Tengier-at the age of twelve and to firvd
RENE RICARD lives in New Haven. Ct.
him living iri the Marshan (casbah)~’\vith
greatest obstacle _tp gett.ing rid qf vice
scapes and Swiftian satire are autobioCH ARLEY SHIVELY teaches American |
squads ls the vested irrterest of the police ' graphical reflections, nostalgic and pure.
a houseful of fags." Very famous fags,
history in Boston and is a coordinator
in "making more laws and making more
mind you; Ginsberg, the Orlovsky broth
The W iid Boys is a perverse parable of
o f that c ity ’s gay lib paper. Fag Rag.
people criminals." Yet " if all the laws
ers, Brion Qysin, Ian Sommerville and
one possible future world, one in which
ALLEN YOUNG currently lives on a rural'
were enforced, they'd have practically
others.
the Control system is short-circuited^ and
commune in Mass. He has written exten
everyone in concentration cam ps,. artd
Junior recalls being propositioned by
sively for the gay movement and _uco-edi-|
the war-torn, famine-stricken ^»lanet is
everyone else would be necessary to guard
tor o f the anthology. O ut o f the Closets.
one o r his fathers' pals the first day on
overrun and laid to waste by an evoluthem...."
Moroccan soil. "...We were in the bar
tionarily advanced master race of indes
[Interview: William Burrou^s interview
Lest this 'Sort o f thîtiking be miscon tructible pansexual h'eddnist-vandals who
and i was apart being accosted by an
ed by Laurence Collinson and Roger [
strued as mdre or less typical liberationist
aging fag. ‘I know I'm old, but I really
spill out of the marshans and barrios of
Baker.]
rhetoric, it should be pointed out that
haven't lost my figure, dear. You know,
North Africa and Mexico and bugger
V M . l U N 0044 -6M X
there is in Burroughs a marked disdain for
half the old Tangerines, khew you were
their way across two hemispheres. Jb ey
all organized political movements. 'H e
coming and wondered what you looked
are Liquifactionalists, in a sense; foV they
SUNSHINE / FAG RAG ISSUE
uses the term "Divisionists"' to describe
like. Well "Babyl I mean if you ever
destroy all Who refuse to submit. A s a
In June, 1974, G ^ Sunshine and Bos
an imaginary political party.
want your nuts blowed???" This "fag's"
very nervous Nova Cop puts it in the
ton ’s gay lib paper, Pag Rag, will publish
grammar makes him ah unlikely acquain
book, "The wild boy thing is a cult based
When' Burroughs' Naked Lunch was
a special joint issue to commemorate the
tance of the elder BuKoughs, and Junior
on drugs, depravity and violence more
tried fdr pornography in Massachusetts in
fifth anniversary o f the Christopher St.
seems to be flattering himselif. Also,
dangerous than the hydrogen bomb."
1966, Allen Ginsberg was asked to define
riots (1969-1974) which, sparked off the
gay liberation movement. This special
there's ample evidence that his memory
Burroughs' fictional alter-ego in the
"Divisionist" for the court. The poet
issue ( about 50 pages) w ill have as its
is hazy — methedrine tends to dull it,
answered: "T h e y have one faction or one
book is Audrey Carsons, "a thin pale
general theme: Where is the moveme.nt
after all. For one thing, he consistently
man who they refer to as the Sender, who
boy his face scarred by festisring spiritual
(where* am I) at now and in what direc
misspells Gysin's name. And we ego
is going to survive by inundating the worl^ wounds." Audrey is broughtout by John
tions are we going? General editor for
only assume that tlje Michael "Paltman"
this special issue, which will be pub
with his own replicas. He will divide in- Hamlin, a schoolmate in St. J , ^ i s , no
lished in San Francisco and distributed
hd mentions vvas in'reality Michael Forttwo and make replicas of himself. Wheredoubt the recurrent "John" or^ Johnny"
nationally, will be Winston Leyland o f {
rhan, a Lonuoner.whp collaborated with
ever he travels he vyill have someone to
of so much Burroughs fiction. They
Gay Sunshine.
Burroughs Sr. on two sections of The
talk to. He w on’t feel lonesonie anymore." make it in the shower one Saturday
We are now soliciting material for this j
Ticket
That
Exploded.
Such
are
the
The court asked if D iv i^ n ists were
afternoon in October, 1929 (which would
special issue. Arfjcles should be type
hornosexuals.
dangers of shooting speed, brothers.
written, double-spaced and no more than
have made Burroughs fifteen at the tirhe.)
15 pages. Deadline for submission of
"Y es," said Ginsberg. "The Divisionist
By curious contrast, there are at least
Audrey, though, is ageless; when the Wild
material is June 1st. We especially need
fis a parody .^f a homosexual situation
two passages in l^entucky Ham which
Boys run amuck, he joins their ranks;
in-depth political and personal accounts.
also; but Burroughs is attacking the homo He seems the symbol of innocence cor
suggest at least a latent homosexuality.
Material should be sent c/o G ay Sunshine,
sexuals in the book afso."
In the most obvious instance. Burroughs
rupted, not by Wild Boy perversity (an
Box 4 0 3 9 7 , San Francisco, Ua. 94140.
Include a stamped,,self-addressed envelope
Divisionists want to divide arid conquer.
Jrr gives a detailed description of a fellow
effect) btit by Control (the cause).
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G : I've bMn condK iened to
«Mt can't Mda. T ha <
tfw traditional maacuDno'rola with a
tha onas that aca the moat visible quaart
man*» appearance and it's vary hard for
■Ml tha thaats. The flamiitg Queens are
tha onai who gat laughed at and iatead ^ , me to break out of that.
they are the ones used by straight
C A re the dothes, then, merely a tool
■odety for a good hahahahafwhahaha.
tb~ achieve this, or something else?
No wonder Queens are the first to be
G .i Well, I know I should say there is
in the streots. What do we have to.lose:
somedtlng else, but I Just can't pi)t it
your resipect. our position in the cominto words. The clothes themselves aren't
lyiunity, our standing? We've got every
magic. Thera is a mystique around
thing to gain, namely our lights over
what 1s masculine and what Is feminine
our bodies and how to'bse them.
aikl die dothes are symbols which
define those two roles in most people's
"Fu ck you G ey Lib era tio n itn ". '
minds.
^ Lee Brewster 1973 Gay Parade N Y “
C : Could you explain that more?

C H R IS T O P H E R A N D O A R Y

I was in New Y o rk last year during
G ay Pride Week. And with the other
30,000 gaypeople I marched in the
parade. I hadn't lived in New York
sirtce 1^69 and had only been back to
visit a few short times. The person I was
staying ydth did not want to (could not)
march because he was a professor of
math at one of the colleges. So I had the
choice of either marching as one of the
mass' or as a supporter of an identifiable
group; Having felt so much personally
as a queen and having worked with and
organized queens, I joinf^ the ranks of
Street Transvestite Actfon Revolution
aries (STA R) arid Queens Liberation.
There were two banners bu t the merhbership of each seemed to merge arxl
readily exchange alor^ the way. I saw
that all along the way the loudest jeers
and shouts were certainly directed at
us, at those of us in dresses artd skirts
artd sequins. Not only the straight
people on the sidewalks but our own
people seethed,apologetic arKi ashamed
of our blatantnesS.'We had been in the
streets before, we .were always there.And after
left, we would still'
be there. The .Queens were out there
from the very beginning, makirrg you
Piloto by David O roana
laugh, getting their heads bashed in,
entertaining you when you were bored
or tired, making you smile becaus^ of
joy and not a put down. And we will
still be out there after your adult
consentual law is passed. Because our
lives, our rexuality, our true image
can't be hidden in our apartments or
When I walk down a iHJsy street irt
our bedrooms; we wear it all the time.
my silver heels, fur chubby, feathers
Just
open your eyes and we are there.
and fingernail. polish,^ith my bracelets
and my earrings and my jewels and my
♦*♦♦*♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦»♦♦**»***•***♦> ♦
shirt open to show a small patch of
chest hair, my eyes thickly outlined
For a while there was a group of
in black with a rainbow swatch over
transvestites, drag queens and people
each and probably my- beard riot too
who did drag, that met regularly. We
closely shaven, then.........I am fDuth
all got together and talked about clothies
walkifig down the street. I say, look at
and rhakeup but mostly about our fears
me; arxl why not. Why shouldn't'everyand our need to get beyond the rigid
one see me? I like the way I look, the
sex roles that society had defined for
way I feel. That's the point. I like it
males. Gary came to "Manicure" (that
and I want to share how good it is.
was the name of the' group — Man a
Oh it is rnore fun and it is so much nicer
cure) after he was thrown out of the
out there on the streets with the real
Navy for being a transvestite. Gary and
sun and people who might never tajk to
I live together now and here are some
me or me to. them; but there they see
of
the things we talked about when I
me, and I parade for them, prarade be
was writing this article:
cause I am beautiful, because this is me

GEN DERFUGK
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When I was about $fx or Seven and old
enough to read but not really under
stand, L ife magazine did. a feature essay
on the homosexual. According to the
discreet definition, a homosexual was a
man who preferred the company of
other mert to the exclusion of women.
I turned to my brother and said, "You
know what you are, you're a homo
sexual." My mother, having overheard,
yelled from the other room, "Don't
you ever call anyone th it." And there'
the matter was closed.
But it did seem as if rny brother's
closed group of friends ware exclu
sively mal#, and he certainly never had
anythiog to do with girls if he could
help it. I mean, he and his friends“
ran around all day playing war and
killing each other, or as a gang they beat
up kids that were smaller, always frying
to prove how much of a man they
were.- It did seem to fit the definition in
Life. A t least I knew that / couldnU be
one. I liked girls a whole lot, even more
than the otHbr boys. Wouldn't I rather
sit and play house^ or make potholders
or play dress up? I knew that I couldn't
be one, and I was glad not only because
it'clidn't seem very good to my mother,
but also because I didn't even want to'
be one. if it meant giving up my girl
friends. It must have been a few years
later when I realized that "sissy" was
the same thing.
I have been an effeminate homosexual
all rny life, and I accepted and rdVeled in
the effeminate part long before the
homosexual. And a lot of other people
knew about the gay part before ! was
sure myself. One of' the differences
between gay people as a group add
othemppressed minorities and majori
ties is our supposeehability to hide; we
cart| pass. No one is supposed to knSw
unless we tell them.~Honey, I have
never been taken for a straight men.
Even when I believed I was one, even
when I tried so hard, tried to do all
those things and be those images that
straight society wanted atxi corntoned.

and its

and because I won't let them force me
into a dark bar or a lonely closet. I will
be me always and I wilt show them me
whenever I want to.
I don't want to tell other people what
is good for them, ^ut it does also seem
o.k. for everyone else to look, to look
and see nrte, see that I exist, that genderfucking queens really are alive and
well and kicking right here at home.
If we don't even know each other
on sight, how are we ever going to
tell each other what vve want and
how we . want to change ,it.
"'You can team m are about your
self b y spending. a few hours in a
dress than you can in. your whole life
in a .pair o f bib overalls and b oots."
—John Coverdale
.
I
One of my first childhood recollections
is'‘ Vhat after confessing my ambition to /
the priesthood, a cousin of^mine accused
me of desiring' only the skirts that went
with' the office. I was accused of wanting
to be a girl. I wasn't sure then, but I '
did know thdM did n ot want to be like
the other boys. I knew that f was dif
ferent and wanted to be different.
The Queens are that part o f ' gay

Christopher: Why did you start to do
drag iq the first place?
G ary: That's not a^very good question.
I can't come up
a political line.
C : No, not jus^politics. Why did .you
..feel that you wanted to do drdg?
G : I often ask myself that. I just am not
sure, but I know it feels good^o-me.
C : In what way?
G : Well, I just enjoy the sensual feeling
of the clothes themselves. Also I enjoy
the sense of freedom to express certain
emotipm and feelings that are regarded
as feminine, which I have difficulty
expressing when dressed as a man.
C : So the clothes themselves, or your
image in vvomen's clothes helps you to
express yourself?
G : Right.
C : Do yop feel like a woman at those
times?
G : No. I'don'bkhbw" how a woman feels;
But it does make me more complete,
more of a whole persoq.
'7 '
C : Why do you think you have such
difficulty feeling this completeness look
ing like a man?
.W-.

'*

3 : Clothes''are the most apparent. They
are what people immediately base their
judgements on.
C : Do you then dress also to defirte
yourself? Do you dress for other people?
G : Sure. I do dress for other people, biit
1 . dress more for my own satisfaction
^and that's more important to me tljan
what other people think.
/

I take myself seriously. That is a hard
thing for most people to understand.
They always ask if I am on my way to a
party. It is somehow inconceivable to
them that I could look the way I do and
not b i doing it as a joke.
One of the most common things people
shout at me on the street is: "A re you a
boy or a girl?" I hope’ that people listert
to themselves. That is exactly wha^ my
Jife is all about, it is my choice to not be
a man, arxl it is my choice to be beaur
tiful. I am rx)t a female impersonator; I
don't want to mock Women. I want to
criticize arxi to poke fun at the roles of
women and o f men too. I waht to try artd
show how npt-normai I can be. I wanTto
ridicule arxl destroy the whole cosmology
of restrictive sex roles and sexual identi
fication.
Sometimes I think it works. I can't help
but think that when I walk down the
street I am a one person guerilla theater
revolutiortary army attackirrg the entire
straight structured world around me
And I also think that I win small battles,
Why else-would they get so upset, if they
didn't know what was happening? Why
else all those threats of violence, arxl the
actual violerx», if they didn't think that
I could actually hurt them. I must be
really affecting them or they wouldn't
seem .so confused and sometimes so
frightened. This is also a two front battle
my gay brothers and sisters also seem
scared and confused. One political ac
quaintance of mine said, "It's incredible
You look so weird but talk so normal.
Yes, I am guilty until I can prove being
ok, and that is because of the way I look
There is no one like a queen to know
the Blue/Pink dichotomy in our society
These man/womah roles can trap -people
into an unhappy and restrictive life style
Even though I have been gay for a long
time, it was only last year that I broke
-through my own social conditioning and
was able to play the so-called active
role, the fucj^r rather than the fuckee
Being so effeminate I had just found it
easier to mimic straight society and play
the~woman/pas$ive sexual role. I played
that role for six years. Looking back I can
see that I did it because I too was trapped
' into thinking that the appe^trance of
person completely defined their sexual
preference. I knew intellectually that it
wasn't true, but I felt it. And then I
fucked with a man who claimed to be
straight, and I finally broke out of my
own rigid pattern. I saw him only that
once, but that single experience..changed
the way I looked at myseff. It showed
me that I really-had choices; it showed
m e that things can change. And in rhy
gut I felt the fallacy of traditional men
role (active, traditional male attributes
versus traditional female role (passive,
traditional female attributes). I think {hat
. it also made me urxlerstand drag and
^nderfuck nrx>re because it, made visible
and experiential' the nons^se of clear
cut opposites. It made me see that what
I had assumed were mutually exclusive
, roles were the same thing.

host of poets, as he sips his ^beer,
puffs his cigarettes arxl e y « the "pretty
'Women's asses. Giorno is, aibng w ith
Allen Ginsberg, Anne Waldqtan arxl
others an initiate into.Tibetan inediing "drugs," the works.
ftation. The principle of t h e ~ a s
Through it all I vvould like to get
it becomes poetry is that the sound it
closer to John Giorno in his apprecia
self has.. healing, cleansing, purifying
tion of come, pride, lègs, lips, voico . powers; the vibrations of the human,
- tanttU/experience and all with and
voice are not simply sourxls or meanings
inside me. Arxl I would like the poems
or signs — they are the vehicle of trans
better if done together in an "orgy"
formation itself.
Thaq
q on vinyl, un stage, in a chalk
Tw o experiences esfSedally lead SMkcircle. Maybe it's just the law — you do.^ ers to ancient wisdom: death arxl sex.
have,to be careful — but why not the ' Death arxl sax are at the heart - they
whole experience, the whole self, the
are the mainsprings in Giorno's poetry.
whole body coming — sacred crying,
Giorno's first book Poems (1967)
panting, cuming scream — into our,
contained his "American Book of the
each other's, everyone's ears, eyes,
Dead," the American analogue of the
nxsuths, anuses, arses, legs — dripping
Tibétan Book o f the Dead. Balling
'white / cum / white cum — why not?
Buddha (1970) contains an inrxedible
Imagine the sexual disçiplirte, technol
death meditation; "Purple Heart," with
ogy, abandonment, exercise, spontan
a Hippie Mom who puts a coke bo.ttle
eity, love required td do it that way. If
in place of her baby's beating heart - to
save it from this civilization's heartless
not poets vvhd? ~who could better re
ness. They were limiting the number of
define doing it? GJorno talks along
side a prison rebellion/ "ducking the
purple hearts in Vietnam. Now Cartcer
falling debris'7 "still smdidering matIn M y L e ft Ball (1973) comes an
qesses" / the perform ante
nounced with Giorno's own D M h U o w
hospital bill. "A s the cancer got started,
o f ritual
grew, and was cut out in the same 2
the perform ance o f ritual
year period in which the poems werè
and group
intercourse
written, I think there is some connec
and group intercourse'
tion between the body that Wrote them
to attain
and-the poem." Everything in Cancer In
release
M y L e ft Ball is in some ultimate sense a
to attain release
meditation on death, our nothingness,
through
the rxithingness, thé ultimate meaning
orgasmic
lessness in everything. T h e rr simply
self-control
shimmering, beirrg there.
through orgasmic self-control

REVIEW
Cancer In M y
Bad by Jo h i^ ío rn o .
Something Else Press, Vermont,' 1973.
$ 2.95 paperback.
The Diai-A-Poem Poets. 2 records LP.
Giom o Poetry Systems Records, 222
Bowery, New York, N .Y. 10012. $5.98

A s poetry is now done ways of ex
periencing a poem aren't many. In the
beginning poetry came only in the
mouth: someone chanted-,,or sang the
song to flute or lyre while others
listened; these auralZoral, mouth/ear
songs w ere both ,magical and practical.
Christ was conceived in this way: Gab
riel spoke into Mary's ear. Gay Hesiod's
Ways and Days taught ploughing and
loving in his song.
Writing and its changes came later.
Some spontaneity went; texts came.
And you could now see (visualize) a
song: oral/aural/visual. Seeing became
believing became reading became closing
your door before you do it became
poetry as written tablet, book. Poetry
was something you did. with a pen/
pencil/penis. Writing. When you did it
you jabbed eyes out with letters.
Still, writing brought freedom from
memory. (The first poem I remember
memorizing was:, shall we gather nrare
stately mansions o my soul and wrap
shrouds bringing in the sheaves, swing
low swe^t chariot on an old rugged
cross; then came arma virumque cano
— for forty lines memorized I got a
plus on my "B" in Latin, magnum cum
laude). The song written is realized, realT
only in the reading of the text — at that
particular time — not carried like luggage
through Hell. Most poets don't memo
rize; most readers don't meniprize; the
poet/ poet is ironically freer -though
forever frozen, fixed, spayed.
John Giorno explodes poetry into
another third realm of experience (better
urxlerline experierKe — and play with
,your anus or scratch yourself as you
d6). There are many ways and days in
his songs — not afraid to use new media
potentialities.possibilities, realities. The
poem "Cum" (printed in Cancer in M y
L e ft Ball) first appeared with a cover
of two boys masturbating to a porno
book on a pillow with cum on one
boy's stomach. "Cum " was first perforn^d by John Giorno reading the
words printed oii the left hand column
in the book with Michael'Brody reading
those on the right hand. The readers
were enclosed inside a chalk circle.
"We chanted and sang and screamed
the words-iti mantric rhythms to each
other." Six musicians played in another
circle. Giorno writes that, 'T h e au
dience sat on foam rubber cushions
“around us. We were lit with -red fresnels, the musicians with purple and the
audience with, blue and green...Michael,
the musicians and I did some Sunshine
for the performance," Afterwards, a
party with red wine and sponge cake.
Another.way of getting everyone into
poetry has. been the Dial-A-Poem pro- ject. InN ew YorkJCity_you CQuId once
just dial a poem by telephone. Although
the various authorities (museum, state.
Bell, etc.) eventually did the project in,
you can still listen to some of the
poems on a two disc record. Literally
millions of people heard such poems by
phone (700 selections from 55 poets;
_ the LP has 27 poets with 29 selectiorfs).
new poet to audience relationship/
experience. "In the middle of the DialA-Poem experience," Giorno explains,
"was the giant self-consuming media
qiachine Choosing you^at some of- its
food, which also, jeti you get your
hands on the Controls because you've
made a new system of communicating
poetry,"
~
_
^very avenue of .experience is searched
and utilized to get into,, to do, to be, to
become the song, the experience. And
. esp>eciallymeW technology.— or at least
new to twentieth century poesy: lights,
stimuj^lon, stimulants, transubstantiat-

(p-88)
Giorno wiggles around the debris and
destruction of Babylon in reaching for
illumination arxl meaning. Obviously,
the billions of words — N .Y . Times, N .Y.
Public Library, Congressional Quarterly,
Manhattan phone book and Sears Roe
buck catalogue —. say both more and
less than they say.
Words
Words
^ have more to do
with lies
have m ore to do with lies
and misunderstanding
and misunderstandirtg
than with
communication
than with com m unication

^

(p.57)
Poets of words work their..worthless
dictionaries and thesauri for deep sym
bols and meanings. Yet it's all there in
the times, evenirrg news, phone book
— just shimmering there, on the surface.

~

It is not
a question
It is not
a question
o f going
into another
^ world
o f going
^
o f going
into another world
into another world,
■ this is
another
world
this is another
world
this is another world
(p.41)

In "Guru Rinpoche" Giorno talks
about how our reality can be fourxl in
our voice, our being, our reflection of
reality, our reflection being reality, our
being in reality, in our voices, our
vowels, bowels, bowls of blood. Poetry,
• mediation become

- •

the transformation
o f reality
the transformation o f reality
into the vibrations
into the vibrations
o f the human
. voice
,
o f the human voice
—•
( p .4 9 ) .

' Tibetan-^ffB Riftpoche has tutored a

(p. 37)
. Even here one .can wonder whether he
really is digging, loving sucking spit,
wrappirtg it into himself. Other times,
he's clearly mean. Maybe, "The images
are American cancer cells. The poems
are a biopsy. The reality of the cancer
transformed into words." Like when
he sings:
He grasped
He grasped
the naan’s
head
the man's head
and began
violently
and began violently
to fuck him
in the mouth
in the mouth.
'

~~

(p. 134)

True, this is partly exorcism — but why
is the poet always fucking and never
receiving (or almost never). Is it male
dignity that can't allow hi,s manhood to
go? can't conceive himrelf a sexual
creature?
Giorno's poetry has a manly quality
that sometimes chills me. I particularly
" wince at the rush, for planned ^wordJohn G io rno
hood — the need to control, hesitation
Cancer arxl death; death and love —
to stop clinging to poWer over words,
they are linked in ways we don't even
not wanting to let go. Marks of planning
know yet. Wilhelm Reich with his orintrude in '!Give it to me. Baby" —
gone boxes may ix>t have refined his
printed in both Balling Buddha (1970)
ideas into adequately "scientific" forms,
and
Cancer In M y L e ft Ball (1973).
but I think he was bárking right. Some
"Baby" mixes sex, a recipe for shish
thing like one in every four of us will
kebab, some commerciafs, r^ws stories,
contáct some form of cancer before we
etc. together — brilliantly togettjer, but
die.. And most cancer strikes the sexual
the control of the author over the 'ma
organs; throat, rectum, vagina, breasts,
terial is never forgotten; Most poets
and other erotogenic zones. (Even lung
prefer to carry out the kinds of experi
cancer comes from sucking penis sub
ments that allow them to feel they are
stitutes.) There is certainly a statistical
in full control, "rather than surrender
correlation between the emotional state
ing themselves to the situation," in
of the patient/poet and his ability to
Margaret Mead's words about scientists,
withstand the various kinds of cancer...
(Those diagnosed schizophrenic have sig- - "as one must in studying human beings
as they actually live."
nificantly fewer cases of cancer.) In 
Giorno recognizes this. He understands
teresting that Giorno neared death (I'd
that
in order to float free from, love,
heard it was brain cancer) after Nixon
wanting, grasping, clinging to things &
was elected. _
people — to float free from cancer, love
In the dissonance of death and before
arxl death
love, there is a search for freedom, the
Weatherpeople, reform and what's called
requires
political action. Giorno has several cele
a gentle
brations of guerilla explosions in IBM
"allowing"
and other offices; the Dial A Poem
requires a gentle "allowing"
record jacket has a picture of Giorno
ratherrshan
with Ginsberg and others at a-demona deliberate
stration with riot police. Giorno did an
effort
rather than a deliberate effort
enormous amoun^of work at the 1972
Miami Conventions; and for McGovern's
Yet he holds onto an image of control,
campaign, he wrote and designed T
male supremacy, fails to surrender his
shjjts with Vietnamese casualties printed
marViood
at least in his soul/ his pub
in red,
<
lish ^ poetry/ his songs. The man re
Out of the,.hospital he wai off to
mains, t(^ triumphant.
Snow Lion, a Buddhist meditaion re
[Cancer in M y Left Ball is dvailable by
treat, and then to Iridia. I would like to
m ail, postpaid, from GayLLtb B o o k _ ^ t_
suggest thr t ho mif
vice; listing elsewhere in this issue.]

T
,

they sucked
each
others
they sucked eachothers
tongues
tongues
they sucked each others tongues\
and swapped
spit
and seapped sp it
and swapped spit.

_

C O N T IN U E D ON P A Q E 1«
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Ijnk between death, love, politics^ ac
tion, sex and other things in gay lib- <
eration, his o ^ gayness — more answers
there_than in lixiia. We have plenty of
debris arxl destruction in our rn'Klst.
But the gurus, mantra arxl booksxf wis(lom have been more often thSn not.es
capes from faggotry into respectability,
without sanctifying and loving that
which is deep within gay —. within
oneself.
Giorno's love/sex meditatiorrs have
some discordant qualities that come
from nrxM'e than the T V commercials.
His handling of women (arxl handling
is the right word) is in tune with the
weathermen and other men in our
society as \^ ll as in India — but far
out of touch with the growing circle of
sisterhood spreading wider every day.
SoiTWtimes he catches beautifully sen
suality and bodiness in love:

r ' - l
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tologist who had to operate and even then spend six
months more of weekly check-ups to bum or freeze
recurring warts.
During that, time, my friend couldn't be fucked^
by anyorw for fear his infection would spread td others,
as well as the possibility of the contact ruining the
effectiveness of the treatment.
The hassle of waits is made worse, as with all
anal V D , by the nature of the rectal canal. The mucous
membrane lining of the rectum has no sensory nerve
endinos. so you can have them up inside vour ass and
never krtow it while they multiply and grow larger.
The rectum can be compared to an elastic tube
that stretches arxl contracts, so in its normal folded
state you vraüldñ't be able to feel all the way up your
asshole to know if any warts have formed deep inside;
Only a proctologist with his anoscope could do it.
When you spot warts or suspect them, go imme
diately to a doctor, or better yet proctologist. Most V D
clinics can only diagnose them, and they..aren't in a
position to refer the names of good doctors. Yo u have
to call the local medical socie^ for referrals, or any
gay switchboard or community' center for the names of
good proctologists or gay doctors.
Bear in mind,* treatment is crude at best. The
freezing technique, called cryotherapy, is the newest and
best. Dr. Bruce Friedman of San Francisco now uses
this almost exclusively, ‘ll'm very encouraged by. it from
two standpoints: 1) it can be done in the office, arxl 2)
the amount of pain is minimal. And it's more accurate.
I feel I can limit the treatment and know what I am
Friedman said he hopgsfi vaccirte or immunization
for waits will be developed, "but it's not forthcoming."
Friedman ^ id , "I feel cryotherapy worl« not because
we've destroyed warts but through the-prodess of burn
ing by^ freezing we're stimulating an immune reaction
in the body."
Podophyllin, an acid, is the most common treat
ment. It's not very reliable as it affects people different
ly. it can severely burn and spread to other parts of the
body. It should never be used on the tender inner rectal
lining, only on the outside ailal skin. When warts are up
inside the rectum, freezing or electro-coagulation (burn
ing with help of anesthetic) should be used.
^
If it sounds wretched, you're right. General practicioners are often ignorant of the problem., and they
can waste your time with limited treatment, such as
podophyllin, or by treatir^ only those warts observable
on the skin arxl not looking for intra-anal warts.

an in dèpth look at vd
and your asshole
■
1
.-i
" / /n convinced that God loves' and approves o f
gay men, and that's why he p u t the prostate gland right
above the asshole so we could enjoy the pleasure o f
being fucked."
— a gay man from Berkeley
"Don't give him anything but love."
slogan for anti-VD poster p u t’out by
Los Angeles' Gay Community Services Center
The joy of anal sex is a mystery and sounds un
pleasant unless your body has known it and~adiusted to
it. To the squeamish man who calls it "unriatural and
"unhealthy" or fears being hurt, I would compare the
ignored potential of the asshole to the many muscles
and organs which seem useless only When we don't
explore and exercise them. I would say, remember that
your rectum has a mucous membrane lining, just like
your mouth or_ a woman's vagtna, whieh-allows for.
a highly erogenous union of bodies once the fear of
fuckirtg and rimming is overcome.
'
It's really an incredible discovery. But unfor„tunately, there are at the same time very serious risks,
in the form of a whole spectrum of anal V D : warts, anal
syphilis, anal gonorrhea, herpes, hepatitis, and tpore
that can be transmitted in gay love-making when two
men don't know what precautions to take.
I decided I had to write this article when 2 friends
of mine discovered ..warts In their assholes, neither of
them having heafd^of anal warts before. Now, after a
year of treatments, including hospitalization, t h e ^
still infected and still wearing invisible chastity betfson
their ba<^sides!
Getting into all forms of love-making, fucking
and rimming (oral-anal) included, wouldn't be a hazard
if we had more information on anal venereal disease.
But medicine has largely shyed away from it (and
most other gay health needs), even more so than with
"straight" or génital V O . Facts are scarce and research
is slim. It wasn't until 1967 that statistics on male-tomale transmission of V D were compiled by the Ameri
can Social Health Association.
''
Gays' have been blamed for the epidemic spread
of VD,*when irt fact only 3% of males with gonorrhea
and 12% to 18% with syphilis name gay contacts, ac
cording to an article in Medical A spects o f Human
Sexuality in Mardh 1971. It hàrdiy seem^disproportionate to the number of gay men in the U .9.
Now, consider, even if these tales of gays infiltra
ting the nation's collective bloodstream with spiro
chetes were true, what the cause might be. Do statistics

take into account the fear of publicity and harassment
that forces many men to hide their gayness and avoid
seekirtg treatment? Do the facts consider the poor
medical care that gays receive too ofteii, in which the
doctor will frequently overlook the possibility of anal
infection?
If à' doctor neglects to take an anal culture, the
patient will usually have no way of knowing he's in
fected, because there are rarely any symptoms. He's
then more likely to reach a serious, or even fatal,
advanced condition. And this is only one of the com
plications of anal V D .
What's more, the rectum seems to retain viruses
and bacteria much more than the genitals, becáuse they
thrive well in warm and moist regions, and also because
it's so much harder to clean your asshole really thor
oughly than all the other parti of the body.
So, again, it's very wise to know the ramifications
of anel-sex7-To be-able-to-fuUy-en)oyUt as-a-phystcal
and/or spiritual self-expression, as much as any other
type of love-making.
Reading this article needn't make anyone panic,
or cease their preferred sexual activity, but rather be.
aware of possible risks, and to avoid them with the
right precautions.
A N A L W ARTS
Anal warts, especially, are an incredible problem.
-Even though they're an epidemic with gays, very little
rormatibn, is available, and their treatment sadly has
not advanced very far from the days when hypnosis
and time juice were thought jo iu r e the growths.
Warts are almost always the result of anal inter
course. Doctors know theyVe caused by a virus, but
the virus hasn't beeri identified or isolated to the point
where an efficient cure or vaccine has been developed.
.Usually you'll see small tumors just outside the
rirh of the anus when you get warts. Unlike hand warts,
they're pink or red, soft and moist with an indented,
cauliflQwer-lijce appearance. They^can sometimes fdfm
a large tissue mass. Some clear up quickly, o t h ^ take
yedrs despite treatments. Sometimes thejeywill be
itching or bleeding, but most often you won't feel any
thing.
>
My friend recalled his experience: "When I first_
felt them, I assumed thOy were hemorrhoids. So I went
out and bought some Preparation H. I'd never even
heerd of anal warts!" First, he went to a gay general
practicioner who spent 6 unsuccessful months trying
to kill the warts with acid. Then he found a good proc-

^

--------

Anal warts treatrfwnt sadly hat not advanced very
far from the days whan hypnosis and lime juice
were thought to cure the growths.

Doctors should always take a gonorrhea culture
and blood test for syphilis when treating warts. The
rash which comes as a serandary symptbm of syphilis
looks just like warts. If the doctor mistakes them for
hemorrhoids, which are inflamed blood vessels appearing
as tabs of skin, you probably need a r>ew doctor.
Surgery and hospitalization are often necessary
for warts ahd that runs into hundreds of dollars, on top
of your check-ups. Without Medi-Cal or medical insur
ance or a fat bankroll, the cost would be prohibitive.
Proctology clinics are located in San Francisco
at University of-California, Mt. Zion, Children's Hos
pital, SF General, St. Wary's and PresbyteriarTRospital.
In Los Angeles, the Gay Community Services Center's .
free'clinic can treat warts.
Penile warts are much less common, and generally
less of a problem, though under a tight foreskin they can
be awfully painful. They can be transmitted to, or con
tracted from, a sexual partner very easily. Treatment is
the same, but usually easier for the patient as access is
direct.
ANAL CLA P
Anal gonorrhea strikes more often (same as with
genital clap) than anal syphilis. In 80% of the cases, you
won't have symptoms — very different from the burn
ing discharge of penile clap. So, check-ups every 3 to 6
months are necessary if you're active. A doctor can't
see the gonococci in the rectum but a culture will
determine it.
(The symptoms of anal dap that rarely do occur
are a moistness, discharge, or discomfort when'shitting.)
Havir^g no symptoms is dangerous because as an
unknowing carrier you could infect many partners and
possibly reach an advanced stage. Unchecked gonorrea
can cause blindrtess, sterility, or an infected prostate.
At LA's Gay Community* Sen)ice$ Center, a clinic
patient had to be carried in. He was so ashameci
of his infection, he'd jet it go until his leg became
temporarily paralyzed.
'
The clap is infectious and will live in your body
until you're cured. If you've just fucked someone with
anal clap, you can reduce chances of infection by pissing

• . A quick examination of your partiter mif^t
oral syphilis and gonorrhea, pinworm, typhoid and
reveal symptoms that ha hasn't noticed.
^
salmonellotis, though none are as frequem as.hepatitls.
e A periodic selfexamirwition is wise, not only
Dr. Erwin Braff of San Francisco's City Clinic says
'These infections of the gastro-intestinal tract are a very to protect yourself and partner, but to understand end
significant hazard that one doesn't really think'of as be in touch with your body. T ry krteelihg on your bed,
being a venereal disease." He added thatthbiricideneeof and looking backwards while holding a mirror to your
ass and genitals. Lift your balls to get a batter look.
the latter three isn't common enough to be considered
“ a significent risk. Again, the rectum is very difficult to
dean thoroughly, to you might say the deaner the man
the lets charKe of disease for the man who rims or
fucks him.
^
“
When fucking, if the pertner it gentle and takas
________ Yellow skin, or laundice. is the traditional hepaMs time, all owi ng the sph incter mui cla to reliOLtitfs symptom, when really only 1 out of 3 persons got
and the~recMm to stretch and expand tiourty,
it. Common symptoms resemble a flu: no appetite,
there's little chance of infection -of the prostate.
aches and paint, a fever, abdominal pains. The urirte it
very dark and feces become a light clay color. Hepatitis
it serious, in that it can permairently weaken the liver,
and can put you on your back for weeks with a long,
A N A L S IF F
• Check-ups can't be stressed enough, especially
slow recovery. Often when hepatitis ^m ptom s have
Anal syphilis,' too, rarely infects the body with
if
t'^'ck a lo t or frequent the baths. Remember,
left or *are slight, the,person is still communicable.
' any signs. In the primary stage, a chancre sore may
you
usually
won't know when yp’u r ass is infected with
apjpaar, but unlike oral or genital Chancres they're
V D unless a partner tells you he has it genitally, or if
"atypical" and have no common characteristics, except
HERPES
—
there are symptoms such as itching or discharge (very
Herpes genitalis is still one more disease that anal
thatthey're painless. When they form inside the.rectum
rather than the rectal opening (anus), they won't be sex can lead to. It's more common in women, but rare). So even If you've no reason to suspect, even if
you haven't balled In m onths, you should go for a
infects men with the same fever blisters, pinkish with
visible.Whenchancresarevisibla (as well as "secondary"
M
ood test and gonorrhea culture. Always request that
a
red
border.
Herpes
are
exquisitely
painful
if
located
siff symptoms) they often resemble the symptoms of
on skin outside the anus (or on the genitals) but usually cultures from you r mouth and asshole be taken.
other diseases. Syphilis is ca^ed "the great imitator"
Many puMic health clinics, such as San-Francisco's
not felt at all if inside the rectum.
and because it "mimics" other infections, a blood test
City O in ic, see many gay patients, an<^take throat and
The biisters fester artd merge together as they
or darkfield exam of serum from the sore are sometimes
rectal cultures of all patients as part of the routine.
grow
so
that
you
can't
sit
down,
let
alone
have
sex,
the only way to identify it.
• Always tell everyorie you've balled once yoo~
without agonizing pain. After 4 or 5 days tf|ey start to
Chancres will form precisely at the spot where
have
an infection, and encourage them to go for tests.
heal, arxl then arrother 10 days pass b^ore they dis
the spirochete germ enters your body, anywhere from
If
you
don't tell them, then make jt a point to give,
appear
w
ithout
scarring.
The
sores
won't
be
communic10 to 90 (usually 21) days after contact. So you could
'their name to your doctor or clinic vvorker, for the
aMe unless they're open.
have n i^ tiv e Mood tests for weeks until the germs are
simple reason that you're protecting them and aiding
Herpes can return as they will lie in remission, and
nunwrous enough to be recorded. The chancre dis—ap^ ars if untreated, followed sometimes by a secon the virus can be reactivated by the chafing of buttocks Jn the abatement of the disease. The names of persons
with any communicabla diseases are raquired by state
(especially with overweight people), or from sex, or
dary stage of a skin rash. The rash usually appears as
from irritating material in the feces which d o n * ^ ^ _ Jaw to be confidentially reported tojthe Department of
raised' bumps all over the body, including inside of
Health.
washed off properly. So, unt|ke other V D , when herpes
mouth, palms and soles of feet. Usually the rash won't
• As further prevention, most doctors will enerupt it's not always because of the last sex you had,
itch and will be so mild as to go unnoticed; but.it's
encourage using a rubber. This is reaily controversial,
but rather the original infection could easily have been
highly contagious.
mostly because for most people a rubber negates the
re-awakened.
T his saanr rash will resamMe anal warts when it
pleasure of sex. jt should be said here, though, that it
Herpes cure is-a matter of simply alleviating the
appears near the asshole. Other possiMe. secondary
symptoms until the virus ieaves the body and the dis will be very effective in preventing most V D , including
symptoms: hair falling out, and a low-grade fever and
warts. (There needs to be research for a suppository as
ease cures itself. To stop their spreading, it's good to rub
swelliitg of lymph glands. Even without treatment, the
an aiternative to rubbers.-An^ntiseptic for the rectum
Sulfa cream on the sores. Vaseline-on the skin near the
or vagina, tasteiess and odoriess, inserted before bailing,
sores. A tub of, hot water helps too, as will a surface
wouldn't be nearly as repulsive as a rubber.)
antiseptic or pain pills. Washing well instead of wiping
• A vaccine against warts, iet alone one against
with
toilet
tissue
is
good.
The mucous membrane lining of the rectum has
the clap and syphilis, has yet to be developed, but
, It's possible to get herpes in tfie mouth — either
no sensory nerve endings. In 80% of anal dap
would ultimately be the easiest and most efficient deter
from rimming or sucking, or by transferring the virus
cases and 75% of anal siff, and often with anal
rent to infectiorv. What's needed is public support and
from hand to mouth after urinating.
demand for continued research Into such a vaccine.
warts, there will be no symptoms.
P R O S T A T E 8i S P H IN C T ER
~ • If you, think yoU can cure siff or clap or any
The prostate gland, from _which much of the
V D by treating yourself with tetracyline or penicillin
erotic pleasure of anal intercourse stems, can become
at home, you're wrong. Don't try it: the amount or kind
secondary symptoms vanish, like a chancre, within 2 to
infected if the sexual partner uses undue force when
of antibiotic you take may be wrong, allowing the
6 weeks. Siff then becomes latent (no signs or symp penetrating the rectum, especially if fists or dildos are
infection to linger. Seek out the best treatment. (In my
toms) for years. Once it goes this far, you've a 33% used. Any kind of rough'sex could also injure the
research^ was to n jB y a gay doctor and public health
chance of getting an advanced condition, which can
rectal lining, and here's where tears and splits resulting
worker o^cases where a man with an infected asshole
lead to 'a fatal heart attack or paralysis, or insanity
in abscesses or fissures might occur.
was seeirfg a doctor who knowingly administered an
(remember Al Capone).
Otherwise, if the partner is gentle and takes his
ineffective treatment, because he got off on examining
Remember, there's a very small (about 26%)
time, allowing the sphincter muscle to relax and-the
that particular rnan. This isn't that common, but along
chance that any of these primary or secondary symp
rectum to stretch and expand slowly, th e r ^ little
with all I've described here, it's enough to make me go
toms will develop. And without any siff symptoms,
chance of infection or damage. Lubrication ( K Y is best)
out of my way for good treatrnent.)
you're still infectious and the spirochetes remain in
• Your state''of mind, or positive thinking,
is also a good way to facilitate fucking without really
your blood until cured.
taking Out any of the enjoyment.
shouldn't be discounted as a means of prevention or
A finger or tongue are the perfect preliminary.
partial cure. Try._to_mellow out and don't become too
F IS S U R E S , A B S C E S S E S 8i F IS T U L A S
identified with the disease. The infection is possibly
Boston's Feg Rag ran a story, "Rimming As An A ct Of
The rectum is really vulnerable to a world of
Revolution by Charley Shively,^which says it so w e l l:__ . being maintained by the overwhelming depression that
infections, when no precautions are exercised. Aside
accompanies it, as by the virus or bacteria. Perhaps your
"Rim m ing is a wonderful way to prepare
from the nature of the mucous membrane lining, further
attitudes and emotions will J ie lp .where .medicine
—
^
an^anus
fo
r
a
penis.
J/Kho
is
so
tight
h
e
can.—
' disease can Tloorish^in what's^ealleif anal crypts. Thesecannot.
n o t accept a tongue, so ft and slippery and
are pockets leading to anal glands located where, the
• Above all, don't be unnecessarily alarmed by
easy as it is in its message o f love into the
liriirtg of the bowel meets the skin, %-inch hiside the
al) this information. Just take heed, and continue to
rectum ? Once softened, resistance rnelts
anus. When these become infected you'll getVroblems
enjoy;
like butter in the sum m er sun. Stiffness
with fissures, abscesses andf istulas. These are very often
becom es softness becom es yieiding ecstasy."
- caused not by sex but by diarrhea or o th jr bowel
—Edward- Guthmann
problems.
''
' ^
-r—
The approach is what matters.
A fissure is a split or tear in the anal canal,
Approach, really, is the main consideration in all
from an infected crypt. It appears like a small raw spot, forms of sex and their relation to venereal disease.
and could be mistaken for a chancre. They require There's a saying that "the stiff prick has no conscience,"
minor surgery to repair.
but a man does, and if he wants to enjoy all forms of
G A y H E A LT H S E R V IC E IN U 5 .:
—
There's a theory, by an Englishman named Dr. love-making, he'll want his sexual partner to share the
Barkeley, C alifo rn is. fre e C lin ic has gay medics available
Peter Lord, that says the relaxed muscles one gets from joy o f sex without fear of infection.
f=rlday nighu. 2339 Durant Ave. Phone (4151 648-2570.
anal intercourse will make the body less, rather than
Los Angeles, C alifornia. Gay Community Services Cen
ter, VD Health C linic. 1614 W ilshire_ Bivd. Phone (213)
more likely to get a fissure.
P R E V E N T IO N
482-3062. (
,
Abscesses develop when the -Infection of the
_ Thus, prevention of V D is a two-way street. You
iSan Franciseo, California. C ity C linic sees all patients,
crypt goes deeper, causing a highly painful swelling. take steps to protect your lover/partner from infection,
gay or straight, for V D , prim arily syphilis and gonorrhea.
Once a doctor drains an abscess and the pus is released, as well as "precautions to guard yourself. Preventing V D
250 4th S t. Phone (415) 558-3804:
Baeton,lMaeaachusetft. Gay Nurse's A lliance, c/o Homothe-patient's pain will subside. But in 85% of abscesses, is a.mixture of hygiene, caution and positive thinking.
phile Com m unity Health Service. Room 403, 419 Boylston S t.
ionce they're drained a fistula develops, which is a
• . First of all, washing clean before and after sex
Phone (617) 266-5473.
tunnel boring-Outward from the abscess infection. It is necessary, and fine fo r esthetic reasons too. A bath or
Naur Y o rk , New Y o rk . 'Gay M a n ^ e a lth Project. 247 W.
must be surgically opened and troughed.
shower enhances the natural body scents and makes the
11th S t. (Basem ent). Phone (212) 691-6969.
,
Fissures,'abscesses and fistulas are not a^arge or skin smooth and soft. Washing your asshole before sex
Philadelphia, Pehnsylvania. Gay Nurse's A lliance. P.O .
significant problem and shouldn't bo considered a majpc will greatly decrease the chances of the man rimming • Box 5687. Phone (215) 978-5700.
Seattle, Washington. Seattle Counseling Service for
risk in anal intercourte.
'
•
'
you getting hepatitis or other gastro-intestinal diseases.
Homosexuals. Phone (206) 329-8707.
'T o wash aftec sex with warm and soapy water will kill
H E P A T IT IS
most siff and clap germs. And pissing after sex will
Th is is a partial list. If you have names and addresses
When two rnen are rimming and the tongue and elimínate any possible clap germs from thFufethra.
of more gay health services, send them to Gay Sunshine.
lips enter the partner's! asshole, there's a definite pos
' • Of course, don't ball anyone who's infected,
sibility of hepatitii infection, caused by the bacteria '’ with any of the above infections. You're not .only
and viruses in human feces. Rimming can also cause courting the germs, but you'll possibly pass them on.
because the gonococci enter only through the meatus
(penis opening) in that condition.. If you're beirsg
fucked by a man who's got a dose, you'll almost for sura
co n ta ct it because the rectum is such a contained
receptacle.
Rimming or suckir^ 'cock will rarely result in
pharyrtgeal (^roat) gonorrhea. When it does, a throat
culture will define it and antibiotics will cure it as with
all forms of the dap.
''
(To digress frorn anal V D , a word about penile
dap: 50%^ of men with discharge complairns really
eal urethcitis,! which Is the
sam easN SU. It's defined as-any m fedion of the urethra
e a t caused by the dap, arxl is usually a milder discharge,
and not continuqps like the clap. So always demand a
culture!)
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tologist who had to operate, and even then spend six
months more of weekly check-ops to bum or freeze
recurring warts.
During that time, my friend couldn't be fucked
by anyone for fear his infection would sfkead to others,
as well as the possibility of the contact ruining the
effectiveness of the treatment.
The hassle of warts is made worse, as with all
anal V O , by the nature of the rectal canal. The mucous
membrane lining of-the rectum has no sensory nerve
endings, so you can hkve them up inside your ass and
never krtow it while they multiply and grow larger.

an in depth look at vd
and your asshole
“ I'm convinced that G od loves and approves o f
gay m en, and that's w hy he p u t the prostate gland right
above 'the asshole so we could enjoy the pleasure o f
being fucked."
— a gay man from .Berkeley
"Don't give him anything but love.”
slogan for anti-VD poster put out by
Los Angeles' Gay Community Services Center
The joy of anal sex is a mystery and sounds un
pleasant unless your body has known it and adjusted to
it. To the squeamish man who calls it "unriatural and
"unhealthy" or fears being hurt, I would compare the
ignored potential of the asshole to the many muscles
and organs which seem useless only when we don't
explore and exercise them. I vvould say, remember that
your rectum has a mucous membrane lining, just like
your nrtouth-or- a woman's vagina, which allows for
a highly erogenous union of bodies once the fear of
fucking and rimming is overcome.
It's really an incredible discovery. But unfor
tunately, there are at the same time very serious risks,
in the form of a whole spectrum of anal V D : warts, anal
syphilis, anal gonorrhea, herpes, hepatitis, and more
that can be transmitted in gay love-making when two
men dorv't know What precautions to take. •
\ I decided I had to write this article when 2 friends
of m'me discovered warts in their assholes, neither of
them having heard of anal warts before. Now, after a
year of treatments, including hospitalization, they're
still infected and still wearing invisible chastity belts on
their backsides.
Getting into all forms of love-making, fucking
and rimming (oral-anal) included. Wouldn't be a hazard
if we had,more information bn anal venereal disease.
But medicine has largely shyed away from it (and
most other gay health needs), even more so than with
"straight" or geniMi V D . Facts are scarce and research
is slim. It wasn't until 1967 that statistics on male-tomale.»transmission of V D were.compiled by the Ameri
can Social Health Association.
Gays have been blamed for the epidemic spread
of V D , when in fact only 3% of males with gonorrhea
and 1 2 % to 18% with syphilis name gay contacts, ac
cording to an article in Medical A spects o f Human
Sexuality in March 1971. It hardly seems dispropor
tionate to the number of gay men in the U.S.
^
Now, consider, eveqif these tales of gays infiltra,ting the nation's collective bloodstream -with spiro
chetes were true, what the cause might be. Do statistics

that stretches and contracts, so in its normal folded
state you wouldn't be able to feel all the way up your
asshole to know if any warts have formed deep insicte:
Only a proctologist with his anoscope could do it.
When you spot warts or suspect them, go imme
diately to a doctor, or better yet proctologist. Most VD
dinics can only diagnose them, and they aren't in a
position to refer the names of good doctors. Y o u have
to ca irth e local medical sodety for r eferrals, or^<
gay switchboard or community canter for the names of
good proctologists or gay doctors.
Bear in mind,‘ treatment is crude at best. The
freezing technique, called^cryotherapy, is the newest and
best. D r. Bruce Friedman of San Francisco now uses
diis almost exclusively. "I'm very encouraged by it from
two starxipoints: 1 ) it can be done in the office, and 2 )
the amount of pain is minimal. And it's more accurate.
I feel I can limit the treatment and know what I a,m
treating."
Friedman said he'hopes a vaccine or immunization
for warts will be developed, "but it's not forthcoming."
Friedman said, "1 feel cryotherapy worlu not because
we've destroyed warts but through the process of burn
ing b y freezing we're stimulating an immune reaction
- in the 4xxfy." ^
Podophyllin, an acid, is the most common treat
ment. It's not very reliable as it affects people different
ly. It can severely burn and spread to other parts of the
body. It should never be used on the tender inner rectal
linirrg, only on the outside anal skin. VVhen warts are up
__ insiderhe rrctum. freezing or electro-coagulation (burn
ing with help of anesthetic) should be used.
If it sounds wretched, you're'right. General practicioners are often ignorant of the problem, and they
can waste your time with limited treatment, such as
podophyllin, or by treating only those warts observable
on the skin arxl not .looking for intra-anal warts.

take into account the fear of publicity and harassment
that forces many men to hide their gayness and avoid
seeking treatment? Do the facts consider the poor
medical care that gays receive too often, in which the
doctor will frequently overlook the po^ibility of artàl
infection?
If a doctor neglects to take an anal culture, the
patient will usually have no way of knowing he's in
fected, because there are rarely any symptoms. He's
then more likely to reach a seriouf, or even fatal,
advanced condition. And this is only one of the complicatibns of anal V D .
What's more, the rectum seems to retain viruses
and bacteria much more than the genitals, because they
thrive well in warm and moist regions, and also because
it's so much harder to clean your asshole really thor
oughly than all the other parts of the body.
So, again, it's very wise to know the ramifications
of anal sex, to be able, to fully enjoy it as a physical
and/or spiritual self-expression, as much as any other
type of love-rrvaking.
Reading this article needn't make anyone panic,
or cease their referre d sexual activity, but rather 1^
aware o V p o ssiy e risks, and to avoid them with the
right precautions.
A N A L W A R TS
~
Anal warts, especially, are anjncredible problem.
Even though they're an epidemic with gays, very little
information is available, and their treatment sadly has
not advanced very far from the days when hypnosis'
and lime juice were.thought to cure the growths.
Warts are almost always the result of anal inter;
course. Doctors know they're caused by a virus, but
the virus hasn't been identified or isolated to the point
where an efficient cure or vaccine has been developed.
Usually you'll see small tumors just outside the
rim of the anus when you get warts. Unlike h^pd warts,
they're pink or red, soft and moist with an indented,
cauliflower-like appearance. They can sometimes form
a large tissue mass. Some clear up quickly, others take
years despite treatments. Sometimes there will be
itching or bleeding, but most often you won't feel any
thing.
My friend recalled his experience: "When I first
felt them, I assumed they were hemorrhoids. So I wef>t
out and bought some Preparation H. I'd nwer even
heard of anal warts!" First, he went to a gay general
practicioner who spent 6 unsuccessful months trying
to kill the warts with acid. Then he found a good proc-

Anal warts treatment sadly has not advanced very
far from the days whan hypnosis and lime juice
were thoui^t to cure the growths. .

Doctors should always take a gonorrhea culture
and blood test for syphilis when treating warts. The
rash which comes as a secondary symptom of syphilis
looks just like warts. If the doctor mistakes them for
hemorrhoids, which are inflamed blood vessels appearing
as tabs of skin, you probably need a new doctor.
Surgery and hospitalization are often necessary
for warts and that runs into hundreds of dollars, on top
of your check-ups. Without Medi-Cal or medical insur
ance or a fat bankroll, the cosrwould be prohibitive.
Proctology clinics are located in San Francisco
at Urtiversity of California, Mt. Zion, Childrert's Hos
pital, S F General, St. Mary's and Presbyterian Hospital.
In Los Angeles, the Gay Community Services Center's .
free clinic can treat warts.
Penile warts are much less common, and generally
less of a problem, though under a tight foreskin they can
be awfully pairiful. They can be transmitted to, or con
tracted from, a sexual partner very easily. Treatment is
the same, but usually easier for the patient as access is
direct.
A N A L CLA P
Anal gonorrhea strikes more often (same as with
genital clap) than anal syphilis. In 80% of the cases, you
won't have symptoms — very different from the burn
ing discharge of pepile clap. S o , check-ups'every 3 to .6
months are necessary if you're active. A doctor-can't
see the gonococci in the rectum but a culture will
determine it.
(The symptoms of anal clap that rarely do occur
are a moistness, discharge, or discomfort when shitting.)
.
Having no symptoms is dangerous because as an
unknowing carrier 'you could infect many partners and
possibly reach an advanced stage. Unchecked gonorrhea
can cause blindness, sterility, or an infected prostate.
At LA's Gay Oxnm unity Services Center, a clinic
patient had to be carried in. He was so ashamed
of his infection, he'd let it go until his leg became
temporarily paralyzed.
The clap is infectious arxl will live in .your body
until you're cured. If you've just fucked someone with
anal clap, you can reduce chances of infection by pissing

e A quick examination of yOur pwrtrwr might
oral syphilis and gonorrhea,^ pinworm, typhoid and
because the gonococci enter only through the meatus
reveal
symptoms that» he hasri't noticed.
salmonellotit,
though
none
are
as
frequent
at
hepatitis.
(penis opening) in^ that condition. If you're being
e A periodic tel^xam ination it wiM, rrat only
Dr. Erwin Braff of San Frartcisco's City Clinic says
fucked by a man who's got a dote, you'll almost for sure
'These infections of the gastro-intestinal tract are every fo protect yourself and partner, but to uncterstandond
contract it because the rectum is such a contained
significant hazard that one doesn't really tNnk of as be in touch with your body. T ry kneeling on your bed.
receptacle:
being a venereal disease." He added thattheinciderxieof and looking backwards while holding e mirror to your
Rimming or sucking cock will rarely result in
the latter three isn't comrtton erKMjgh to be considered ass ar>d genitals. Lift your balls to get a better look,
pharyngeal (throat) gonorrhea. When it does, a throat
a significant risk. Again, the rectum is very difficult to
._
culture will define it and antibiotics will cure it at with
cleen thoroughly, so you might say the deaner the man _
---------______________________ — - -T — ----•i':'!'
aH forms of tto dap.
th jtJ e » ^ a n c e of disease for the n>an who rims or
(To digress frorn anal V D , a word about penile
fucks qmi.
When fucking, if ^ e partner is gende and takes
dap: 50% of men with discharge complaints really
Yellow skin, or jaundice, is the traditional hepahave N G U , or non^ noooccal urethritis,! which is the'
his time, allowing the sphincter muscle to relax
titis symptom, when really only 1 out ^ 3 p«sons get
sam easNSU. It'sdefirted as any infection of the urethra
~afid The reetonr to strateh and expand slowly,
not caused by the dap, arxl it usually a milder discharge, it. Common symptoms reserhble a T lu T no appetite,
there's little chence of infection o f the prostate.
{»ches and pains, a fever, abdominal pains. The urine is
aitd not continuous like the clap. ^ always depiand a
very derk and feces become a light clay color. Hepatitis
culture.)
is serious, in that it can permanently weaken the liver,
and can put you on your^back for weeks with a lorsg,
A N A L S IF F
• Check-ups can't be stressed enough, especially
slow recovery. Often when hepatitis symptoms have
Anal syphilis, too, -rarely infects the body with
if
you
trick a lo t or frequent the baths. Remember,
left
or
*are
slight,
the
person
is
still
communicable.
"any signs. In the primary stage, a chancre sore may
you usually won't know when your ass is infected with
appear, but. unlike oral or genital chancres they're
V D unless a partner tells you he has it genitally, or if
"atypical" and have no common characteristics, except
H ERPES
Herpes genittlis is still one m ore disease that anal there are syjnptoms such as itching or discharge (very
^Watthey're painless. When they form inside the rectum
sex can lead to. It's more common in women, but rare). So even if you've no reason to suspect, even if
rather than the rectal opening (anus), they won't be
infects men with the same fever blisters, pinkish with you haven't balled In m onths, you- should go for a
visible. When chancres are visible (es well as "secondary"
a red border. Herpes are exquisitely painful if located blood test and gonorrhea culture. Alw ays request that
siff symptoms) they often resemble the symptoms of
on skin ouUide the anus (or on the genitals) but usually cultures from your m outh and asshole be taken.
other diseases. Syphilis is cabled "the great imitator"
Many public health clinics, such as San* Francisco's
and because it -I'mimics"' other infections, a Mood test * n o t felt at all if inside the rectum.
City Clinic, see many gay patients, and take throat and
The
blisters
fester
and
merge
together
as
they
or darkfield exam of serum from the sore are sometimes
grow so that you can't sit down, let alorw have sex, remal cultures of all patients as part of the routine.
the oq|y way to identify it.
• Always tell everyone you've balled once you
without agonizing pain. After 4 or 5 days they start to
Chancres will form precisely at the spot where
heal, and then another 10 days pass before they dis have an Infection, and encourage them to go for tests.
the spirochete germ enters your body, anywhere from
appearwithout scarring. The sores won't be communic If you don't tell them, then make it a point to give
10 to 90 (usually 21) days after contact. So you could
their name to your ddctor or clinic vyorker, for the
a t e unless they're open.
have negative blood tests for weeks until the germs are
simple reason that you're protecting them and aiding
Herpes can return as they will lie in remission, and
numerous enough to be recorded. The chancre disin the abatement of the disease. The names of penons
the
virus
can
be
reactivated
by
the
chafing
of
buttocks
ap^ars if untreated, followed sometimes by a secon(especially with overweight people), or from sex, or with any communicable (tiaaeaaf are required by state
diary stage of a skin rash. The rash usually appears as
from irritating material in the feces which don't'gat law to be confidentially reported to the Department of
" raised bumps all over the bo<^, including inside of
Health;
'
washed off properly. So, uniike other V D , vshen herpes
mouth, palms and soles of feeti Usually the rash won't
• As further prevention, most doctors will enerupt it's hot always because of the last sex you had,
itch and will be so mild as to go unnoticed; but it's
encourage using a rubber. This is really controversial,
but rather the original infection could easily have been
highly contagious.
mostly because for most people a rubber negates the
re-awakened.
This same rash will resemble anal warts when it
pleasure of sex. It should be said here, though, that i t '
Herpes
cure
is
a
matter
of
simply
alleviating
the
appears near the asshole. Other possible secondary
symptoms until the virus leaves the body and the dis will be very effective in preventing most V D , including
symqtomc: hair falling out, and a low-grade fever and
ease cures itself. T o stop their spreading, it's good to rub warts. (There needs to be research for a suppository as
swellirtg of lymph glands. Even without treatment, the
an alternative to rubbers. An antiseptic for the rectum
Sulfa cream on the sores. Vaseline-on the skin near the
sores. A tub of. hot water helps too, as will a surface or vagina, tasteless and odorless, inserted before balling,
antiseptic or pain pills. Washing well in step of wiping wouldn't be nearly as repulsive as a rubber.)
• A vaccine against warts, let alone one against
with toilet tissue is good.
The mucous ihembrane lining of the rectum hes
It's possible to get herpes in the mouth —either the clap and syphilis, has yet to be developed, but
sensory
nerve
endings.
In
80%
of
anal
dap
no
would ultimately be the easiest and most efficient deter
from rimming or sucking, or by transferring the virus
cases and 75% of anal siff, and often with anal
rent to infection. What's needed is public support and
from hand to mouth after urinating.
demand for continued research into such a vaccine.
warts, thwa will be no symptoms.
• If you, think you can cure siff or clap or any
P R O S T A T E & SP H IN C TER
The prostate gland, from which much of the
V D by treating yourself with tetracyline or penicillin
erotic pleasure of anal intercourse stems, car^Tiecome
at home, you're wrong. Don't try it: the amount or kind
secondary symptoms vanish, like a chancre, within 2 to
infected if the sexual partner uses undue force when
of antibiotic you take may be wrong, allowing the
6 weeks. Siff then becomes latent (no signs or symp penetrating the rectum, especially if fists or dildos are infection to linger. Seek out the best treatment. (In my
toms) for years. Once it goes this far, you've a 33%
used. Any kind of rough-sex could also-injure the
research, I was told by a gay doctor and public health
chance of getting an advanced condition, which can
rectal lining, and here's where tears and splits resulting
worker of cases where a man with an infected asshole
lead to a fatal heart attack or paralysis, or insanity
in abscesses or fissures might occur.
was seeing a doctor who knowingly administered an
(remember Al Capone).
Otherwise, if the partrier is gentle and takes his
ineffective treatment, because.he got off on examining
Remember; there's a very small (about 25%)
time; allowing the sphincter muscle to relax and the
that particular man. This isn't that common, but along
chance that any of these primary or secondary symp
rectum to « re tch and expand slowly, there's little, with all I've described here, it's enough to make me go
toms will develop. And without any siff symptoms,
chance of infectiori or damage. Lubrication ( K Y Is best)
out of my way for-gqod treatment.)
you're still infectious and the spirochetes remain in
„• „Your « 3(6 of mind, or positive thinking,
is also a good way to facilitate fucking without really
your blood until cured.
shouldn't be discounted as a means of prevention or
taking Out any of the enjoyment.
partial cure. T ry to mellow out and don't become too
A finger or tongue are the perfect preliminary.
FIS S U R E S , A B S C E S S E S & F IS T U L A S
identified with the disease. The infection is possibly
Boston's Fajj Rag ran a story, "Rimming As An A ct Of
The rectum is really vu ^ rab le to a world of
being maintained by the overwhelming-depression that
Revolution by Charley Shively, which says it so w ell:
infections, when no precautions are exercised. Aside
accompanies it, as by the virus or bacteria. Perhaps your
“
Rim
m
ing
is
a
wonderful
way
to
prepare
from the nature of the mucous membrane lining, further
attitudes and emotions will help where medicine
an anus fo r a penis. Who is so tighthe candisease can flourish in what's^Hed anal crypts. These
not
accept
a
tongue,
so
ft
and
slippery
and
are pockets leading to anal glands located .where, the
• Above all, don't be unnecessarily alarmed by
easy as it is in its message o f love into the
lining of the bowel meets the skin, %-inch inside the
all
this
information. Just take heed, and continue to
rectum ? Once softened, resistance melts
anus. When these become infected you'll get problems
enjoy.
like
butter
in
the
sum
m
er
sun.
Stiffness
with fissures, abscesses and fistulas. These are very often
becom es softness becom es yielding ecstasy."
' caused not by sex but by diarrhea or other bdwel
—Edward Guthmann
problems.
A fissure is a split or tear in the anal canal,
from an infected crypt, it appears like a small raw spot,
and could be mistaken for a chancre. They require
minor surgery .to repair.
There's a theory, by an Englishman named Dr.
Peter Lord, that says the relaxed muscles one gets from
anal intercourse will make the body less, rather than
more likely to get a fissure.
I Abscesses develop when the infection of the
crypt goes deeper, causing a highly painful swelling.
Once a doctor dmins ah abscess and the pus is released,
the patient's pain will subside. But in 85% of abscesses,
once they're drained a fistula develops, which is a
tunnel boring outward from the abscess infection. It
must be surgically opened and tfoughed.
^ - Fissures, abscesses and fistulas are not .a large or
significant problem and shouldn't be considered a major
risk in anal intercourse.
H EPA TIT IS
When two men are rimming and the tongue and
lips enter the partner's asshole, there's a definite posstttlllty of hepatitis mfection, caused by'the bacteria
and viruses in human teces, .Rimming can also cause

The approach is what matters.
/^proach, really, is the main consideration in all
forms of sex and their refatTon ,to veriereal disease.
There's a saying that "the stiff prick has no coriscience,"
but a man does, and if he wants -to enjoy all forms of
love-making, he'll want his sexual partner to share the
joy of sex without fear of infection.
P R EV EN T IO N
Thus, prevention of V D is a two-way street. You
take steps to protect your lover/partner from infection,
es well as precautions to guard yourself. Preventing VQ
is a mixture of hygiene, caution and positive thinking.
• First of all, washing clean before and after sex
is necessary, and fine for esthetic reasons too. A bath or
shower enhances the natural body scents and makes the
skin smooth and soft. Washing yóur asshole before sex
will greatly decrease the chances of the manTimming
you getting hepatitis or other gastro-intestinal diseases.
T o wash aftec sex with warm and soapy water will kill
mosr siff and clap germs. And pissing after sex will
eliminate any possible clap germs ffom the urethra.
• Of Course, don't ball anyone who's infected
with any of the above infections. You're not only
courting the germs, but you'll possibly pass them on.

G AY H EA LTH S E R V IC E IN \J S .i Berkeley. C alifo rn ia. Free Clinic h ai gey m edicf available
Friday nighti. 2339 Durant A va. Phone (416) 548-2570.
Lo t Angelas, C alifo m ia. Gay Com m unity Services Cen
ter, V b Health CIthic. 1614 W ilihire B lvd. Phone (213)
482-3062.
San Fraitciseo, C alifo rn ia. C ity C lin ic tees all patients,
gay or straight, for V D , prim arily syphilis and gonorrhea.
250 4th S t. Phone (415) 558-3804.
Boston,M assarhusetts. Gay Nurse's A llia tK e , c/o Homophile Community Health Service. Room 4 03, 419 Boylston S t.
Phone (617) 266-5473. New Y o rk , New Y o rk ' Gay Man's Health Protect. 247 W.
11th S t. (Basem ent). -Phorre (212) 691-6969.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Gay Nurse's Alliaftcg. P.O .
Box .5687. Phone (215) 978-5700.
r
Saattls, W ashington. Seattle Counseling Service' for
Homosexuals. Phone (206) 329-6707.
This is a partial list. If you have names and addresses
of more gay health services, tend them to Gay Sunshine.
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lesbiarts - or dislike them — are turned off I
to feminism because such women disrupt ’
the well-established imagery of woman
kind. Even within Mhé. 'gay liberation
movement, men have remained insen
sitive to the ways in which we embody a
male supremacist society, and this has
been a major factor in the establishment
of an indepiendent lesbian movement.
They say we hate women, fear them,
I say alT o f this to acknowledge the fact j
I are disgusted by their bodies^ecant to live
that male sup>remacist values, the intarI in a world without them, want to be like^
naliza;tion.of stereotyped rQle-ptavirxi, in(them , worship them, wish we were wo-.
fest the male homosexual community. A
I rnen ourselves. T h e y "blame" our mothers
significant portion of gay men, at least
(and tend not to mention our fathers) for
superf icailly, have aligned themselves with I
our awful fate. There are women who are
men, have affirmed their manhood, arxl
disgusted by us, threatened by u s ,. inin so doing they ignore (at best) or com - 1
Itrigued by us, contemptuous of us, and
bat (at worst) the goals of the feminist
supportive of us.
movement.
I have seen many generalizations about
Gay liberation w ithout feminism — and
I the relationship of male homosexuals to
sadly this is the state of a significant part
women. Much of this is sweeping dogma
of the gay movement — cannot really
that has little connection to my own
deal with the source of homosexual op- |
reality. It is impossible, I think, to genera
pnession; For that sourceJisthe system o f
lize about this topic for the simple reason
sex roles piropagated by a'rrtelé suprema
that there are so many different women.
cist society. Gay men managing to obtain
I But, on the other hand, the feminist move
the privileges. Of straight men ('^clvil
ment and the gay liberation movement
rights") may ultimately achieve the eco^
have attempted to forge a group identity
rwmic and piolitical status given to het
for women and for homosexuals. So accor
erosexuals. .But, as long as the hetero
dingly it is worth exploring the way that
sexual nuclear family remains intact arxf
these two categories of people interact,
respected, as long as the rnasculine image
I the vvay that they are inter-related.
remains admirable, male homosexuals will
I do not feel that I have ever hated
continue to be margirtal pseople. We will
Iwofheo'br have ever been disgusted by
be misfits while others form their families; I
I women's bodies. But I have diet male
we will be cocksuckeri and faggots (wo-j
homosexuals who have
such feelings.'
manly non-men) while only those men
Where does this come from? I think it
who fuck women will earn the cherished
comes from a male supremacist society,
level "man."
lone whi^h adores masculinity. A homo
Gay liberation widi feminism is-the
sexual man failing to achieve the treas
only logical solution to the problems we
ured and sbught-after traits of masculinity,
face as male homosexuals ja M s society. i
then, could easily become a person w h o '
' My argument here, despite all t^at I have
hates the visible source of "fem ininity"'
said about male supiremacy among gay
— namely, women. The rabidly ntale
men, is that there are many indicators
supremacist homosexual irmst be, on some
of an already well-develop>ed unity in
level, a self-hating person. As this self^practice between gay piride arid strortg,
hatred subsides — the essence of gay
* indep)endent womanhood. In other words, |
liberation — gay men can be more loving
we are already well alortg the way, as gay
toward womeh.^
inen. toward a beautlfUFand strong alThere are some well established unique' liance vvith women.
jly close relationships between gay men
Well. I rem em ber-the yellow, brick,I
and women. Fo r example, nhere is a sig--*
schoolhouse in Woodridge, N .Y., where [
nificant number of male homosexuals
men, simply because they perceive wo ship these heroines. Why do gay men lo4e
I learned to read and write. On one side
vvho gravitate toward certain gay pro
men as nicer, gentler and less threatening these women so? Some » y it is because
of the building, the boys played a modi
fessions which have a unique relationship
than most straight men. There is a unique of the imagery of strong indepiendence
fied baseball game called "three feet."
to w om en^ hairdressirrg, fashion design,
level of intimacy, confidence and friend that some of these women project. Judy
You had to throw a ball against the wall;
cosmetics, interior decoration. Because
ship, I am told, between male hairdresser Garjand was pxspular, ) was told once by
there were teams and if you didn't do
some men "In these fields fit the so-called
a friend, because gay men could identify
and client.
well, your teammates would resent you.I should take note of the fact that' with her tragic struggle to survive. Some
stereotype homosexual, there is a ten
On the other side of the building the
some women prefer the friendship of gay say it is merely the image of style and
dency or a desire w ithin the gay liberagirls jumpied rop>e ("Down in Mississippi,
men because they discover that we can
stardom that these women project. What
tion movement to dismiss or ignore such
where the boats go push!" — see, I still
relate to them as people and not as sex ever the reason, it certainly is a cultural
! individuals — something which has always
remember). Was I a "male homosexual"
phenomenon of considerable importance,
objects. These same women are often
struck me as a bit anti-gay. Somie feminists
at age 6? Certainly not, but I w ash fairy
and it gives the lie to the statement that
^ av e suggested that men in such pro disappointed, and sometimes angry, when
all righLj^hrevv a ball "like a girl.'' A n d I
we foresake their friendship in order to gày men have qo place in their world for
fessions are complicitous in the exploifound my place quickly enough with the j
be with or search after a sex object (in women.
Itation of women, in that they help keep
girls and the jumprope.
women in their most unliberated roles — this case, a man).
Is a male homosexual the ultimate male
It was simple enough, I think — the
Some women prefer the friendship of
sex object and housekeeper. These femi- ,
supremacist? Or are gay men likely to be
boys rejected me, or 1 rejected them and
gay men above all other kinds of relation among the males most supp)ortive of the
nists’ may well be right; the fact that a
their competitive games, and I felt at
woman seeks out a hairdresser volun ships, and in camp language such wo goals of women's liberation? Both ideas
home and welcome among the girls.
have been expressed by feminists. One
men are called fruit flies or fag hags.
tarily begs the question. Possibly, some
Well, maybe I didn't quite feel "at home,"
thing is certain:'male homosexuals are pre
Some fag hags — the term seems ugly to
gay men choose these jobs because they
because on some level I knew it was
[have cultivated an-aaoreciation for what
me. both anti-woman and anti-gay — occupied with the fact that on some level
"wrong" for me to jump rope with the
t they imagine to be feminine standards of
develop strong friendships vvitfT^ne of ~we“ are^womanly, or -we are^ consideredgirlsTF knew I belonged 'orrthe Other s k ^ l
beauty. Ours has been a society of "real
more gay men. I can't say what moti womanly by this society.
of the school; but the girls offered me-l
J have heard men call their asshole
men" and "real women." A faggot who
vates such women, or why they enjoy
affection and acceptance. I know from [
accepts this dichotomy, and who doesn't _ 4n evening in a gay men's bar. But I know
a pussy, and I have heard men express
conversations with many dozens of gay
make it as a "real man," has only o n ^ some lesbians believe that fag hags are
revulsion at the idea Of smelling or
men that this experience is almost uni-1
1 other choice — being a "real woman."
tasting or even looking at a vagina. I have
■closet lesbians, that is, women who know
versal among us: early childhood friend
This mentality, perhaps, motivates some
they.do not wish to be sexually domi met macho bi-sexuals who would just as
ships and feeling of ease with girls.
I fr^svestiteS~(dTag“queens) tmd -transsex nated by a "Straight—man—but—whq are soon fuck a woman as a man (any hofe
My problems with _ relating to girls
uals (someone whose sex is altered sur
will do). Some of these bi-sexoals really
afraid to enter into the female side of'the
began with the emergence of my sexual
gically). Transsexuals like to think of
prefer anal sex with women — which I
gay world. One comment I've heard
identity at puberty. T o a great extent, my
themselves as women trapped in a man's
believe they exp>erience -as the ultimate in
about fag hags is that they are attracted tb
easy friendship with girls continued all
body. Transvestisr»t-and transsexualism,
gay men for the challenge of it all — ifi domination and humiliation. In camp
through junior high school, high school I
I however, are "extreme" choices, in the
the hopes of "curing " us or "making"' lingo, gay men use such terms as "Miss
and -college. Many of these friendships
j sense that few pjeople have the inclination
us. Some gay men truly enjoy the cornThing" and the pronoun "she" as a
were based on my attraction for the girls
|.or the courage. So, for some gay men, a
pony of such women, some are con put-down. Some drag queens mock wo- -^who, like me, "got good marks" in
better choice in this incredible role-play temptuous of them, and sorrte find such
nrien or impiersonate women on the stage
school. Later, some of it was political ing game is to help "real women" fulfill
in order to make a living. (Some lesbians
friendships convenient for istraight-frontmy female friends were comrades in such
|.the female Tole most perfectly and most
ing (that is, putting on a heterosexual
have stated that they feel‘that drag shows
groups as the Stucfent Comrnittee for a |
beautifully. Perhaps both faggot and wo show) for family, employer, or social
are exploitative of women.) But it is the
Sané Nuclear Policy. But I also was be
man In such situations share a sense of
butch image that is the sexual preference
acquaintances.
coming an overtly sexual beirpg for p>erI joy, fulfillment and beauty ^^while per
of most gay men,-and many malé homo haps the first time (being unaware of I
Another special relationship between
haps on .another level .they share a sense
sexuals cultivate a masculine identity
gay men and vvomen is the incredible
much childhood sexual feeling). Much of
Lof pain,jnadequacy and Ugliness. Possibly, attraction of the gay male community for
with care and pride (as in "I may suck
my erotic energy went toward males, and
I of course; the gay men in sJch professions certain fegtale entertainment stars. The
cock, but I'm a m a nj') For most gay men
I had sex occasionally f r ^ age 1 3 ’on
I choose them for simpler reasons. Fo r one
it is still a.compliment to be told, "Oh
late Judy Garland, of course, tops the
with boys (and once with ^ older man) J
thing, these are among the few profesyou don't act like a homosexual — I
list, arxl there is also Barbra Streisand,
But I tried very hard to be straight, and I
never would have guessed!" Most gay
I sions where a TTomosexual has job se Liza Minelli, Bette Midler, Marlene Dietin so trying I found myself getting into |
men are turned off to drag queens and to
curity - he will not be fired if his sexual
rich, Bette Davis, Katherine IHepburn,
relationships with some young women
J preference is known. In addition, gay Joan Crawford and others. I have-often effeminate men because the male homo that can only be called contrived. In one I
sexuals's sex object, in the end, is a man.
I'men in . such fields pro.bably feel morie felt alienated from the gay male com
case, when I was J6 or 17, I purp>osely
Some gay men are uncdfnTbftabte
With
r i^ ^ ^ t a
I comfortable ^ in g surrounded by wo munity because I do not generally wpr-

I

I

I

I

I

I
I

I

[ t o u ^ the compMny of a 13-year
girl
obligatad to;tell about myself (out.of the attum# that Wtjmen will serve them in i
naed to face up to the fact—(hat- most
question). So I seemed to take • my certain areas, etpircially cooking and houta-|
I who, in the piarlanca of the times. Had a
mothers can be. described as "dominant
piarentt' side. Only many years fater, keepMng. I do r>ot think that gay men,
'bad reputation," and we used to dry
and over-protective" if by that we mean
after I came out, did we begin to get when they live with women, make such
I fuck togethw. I dated and necked rather
that tjiey are resfx>nsible for keeping up
dose
again. Now we have a "no secrets" anumpitiont, exceprt married closet cases I
bompuslively, thoqgh I didn't enjoy this
a home and assuming primary respionsirelationship which is by no meara pierfect who can be t y p ^ husbands.
semi-sex very much, artd I anxiously
bility for giving a child affection (or any
The area of child care and educatkm.|
but
which it unusually solid for brother
I awaited the day when I would lose my
emotional raspwnsa) and supipx>rt. The
which
our culture assipiris to women, is of |
I hated and frightening virginity.
and sister.
entire line of thinking, I feel, becomes a
spiecial interest to gay man. Many of us I
My
aunt
(my
mother's
sister)
it
some
Throughout this pieriod, I was not a sham.
one J-considw o n eo f . m y b e st and most are explorinq ways out of the
f-aware homosexual. I knew T had »
H-refuse^ to accept the rtotions of trad
society which sepwrates us ftom ^thel
loyal friends. I have felt that way about
'problem." but I did not identify myitional psychology that certain behavior
newer generations. It is no coincidence, |
her ever since I was a small child. She was
I self as homosexual entirely. Even after, by parents will assure the sexual identity
the
first
relative
I
told
about
my
ppayness,
llia l among men whola long homosexual affair w itfTa c o lle t
of a child. For example, I know of many
education as a field, for oxamp}le,the per-1
and
her
mpionse
was
consistent
with
this
[roommate, I hoped to strertgthen my
cates of families with so-called dominant
centage of homosexuals is quite high.
established loyalty arxi trust. Perhap» her
[straight identify. I expMcted to find my
mothers and weak fathers where the
Many of the married homosexuals I heve j
^volvem
ent
with
piepple
in
the
theater
[flpay feelings fade into the p>ast, just as
children are quite heterosexual. I know
met say they are motivated largely by
arxlthe dance has been a factor. She is an
[the books said they would. As a straightof homosexuals who come from homes
their love for their children. Some gay|
opien,
incredibly
self-aware
person.
Last
] identified man, I of course did not en- where the fathers are tyrannical and the
men seek out work in child care centers,
year,
while
I
was
on
a
visit
to
Florida,
she
I counter homosexuals in opMnly gay situamothers silent and px»yerful, while such
although__unfortunately many of these j
and her husband were quarrel[ngr«»they
Itions, though it turns out that still
households alto produce heterosexuals.
centers, whether run by agenciet o r )
often
¿
1
.
A
t
hw
bidding,
I
went
out
with
On the other hand^ I will not say — as
arrather roommate 'of^mine was a closety
ents, do not welcome homosexuals
her several evenings to drinl^and dance at
I homosncual. While I was living w ith him,
some ppay liberationists do — that what
anti-sexists on their staffs. There are gay I
a
nearby
resort
hotel.
.In
th*
meantime,
I
j I bepjan a rather serious affair with a very parents do It unrelated to a child's sexual
fathers with the c ^ o d y of their own
discovered a lively gay dandngTbar just a
nice young woinan. I tdk) her I loved her, identity. It may be a factor. And if we
children, and there' are gay men who
few blocks away -frenr'Tter apiartment.
arxi-1 suppx)sa I did, arxl we even talked of feel good about ourselves, how can we
would like to ' adopt children, though |
Being
somewhat
bored
by
the
straight
marriage. But in all honesty I think what
"blame" our parents for anything?
scene she's taken me to for several ^ this is usually impiossible. Some gay men.
t re^ly loved vvas the feeling of belonging
Fo r me, the crucial fact it that my
nights running, I suggested we go to th e ' of course, are not piarticularly Interested |
( that I had'when I was with her in the piarents did not force too many sex
in children. Although some may dogmati
gay bar. She immediately accepted, and
[cbmpuny of my freig h t friends who had
roie stereotypies on me. For example,
cally label this as "privilege" or male[
we
both
had
a
very
nice
time
together,
I already formed into couples.
my father never pxithed sports on me,
chauvinism. It seems to me to be as much [
socializing and darKing, not only with
Shortly thereafter, I became fully in- for which I am keenly grateful, though
a matter of individual choice for gay men, I
each
other
but
with
pieople
we
met
at
the
I tegrated into a homosexuai life style, and sometimes I wish I had a stronger, more
as it is. for straight married pieople or [
bar. Many gay men I know have close,
I I ceased making love with women alto- athletic body. I think peopile pierceived my
lesbians, to remain childless.
loving
relationship»
with
an
aunt
or
a
'
piether. Actually, I did trv from time to mother as dominant, but I know that
It is not always easy for a gay man to I
grandmother.
[tim e, but I couldn't keep a hard-oh. she does not run things. While gentle and
figure
out how he relates to the half of |
Perhaps one of the most im ^ rtan t reI However, I found that as I became a more not a tyrant, my father is much more
humanity he is not involved with sexually
lationship»
I
have-had~wlth
a
woman
is
sexual and sensual person, women began likely to get his way in a given situation.
— espiecially when; society implies that|
with Karla Jay, a lesbian with whom I
to find me attractive — much more so Given the conditions of most twentieth
sax is the mein reason for men to relate to |
have
worked
together
on
various
gay
than before. Since I no longer desired century. American marriapies,. however,
women. But relating to women is a (iart[
liberation projects. [E d .: She and Allen
the sexual compuny of wonten but was my mother.is quite an indepiendent wo
of gay life that is^ rqal and important, |
Young
are
co-editors
of
the
gay
liberation
afraid to tell them the reasons w hy, I man. I first heard the term "male chau
since we define "gayf' as more than just
anthology.
O
ut
o
f
the
Closets.]
T
o
the
found myself building barriers betvveen vinism" from the lipis of my mother. It
-a
sexual pxeference. The relationship of |
extent that this vvorking and social re
myself and women. It became more was in the 1950's and I was only a boy.
gay men to women is, in many ways,
lationship
has
been
successful,
it
is
in
I difficult to have casual friendships with If I am not mistaken she was talking
entering a new era with the advent of gay|
piart due to my conscious efforts toward
I women. Esp>ecially as the cult of vir about a certain cousin of hers who, in
liberation and the second wave of femin -1
respiecting
Karla's
autonomy
as
a
woman
ginity waned in the raid-1960's, I found deed it a male chauvinist. (My mother
ism..
Our tendency to relate more easily
and
as
a
lesbian,
and
in
not
piermitting
the
the casual compiany'of women more and learned such vocabulary from her assoc
to women; on many levels is a well
straight male world to assume that a man
1 thore difficult.
' ‘
iation, since ended, with the Communist
established f # . A o the extppt t h a t ^ ra-j
is always in charge. I ^ n y case, no matter
r did not like these barriers that I had Party. While the, true to the spirit of anti
cognize and
tfle -partt of our per
what
my
intentions
might
te
,
Karla
is
I built, and I did not really like the entire sexist pwtitiés, has often used the ideology
sonalities that are‘hiore‘’'feminine." Still, j
rx>t
going
to
put
up
with
any
shit
from
notion of a secret life. I was able, even of anti-sexism in her piertonal life, the
ours is a society which teaches men thatJ
me or from any man.
before the gay liberation movement, to Party has attacked modern-day feminism
women are for fucking. If we accepit th isj
It is one thing for gay men" to have
tell a few friends that i was gay_—_ a n d _^in the name of its narrow brand of pro
m
o st male siipifefhacisr nptioii of women, I
pirivate
relationship»
with
women.
We
are
most of these were women. And later, letarian politics.)
then we have no use fof' women. As I f
also
confronted
with
the
reality
of
a
after gay liberation strengthened my sense
My relationship with my mother, how
said before, I believe there are a significant
strong, vital/ growing feminist movement.
of gay pride and identity, it was to wo ever, has not been all that great. My nega
ber of gay men who have such a |
We
are
men,
not
women,
yet
we
cannot
men that I first opiened up. It was tive attitude toward my mother was quite
. (Straight men with such a view, pierand should not remain aloqf from the.
easier telling women than telling straight simple; I knew that I was a sissy, I knew
demands
of
angry
piroud
women.
As
a
haps
the majority of straight men, do in -1
men. This is another universal expterience that being a sissy was a térrible thing, and
starter, we can read feminist iiter^ture
deed have a "use" for woman, but it is|
of male homosexuals. In our families, too,' somehow Tassociated my mother's care,
and suppxirt the demands of the organized'-—precisely, within the confines of that word
it is easier to tell our sisters than our affection and protective attitude toward
women's movement. We should see such
"use.")
brothers, easier to tell our mothers than me with the fact of my being a sissy. So I
I have indicated that gay .men who are I
demands as being in our own interest.
our fathers. True, mothers wring their resented her and her ebullient affection,
out
of the closet, who have broken the
One
small
group
of
gay
men
who
call
hands .("What did I do wrong?") and ex ■and most communication between us was
barriers of shame, self hatred and secrecV,
themselves "effeminists" have argued that
girlfriends may feel a sense of loss and re spoiled by this dynamic. After coming
are able to discover equal relationship» j
gay men should place themselves virtually
jection, but there seems to be a level of out, and espiecially after understanding
with women. If we have love and respiect [
in the service of- women. These men, I
] understanding and acceptance of which the undesirability of straight manhood,
for all human, beings, in their fullest di
think,
envision
a
world
run
by
women
I men are not capable. And no wonder; did I was able to open up to m'y mother and
mensions, we can firxl rich and fulfilling I
with
men
in
subordinate
piositions.
They
you ever fiear of a woman beating up to accept her affection. She can kiss me
relationships with women, perhaps the
want gay men to .take the lead in this re
I someone because he is a faggot?
now as much as she likes, and I kiss her
richest and fullest relitionships we can |
versal
of
pxiwer.
It
is
my
understanding,
I' have noticed that my friendship» back not reluctantly but sincerely. My
have.
however, that most feminists and most
I with women I knew from our work to- mother found out about my gayness acci
-A lle n Young
gay liberationists, most pieople of good
gethier in the New Left in the late 1960's dentally — she spiotted a gay liberation
will, seek a world of equality without
has in several cases been strengthened in button I left carelessly on a sweater. I had
piower trips. That, presumably, is why
this post-gay liberation pieriod. We are been wanting to tell her anyway. She was
we are busy combatting male supremacy.
able to-talk mote opienly, it seems, not not happy with the news; and she still has
Having said this, I think it is worth point
about current events or Marxian analysis, not recovered from the shock and disaping out that gay men are already more at
[but about our immediate human expier- piointment. She is not one of those very
home
than straight men in such situa
iences. With straight men I know from rare mothers who vi/ill show up at a gay
tions as cooking and housekeeping. It has
^similar days gone by, the contact is often liberation march.. But I think I have con
been my observation that straight men
more strained — if it has continued at all. vinced her at the very least that there is
I am close to three women in my family much value in the improved communica
tion between us, and she continues to
I — my mother, my sister, and ah aunt
(my mothgr.'s sister). .Our «relationships respiect and love me. She shares with me,
after my.cpmingout have vastly improved. too, in a way she did not before.
This is no doubt a result of three factors:
It IS common for a male homosexual
first, my ability at last to be opien and who is a fully grown man to live with his
honest; second, my familiarity with femi mother. While I once thought, such an
nism and my ability to use this know arrangement ridiculous, I could now ser
ledge to-communicate better with the wo iously consider it. In general, I believe in
men close to me; and third, my new-found communal living arrangements where there
ability to be less intellectual and to be in is a full age span from small children to
touch with my feelings and other pieople's old folks. ,
feelings, an ability I associate with nurMy sister and I (she's'four years younger)
jturing feminine aspiectsof my piersonality. were great friends and playmates through
As many pieopleknow, there is a theory out childhood. But when she. became a
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very pxipular among professional and sexual being, she entered into awesome
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amateur psychologists that male homo-, copfijct with my basically puritanical
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sexuals are created by dominant, over- piarents. From that moment on, there
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pxotective mothers. Before m y contact was a great barrier between me and my
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vvith feminism and gay liberation, I was to sister. J couldn't be opien, with her about
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I a great extent victimized by this theory, sex, I believed ,. because I couldn't.reveal.
STATE
CTTY.
pisase bsiain my subscription witn
land as a result I did not feel good about my. own truths. I didn't want to knpw her
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[m y mother. I think, at «the outset, we side~of things because then I'd have been
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A DAY FOR A LAY
6 ’, 22, 7 " Blue eyes.
Well, if you are that tall guy with the blond hair then you saw me
walk out.
r
H o u ii you r meat?
IMy “meat” is abbut 6V4” long. I still know relatively little about .
you except age, size, etc.
I am a woman o f m ystery —som e fin d me beautiful
You sound a UtUe strung out and you have managed to evade all
my questions.''
T o remain ellusive is to generate attention.
How profound — but I’m afraid y ou have lost npinc-____________

THE JOHN 4N STERLING
The foUowing were collected during the 1971-72 school year
in the m en’s i;oom o f the Sterling Library at Yale University.
The original correspondences are actually written oq toilet
paper and were passed by m yself to others between the stall
partitions. The parts I wrote are in' italics^
— Rene Ricard

Hi! What do you enjoy?
The com m on things.
Well, that makes two o f us. Rather than ask all the usual questions
like what you look like,-how hung you are and how old you are,
why don’t you take a look at me when
vhe 1 get outside the stall and
if you like m y looks, com e on out into the cafeteria section and
maybe we csui cook something up. All right?
D o y o u g o to Southern Conn. ?
Why do you ask. Are the S.C.S.C. students getting a reputation
around
here or do you think you know me?
la he
Yes, th e latter.
Well, d o I know you? and i f so, w ho are y o u ? Are you the person
' who lived on Lake Place and you chickened out outside?
' Found out!
Well, i f you want to have another go at it, let’s split. If not. O K .
too. I t’s up to you.

~ n e*A ********** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * f* * * * * * * * * * * * *
r
?

Do you have a stack pass?
Yes.
Do you want to get sucked or suck?
In thei sTachs?~
i
In the John up in the stacks, 6 th floor, next to the elevator.
3M or 5M — leave the door unlocked — I’ll-come strip you
and eat it all: balls, cock and cream!
You d o n ’t kn ow what I even look like:
That’s ok. Y ou don’t either. I’m 32, 5’11”, 175, 7V4” Very sexy. You?
22, 6 '2 ”,
and handsome. B u t! do n ’t like the idea o f the stacks. I
d o n ’t kn ow the Johns u p th ere.
Believe m e, it’s g^eat. Private — it locks — and no interruptions. I can
do you till you shoot your load.
You can’t kiss me and I w o n ’t reciprocate a t all.
OK. Let me reach under and feel it.
"
********■ ***^ f***** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

H ow dyl
Spoken like a true westerner.
I t ’s purely illusory —I'm from Boston.
i don’t hold it against you —let’s fuck.
The hole’s n ot big enough.
Well, we could sit here and pass notes all night.
P retty boring — an y ideas?
Yes, shall we rendezvous in 30 seconds in the main lobby?
Two such wits should get together.
:fnti^i^iti:ktik‘* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ’^ * * * * * * ’^* * * * * * * * * * *

What do you like?
What do yo u do?
Get sucked and suck — and you?
I even eat shit.
You sound full enough o f it!
I really d id last night fo r the first tim e, you co ck y S.O.B.
0,K -.
1 believe you. Do you want your cock jucked or what?
***************************************************

What do you dig?
-Mve g o t 7 ” I Km fucking nice willing ass.
Let me see it thru hole.
Want to feel it slide up inside you?-Do you have a place?
L et me fee l it w ith m y hand first.
Interested?
Describe you rself.
24, 5’9 ”, 155 lbs.. Dark Hair. You?
3 2 yrs old, 5 ‘A ”, 6 ’S ” taU, 143 lb. Balding.
You may nqt be my type but mainly because I’m not too turned
on by very tall thin guys.
D o you like underwear?
Just to prevent my cock from rubbing against my pants. _
I mean la d y’s.
No. I dig fucking, enemas, dildoes and especially groups.
D o you like to give enemas?
Yes.
D o you have a bag?
No, I’m just visiting in town.
You see I only like to have them forced on me b y someone
using his ow n bag.
Sorry, no bag. 1 dig giving a big enema that you can just barely
" ' hold in. When you can’t hold it anymore 1 fuck you.
In the bathtub?
Sure. What does that guy dig?
I ’d like to fin d out.
Maybe we can have a threesome.
******♦*♦#**♦♦*♦*»♦*»♦**»*♦♦**♦+♦♦♦♦♦*♦»♦*♦♦♦♦♦♦»♦♦

How old are you and what do you look like?
22. 6 ’, 155 lbs. brow n hair, blue eyes, uncut big cock A b o u t you?
21, 6 ’ak’, 160 lbs. brown hair, hazel eyes, 7 ” cock.
What are your sexual preferences?
Are yo u kidding? A re you cute?
Here’s a picture — don't read the inscription.
/ d id n ’t read the inscription. Is it recent and faithful? School
pictures ten d to be half airbrush.
Yes, it is recent and faithful. My com plexion is very clear. The only
difference is that I’m not as tan as I was last October. Are you groovy?
Yes, I ’m ^ o o v y as hell — hasyo.ur hair grown? Which college are you in?
Yes, my hair is longer. I don’t go to Yale. I go to Southern.
/ guess that answers m y n ekt question - Have you a stack card?
Two friends o f mine from Southern"work here and I know they let'
me into the stacks because they’ve done it before.
'
I
I've g o t an apt. o f f campus.
^
Well, can we go there, assuming, o f course, that I appeal to you
and vice' versa?
I wasn't planning a big romance. Just a little reefer and lay
Yes, you had the same thought as I did, only l stHl don’t like even a
quickie with som eone who is unappealing. That’s all I meant.

N ow
Now?
N ow
N ow
N ow?
♦♦*♦*♦»♦**

What’s your pleasure?
L e t’s g et married and go to the Poconos on our honeymoon.
HA HA. Well jack me off.
..
JiVhere?
Not here, stupid. In the stacks.
I lent m y stack p asj to a civilian sissy.
So what do you * k o s e ?
This place is m ore^jpular.
- Do you want me to jerk you off?
Get it ready to cum so I d o n ’t waste m y breath.
Anytime.
*************************************t,**i¡t***^¡t

Blow job?
I take a long tim e to come. Will you rim me?
Rim?
Eat m y asshole.
No,'but I’ll fuck it though.
*************************************

L et me suck it.
No
Why?
1 said NO THANKS.

/

This john is too small for the two o f us. Go away.
Hi Hattie, Shit in m y mouth?
How much do you pay?
Show it
Go'away you pervert.
What’s the other
thei one like?
He seems cute.
You can’t tell b y the feet.
I saw part o f his face.
Reach under.
. ,
What time is it?
. i
L et’s go fo r a drink.
OK

by W.H. Auden
¿This erotic gay poem b y the late W.H. Auden ha^ cir
culated ~undernound in manuscript forfn f o r several
years. I t was: finally publisihed
published in Avant-Garde magazine.
We p rin t it here to m ake it -fuUy accessible to gay
readers. A short appreciation o f W.H. Auden, who d ied in
late 1973, appeared in Gay Sunshine No. 10. J

[ itretchcd h ii bjgc arm along
The back o f the sofa. The aftepnoon sunlight struck
* The blond hairs on the wrist near my head. His chin was strong
His m outh sucky. I could hardly believe my luck.
It was a spring day, a day for a lay, when the air
'smelled like a locker room, a day to blow or get blown;
Returning from hmch I turned my comer and there on the near-by Step I saw him standing alone.
I glanced as 1 advanced. The clean white T-shirt outlined
A forceful torso; the light-blue denims divulged
Much. I observed the snug curves where they hugged
the behind
I watched the crotch where the crotch intriguing^y bulged.
Our eyes met. I felt sick. My knees turned weak.
I couldn’t move. I didn’t know what to say.
In a blur I heard the words, m yself like a stranger speak
Will you come to my room? Then a husky voice, “O.K.”
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Mad to be had, to be felt, to be smelled. My lips
Explored the adorable masculine tits. My. eyes
Assessed the chest. I caressed the athletic hips
And the sfim limbs. I sq>proved the grooves o f the thighs.

I admired the texture, die delicate wrinkles and th e neat
Sutures o f the capacious bag. I adored the grace
O f the male genitalia. 1 raised the delicious meat
Up to m y mouth, brought the face o f it hard on to my face.

I hugged. I snuggled into an armpit. I sniffed
The subtle w h iff o f its tuft, i lapped up the taste
Of its hot hoDow. My fingers began t6 drift On a trek o f inspection, a leisurely tour o f the waist.

Slipping my lips round-the byzantine dome o f the head
With the tip of my tongue I caressed the sensidve groove.
He thrilled to die trill. “That’s lovely!” he hoarsely said.
“Go on! Go oft!” Very slowly 1 started to move.

G endy, intendy, I slid to the massive base
Downward in narrowing circles thiry playfully strayed
G f his tower o f power, paused a moment down there
Encroaching on his privates like poachers, approached
In the warm m oist t h ic ^ t, then began to retrace
the prick
-But teasingly gwerved, retreated from meeting. Jt betrayed In.cb by inch the sm ooth way'to the throbbing crown.
Its pleading need by a pretty imploring kick.
In dwelling excitements swelling at delights to com e
As I descended and ascended those thick distended walls
“Shall
1
rim
you
?”
I
whispered.
He
shifted
his
limbs
And here he was, sitting beside me, legs apart.
’
* ^ jjj 3sjent.
1 grasped his root between forefinger and thumb
I could bear it no longer. I touched the iiuide o f his t h i^ .
And with my right hand tickled his heavy, voluminous balls.
Turned on his side and opened his legs. Let me pass
His reply was to move it closer. 1.trembled, m y heart
Tothe'dark parts behind. I kissed as I went
Thumped and jumped as my fingers went to his fly.
1 plunged with rhythmical lunge steady and.slow.
The great thick cord that ran.firom his balls to his arse.
And at every stroke made a corkscrew roll with m y tongue.
I opened a gap in the flap. I went in there.
Prying his buttocks aside, I nosed my way in
His soul reeled in the feeling. He whimpered, “OhI”
I sought for a slit in-the gripper shorts that had charge
Down the shaggy slopes. I came to the puckered goat. '
As I tongued and squeezed and rolled and tickled and-swung.
Of the b ^ k et I asked for. 1 came to warm flerii, then to hair
It was quick to m y licking. He pressed his crotch to my chin
I went in. 1 found what I hoped, I groped. It was large.
His thighs squirmed as m y tongue wormed in his hole.
Then I pressed on the spot where the groin is joined
to th e c o c k .
He responded to fondling in a charming, disarming way.
Slipped a finger in his arse and massaged him from inside.
Without a word he imbuckled his belt while I felt, and lolled His sensations yearned for consummation. He untucked
The secret juices o f h u body began to- unlock.
Back, stretching his legs. His pants fell away.'_.
His legs and lay panting, hot as a teen-age boy,
He melted into what he felt. “Oh Jesus!” he cried.
Naked, enlarged, aching to get sucked.
Carefully drawing it out, I beheld what I held.
Clawing the sheet. All his pores open to joy. .
_
Waves o f immeasurable pleasure mounted his member in quick
The circumcisM head was a work o f mastercraft
Spasms. I lay still in the notch of his crotch inhaling his sweat.l
I inspected his erecdot^ I surveyed his parts with a stare
With perfectly bevelled rim, o f unusual weight
His ring convulsed round my-finger. Into m e, rich and thick.
From scrotum level. Sighting along the underside
And the friendliest red. Even relaxed the shaft
His h ot spunk-spouted in gouts, spurted in, je t after j<
Of-his-cock, 1 looked t h r e u ^ the for^ t-of pubic hair —
^Waxnf noble dimensions .with the wrinkles that indicate To the rangé o f his chest beyond, rising lofty and wide.
Singular powers of extension. For a second or two
It lay there inert, then.it suddenly stirred in my hand.
Then paused as if frightened or doubtful of what to do.
Then with a violent jerk began to expand.
I produced some beer and we talked. Like a little boy
He told me his story. Present address: next door.
Half Polish, half Irish. The youngest. From Illinois.
Profession: mechanic. Name: Bud. Age: 24.

BRfdNARD-lS

By soundless bounds it extended and distended. By quick
Great leaps it rose. It flushed to its full size.
Nearly nine inches long and three inches thick,
A royal column, ineffably solemn and wise.
I tested its length and strength with a manual squeeze,
I bunched my fingers and twirled them about the knob,
I 'rtroked it from top to bottom . I got on my knees.
I lowered my head. I opened my mouth for the job.
But he pushed me gently away. He bent down. He unlaced his shoes.
He removed his socks. Stood up. Shed his pants altogether.
Muscles in arms.and waist
Rippled as he slipped his T-shirt over his head.
I scanned his tan, enjoying the contrast of brown
Trunk against white shorts taut around small
Hips. With a dig and a wriggle he peeled them down.
I tore o ff my clothes. He faced me smiling. I saw all.
The gorgeous organ stood stifly and straightly out
With a slight flare upwards. A t each beat o f his h e ^ t it threw
An odd little nod my way. From the slot o f the spout
Exuded a-drop o f transparent viscous goo.
The lair of hair was fair, the groove of a young man,
A tangle of whorls and curls, luxuriant but couth.
Except for a spur of golden hairs that fan
To the heat navel, the rest o f the belly was sniooth. '
Well-hung, dung from the fork o f the muscular legs.
The firm vase o f his sperm like a bulging pear.
Cradling its handsome glands, two herculean eggs.
Swung as he came towards me, shameless, bare.
We aligned mouths. We entwined. All act was clutch.
All fa ct contact, the attack and the interlock
Of tongues, the charms o f arms. 1 shook kt the touch
Of his fresb flesh, 1 rocked at the shock of his cock.
Straddling my legs a little, I inserted his divine
Person between and closed as tight as as I could.*
The upright warmth o f his belly lay all along mine.
Nude, glued together, for a minute we stood.
I stroked the lobes o f his ears, the back'of his head
And the broad shoulders. I took hold o f the com pact globes of his
Bottom. We tottered. He fell on the bed.
Lips parted, eyes closed,’ he lay there ripe for the act.
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very masailine or sexually appealing.
"pure" people suppressed their sexual
urgu. r did mutual maeturbetlon w ith a This fit in with the rest of my. person
couple of "wild': friends, who weren't ality, since l-equated masculinity with
a part of the intellectual crowd I gen aggressiveness; nevertheless. It upset me
erally hung around w ith. l*soon learned to be so sexless. Some people called me
that such behavior was. homosexual and "a faggot" for my very warm and dose
evil, and I'd betteir suppress it and get relationships with a couple of m y male
involved with girls if I wanted to be soc- friends. I did feel sexual urges towards
them, but I told myself that homo
I (ally acceptable.
/
For a couple of years in high school I sexuality was out of the question. Noone
would respect my political stands If I
had an extremely close friendship with
a guy who, like' me, had no desire to get was gay, and it would wreck my image
' into the scene of dating and going of being so rtx>ral.
1 had a couple of sexual relationships
We had an unspoken agreement that
Junior
high.school
was
the
first
thna
I
T h * 4|u«tion it: how art male homowith women who were the more active,
homosexuality was out of the qu^really
had
any
men
teachers
men
aaxuality and pacifism reiatsd. A (^ a lly ,
aggressive partners In the relationship.
tion,.and we never mentioned sexuality
tha antwor should be fairly ob^out in other than my father that I was exposed
My first real rebellion against hetero-'
except In the most oblique feshion. We
to
a
lot
arxi
might
use
as
models
of
view of tha d o te relationthip between
sexual sex roles came at this time. I told
worked
hard
at
being
cool
and
unemo
tradhionai "m a tcu lin ity a g g rattiv e sex adult masculinity. The principal of our
my women friends that •at a pacifto I
tional, even though we vvere very deeply
school
was
an
uptight,
petty
fascist
and
uality and violence. The staraotype of
didn't believe in violent defense agwnst
-attached to e a ^ other. Our relationship
pattiM faggots standing around in gay adult maicullpity. The principal of our
ended when I moved during my junior 'assault^ I felt anyone' who wanted to be
school
was
an
uptight,
petty
fascist
and
bars waiting for their Prince Charming is
defended should learn to defend herself,
year.
afi too wali krKMvn. When I go into gay also a sanctimonious Southern'Baptist
and I didn't want to have to defen^
I
couldn't
stand
all
the
complacent,
bars, I find myseif, too, behaving in that who fead the Bible over the intercom
women just because I was a' man. One
bourgeois
people
in
the
high
schools
I
every
morning.
A
ny
boy
who
came
to
pattern of the “ passive faggot." Thus I
went to. I was very anxious to get high WQfnan got pretty uptight about this; but
generally can't staixl to go to a gay bar school in jeans or without ^ belt faced
my second girlfriend took It in stride
grades and go to a "good" college whidh
public humiliation by this man for
where I don't know anyone. What I have
and continued to look on me as a moral.
thought was the key to becoming a resbeen tryii^ to do these past few months breaking^the dressoode.- pected
adult.
I
held
down
my
retallious—
masculine hero.
The gym teacher was more overt in
hat been to come to an understanding of
ness at school and was only creative and . When a woman actually was attacked
his
sadism.
Boys
were
oertstantly
getting
how this passivity and gentleness in my
nonconformist after school hours. (Sev by a man near our house In the slums,
"paddled" in gym classes for th ejno st
personality it related to my polKical
my friends and I went running out to see
eral years later, when I found myself in
petty
offenses.
The
teacher
also
en
stance of semi-pacifism and anarchism;
what we could do. But just our presence
couraged older, more athletic boys (his_^ jail for awhile, I realized-that I had
and how this prevalent quality in to many
really reiatsd to high school teachers as frightened the man away, so we didn't
gay men might be ohaniieled as a liberat favoHtesl-to help control the weaker,
jailers.) My father was very uncomfor have any confrontation. I was vary upset
ing force in exposing society to an alter smaller, or more nervous and less ath
table with my nonconformity w h id f but didn't question my pacifist beliefs.
native from the typical straight male be letic ones iike me. My friends and I pre
(After all, I didn't feel I was in danger of
made me love that part of myself even
served
a
small
amount
of
self-respect
by
havior pattern. Maybe by describing my
rape, being a man.)
more.
In
my
new
high
school,
during
ridiculing those two dictators ^behind
long and continuing struggle, I may
When I got to prison, I thought I could
my
senior
year,
I
bacarw
«cttem
ely
their badcs.
shed some light Cn this subject.
continue
being warm and affectionate
dose
to
another
guy
and
soon
,maKzed
The male musi.c teacher was also a
I was raised in a middledass family
towards other men just as I had |ieen "on
that I was sexually attracted to him.
powerful
Influence
on
me
in
junior
with lott of religion. All of us kids,
the street." That lasted Just about a week,
That scared roe so much that I began
high; but for some reason I discounted
learned quite young to love our religious
and then I began to run into trouble. A
suppressing my homosexual feelings very
him
as
a
model
of
masculinity.
He
had
‘ mother and to hate our worldly father.
fairly gentle guy made some passes at me,
consciously. I got involved in the civil
no
power
in
the
school
hierarchy.
I
imi
Sexuality arxl aggressiveness seemed
saying that T turned nim on sexually. I ,
rights
movement,
which
seemed
to
be
a
m ainly in our father's sphere as well as r tated him somewhat, but it didn't make
said I wouldn't have sex with him at this
*way
to
be
gentle
and
loving
but
still
a
me
feel
very
Mxually
attractive.
His
pos
being in touch with the world outside
time in my life but it wásn'tincónceivable
masculine "hero."
ition seemed hopelessly " u h m a ^ lin e "
the home. O ur mother, of course, was
at some future time. I thought I had im
A
t
age
19,
in
1964,
I
sent
back
my
oppressed by her domineering husband,
— teaching classes of m ainly girls and
peccable heterosexual «"credentials" since
draft
card,
declaring
1
was
willing
to
go
• and we soon learned some of her
acting so comfortably around them.
to
prison
to
show
my
opposition
to
the
I had a steady girlfriend that I was supmethods of passive resistance to him.
When I thought of being sexual with
^
■. 1. - -1__^ a ^__ an
n d s 6n
posedly in love uultK
with, find
and m\/
my frla
frierxls
6n
government,
war,
and
the
draft.
I
decided
Since he had complete financial con
girls, I felt uncomfortable and dirty
the
outside
felt
I
was
a
brave
hero
to
be
that I was i|n absolute pacifist, opposed
trol (power to withhold our’altowances)
- not ib le to make light jokes the way
in prison. But several more guys also made
to
-physical
means
of
self-defense
and
and physical' power (he spanked us fre-. the music teactw did. The fact that he
passes at me. Finally, one of them man
quehtM , our-number one weapon, was
was -iharried and had four kids still - even, in most cases, to raising my voiw in
euvered me into a locked room alone
anger.
I
had
learned
a
lot
from
people
to withhold all love Sind to rejoice when
didn't help.
.
.
With him, where he raped me. I didn't
who
had
done
civil
rights
work
in
the
ever he~felt embarrassed or miserable.
Junior high, of course, was also the
South and had used non-violent methods know at all how to defend myself even if
We also constantly ridiculed him be
time that my friends and I were becom
in the struggle there. I was also into I had wantfed to; but I felt my pacifist
hind his back and made lure-that not
ing more and more aware of our sexual
Quakerism, which reinforced and gave beliefs meant I shouldn't resist any attack.
one of his six kids ever really lo v ^ him.
ity. As the more openly sexual guys
moral backing to my natural tendencies I was very freaked out and depressed by
After niy parentt' twenty-fifth anni were sort of hoodlums, the pattern
towards non-aggressiveness and passive the whole thing; Someone ratted to the
versary, when I h ^ already lived away was reinforced for me that we males
resistance. I picked up the more or less' guards, and my attacker went to "the
from home three or four years, my could only be sexual with women if we
Christian rhetoric about loving one's en-- hole" - severe punishment status —
father firrally began trying to be more were aggressive, and that sex was really
emies and being gentle and kjnd to while I was put in protective custody for
open arid candid to his children. We something shameful and dirty. My mo
people one comes in contact with. In the ' four weeks.
began to see the really devastating effect ther and my older sister taught me un
After that I was sent to a different
period just befosre I went to prison, my
forgettable
lessons
that
most
men
were
our hostility had had on. him psycho
prison, at Petersburg, Virginia. There,
mother
and
others
were
proud
of
me
for
aggressive, oversexed brutes.
logically. He spent the last five years of
being so peace-loving and gentle and too, I started out trying to be kind and
Having tremendous curiosity and sex
his life (he died a year ago) drinking
gentle. Right away people started making
treated me like a hero.
ual fantasies about my male friends, I
very heavily. His unhappiness was living
passes at me again and saying that if I
Unfortunately,
women
I
thought
of
thought I was "the worst person in the
proof to me of the effectiveness of pas
really wouldn't fight back, they would
being
sexual
with
told
me
that
I
wasn't
world." In church I learned that really
sive resistance against a tyrant

Observations by a Gay Brother
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Getting older doesn't conjure up many stead of living life as it comes and for its
When I was a member of the American
pleasant
thoughts. What a drag it is.... own sake, we 'are^orced to ar^schedule,
antiwar movement, no cliche seemed quite
The
elderly
are conderñned to loneliness meeting deadlines that bracket our life's
as ludicrous as "don't trust anyone oyer
and
uselessness
because they are no longer work. By the time the rat race is over at
thirty." Like "counterculture" it was
self-supporting
economic units. We had 65, we will be too exhausted to enjoy
thrown time and time again into our
better
1-e-examine
our myths about aging, what little is left.
faces by the oracles of Newsweek and
if we really believed that age brought
lest
we
too
end
up
on the park bench,
L ife ; that sheer triteness soon robbed
wisdom, we would not treat the old with
like
bookends.
---the insult of its-sting.
As children we were thoroughly in the cruelty that we do. They would not |
This advice not to trust anyone over
be a burden, an embarrassment, or a drain
thirty I first read in an early Reader's doctrinated in the importance of those
on our resources. We would honor them
pernicious
mileposts
that
are
supposed
to
Digest tirade against those commie peace-.mark our growing up; kindergarten at and try to learn from their lives. It is no
creeps. (The patronizing monotony of
five, graduation at eighteen, independence accident that the Vietnamese called Ho
their pronouncements on Vietnam and
at twenty-one. And we learn that no one .Chi' Minh "Uncle Ho," for "uncle" is
the growing youth revolt helped to radi
is considered capable of full responsibility their highest term of endearment toward
calize me.) Who could take such a slogan
until forty, or even later. Gratification is the elderly.
seriously, except those it was aimed
But we who suffer the rootlessness of
against? By now the student leader who well in the future. ~
Life's energies are focused upon the our modern age fear and despise the old.
first uttered that remark - in jest during
years of middle age, which determine They are too uncomfortable a reflectioi^
the Berkeley Free Speech Movement nine
of ourselves forty or fifty years hence.
years ago — is well past the age of mis "success" or "failure." More than half
one's life is spent in preparation and in We recoil in horror at the image of o u r’ |
trust.
decrepitude. This culture's preoccupa
In the last few years I have begun to. retirement. The young^Wiust waste years
tion with youth encourages us to project
on
education
that
conservatizes
as
it
face the inexorable process of my own
blunts the senses; the old are abandoned our insecurity upon these much abused
aging. (Perhaps it was after Kent State
scapegoats.
that I first noticed.) A t twenty-five I cer to the rest home as irrelevant old fogies.
The cosmetics irxlustfy has profited
tainly feel older than I once did. It is Thus does our consumer, achievmetvtharidsomely by exploiting the anxieties
oriented
society
disenfranchise
these
two
pqintless ,to bemoan the inevitable; age
of aging. Millions of people are des
large minorities.
gives the promise of further growth, just
perate to seize the semblance of youth,
Establishing
age
as
a
qualification
carries
as it brings deterioration arxl death. A
if not its substarice. They are deluding
its
own
logic.
Certainly
it
can
be
deferxled
part of me looks forward to turrdng
themselves. Like the "gorgeous gal',' Joe
with
allusionsto
experience,
but
I
remain
thirty — and someday I hope I can Ic|m
Buck encounters in Midnight Cow boy,
'
unconvinced
^feeause
I
sense
a
hoax.
Inforward to being flfty.'

worxter how effective they are.
In that relationship f came to see more
However, I'm still very, much against
deaNy than ever how'male sexuality is
extremely bourxl. up with aggressiveness, war and nearly all organized violent
defense that so often gets tangled up with
competence and boastfulness. A ll these
the male role. Men always get so ego-mare qualities I ' hate arxl hawe^ always
volved in their ability to defend their
struggles against in myself. The social
~Rad M fcKIght M oon by Robert Peters.
mothers, their sisters, and their wives
expectations that people had of us be
Empty Elevator Shaft Press, P.O . Box
artd families*!not to mention their rich
cause we were married (and later, par27004 , San Francisco, Ca. 94127. 1973
jnts)' were all right for awhile (go<^ for - suburban hom eland flashy cars or s o ^
Reviewed by Louie Crew
expensive apartment
just
my ego to the superior half" of' the
'
‘
^ in a high-rise
“ ...........
“ a
mile away from tha slums). I think
couple). But as time went on, my partner
Robert Peters is a craftsman with a
poorer people have a perfect right to rob
Jenny criticized my "inadequacies" more
heart. His latest chapbook is a delicious
rich people. Here, too, sensitivity to suf
and more so that eventually the situation
sampler of rich, pprSonal rrxxKls. At
was intolerable. She really wanted to be fering' has often been considered part of
least half of the thirteen polished poems
"women's spheA." The image is of bour
"a wife" and have me be "a husbarxi."
celebrate efforts to reach out to another
geois housewives doing volunteer social
even though she never liked the impliperson. Sotnetimes the reaching out iscations'those roles had in our -sex lifci ■^work while their husbands are off com
admittedly tentative:
peting tn tha marketplace arxi commuting
She was sprt of confused, to6?qnd enlike an irate mouse
joyed the lack of rigid roles in pu r be past the slums;' and the bourgeois chil
kept from its nest
dren
are
"teacher's
pets"
in
school
while
hayior. But she saitf she couMn t ^haye
part o f m yseif
hides from you.
much respect for me as a person as long the poorer kids get constantly insulted by
grenive in order to prové his masculinity.
the teacher.
*
7
I've n o t done well,
I Those who w eren't ware secretly whis as I vvas unwilling to compete with the
My ideal is -still for, coiistant con
please understand....
other men arourxf. .
pered to bè "faggots." Some inmates
ciliatory efforts, trying to defuse hos
I continued to have a strong, suppressed
The reaching is frequentjy urgent; ^
openly imitated "feminine" behavior and
tility arid violent confrontations by bring
need to relate on a deep enrational,
sometimes prostitutedThemselves sexually
this force o f selvas
ing unfair or unreAonabie situations-out
sexual level with inher men like myself.
to horny straight men. The prison stereo
struggling
into the open bafor* they reach the ex
In the later parts of my marriage to
type was that they did it because they
engertders sanity.
Jenny, I fogtxl a lot of joy in one gay ploding point. But the whole middle-class
|*were weak, or else to get présents. | once
Even when Peters complains of -failure to
"American
Way
of
Life"
is
totally
basgd"
relationsbip, but that was unfortunately
communicate, his complaint defines the
that the masculine nereotype was so op with a guy 500 miles away. I was much on such inequalities. Oppression of gay
vitality
of the act that has failed:
petople is just one more of those absurdly
too shy and insecure to relate to the
pressive. that I could see w hy'som e
unreasonable
situations
that
must
be
....W hy don't
people would rebel against it to that ex highly sexualized bar scene..But then my
these messages get through?
friend told me there was a gay liberation brought into the consciousness of straight
tent; but. most of the time I pretended
there is glue in the mailbox
movement with other freaks like myself. people. Here, o f course. I'm no longer
that I couldn't understand those guys any
talking
abstractly
about
some
other
group
it
will stay, until we m o ld
A s soon as I made contact with the
better than anyone else could. I avoided
but about myself and The brothers and
artd can't tee. can't recall
all gay inmates socially like the plague, nearest Gay Liberation Front, I knew
the shrill nerve o f this night
that it was time for me to stop playing sisters I love so much. So. what I say and
wanting to demonstrate to the aggresive
do is more likely to provoke people than
twilight, fraught.
sick
games
in
my
head.
So
at
age
26,
I
male chauvinist majority that I wasn't a
rr
was the case in my earlier political
Peters' poetry is extremely tactile at the
finally came out of the closet simul
drag queen and would never be forced
same time that it is very visual. He is fond
taneously with leaving my marriage. It's struggles.
into prostitution.
Dealing with my own personal violence
of nettles, fur arxi mud. In R ed Midnight
been almost three years since then, and
After l^had been seven or eight months
and feelings of hostility, I find that I fepi Moon perhaps his most recurring figure
in prison, my reputation seemed safe and .('v0 felt steadily more and more whole, in
much less frustrated arxi vjolent as I
'» saMstbeticaHy the human SB/a, which
I was no longer afraid of gay inmates. touch with niyseif, and glad for m y gay
love myself more. I can love myself more- both sees arxi is itself tactilely vulnerable.
identity.
Also, around the same time I got a strong
as I've learned to deeply love others with
In the title poem the speaker strikes his
A major aspect of sexual politics ii) this
exposure to anarchist philosophy and I
a gay consciousness like mine. Arxi I feel
eye with a blade o f glaaa siWar from the
discovered that one doesn't have to be a society seems to be that many women
still better as I am able to be more
moonlight. In another, a lover's "eye
pacifist "m artyr" in order to oppose the 'really don't enjoy having sex with man.
open about my .love and b e .aco ep ^ by
absorbs light." In "so It goes" perhaps
draft and the military. I felt very lib Men are expected I q be constantly horny
the most erotic in tljis collection, the
and aggrWively trying to persuade wo- straight people that I associate with. Then
erated after I decided that in the future
maybe I wouldn't have to supprress my
naked eye eroticized is the means of
.
men
to
give
in
and
have
sex.
I
hate
trying
I would try to defend TT»yself iTsexually
to persuade someone to do something .- violent feelings but instead would never. fulfillment:
assaulted.
she really doesn't want to do, or which feel them iri, the first place. Fighting
eyelids
Then I became fairly good frierxls with
against injustice is fighting for an Ideal
like rose petals, stro k e ' ~
a gay inmate who was not a drag queen. I will involve puttjnp jterself in a subor
world
where
violent
measures
would
not
I
a lid, stroke a rose
was subconsciously- avyace- o f . a strong dinate _ppsition toTnie. I feel rnuch ntore
be such a temptationT
lightly with the
positive and loving towards women since
identification w.ith him ip. his rebellion
Gayness is not just sexi It's a peculiar
pad o f the finger,
I:
haven't
been
trying
to
maneuver
any
of
against all the masculine behavior patterns
state of mind that | carry around with
le t the eye close,
in the prison. Unfortunately, soon both them into bed.
le t the Ud fall
me
constantly
—
trying
to
respond
lov
My growing contact with the women's
he and I went home on parole and I
so fd y shut, feel
ingly to the beauty and gentleness in my
movement
has-been
a
contributing
factor
never saw him again. I never lost my
it, loving it....
brothers, and to bring out the gentleness
in my abandonment of absolute pacifism.
terror of what it would be like to be gay
in those who hide behind facades of
In another, poem, despair becomes "light
I was in danger of rape eniy when I was
in prison. By the end of the year, fny gay
gruffness. It's clear to me that only by
slashing the retina."' Peters constantly
feelings were still buried very deep, al in prison, but women are in danger when
being more and more gentle and unmas
reminds that insight.costs pain.
though- I kept o n- being gentle and emo ever they try to go anywhere alOne. It
culine can we men cut down on our op
Red Midnight Moon is a handsome
seems
like
a
real
waste
to
me,
to
undergo
tionally paujve.
pression of women arid the consequent
book, imaginatively printed in white on
After prison^l-hated men and masculin huniiliafiofl and bhysitol brutality or in
hatred of ourselves who act jike gross,
black pages, tastefully covered in mid
ity very much. It was a real relief to re jury simply for an extreme ideal like re
violent, frustrated, unloveable brutes.
night red.'My lover and I like reading it
late closely to wOmen and not have to fusing to defend oneself. I'm glad to hear
late at night in the Georgia pecan or
about
women
learning
self-defense.
I
know
pay attention to men. Within a year after
chards.
*
my release from prison, I was having a there are some nonviolent methods of
sexual-emotional relationship with a wo- self-defense and disarming one's attacker
- Jeff Keith
through love or not beirrg afraid. But I
I. man which .lasted four years.

I soon r a ^ me. J got very paranoid and

Review

¡told myself that I'd better try to actI masculine if I w ante«LtQ_sttyLJ}ut of
tr o u b le ^ o be masculine was to be .
I be cold and distant toward everyone and
afraid of too much' closeness. I felt
people were constantly objectifying me
sexually, and I' trusted no one at all
during the first month I was there. Since
guards were around constantly, I was
never attacked and didn't have to con
front my pacifist beliefs too thoroughly.
I was in prison for a year and learned a
tremendous amount about men, mascu
line behavior, and my relationship to the
whole thing. I kept on hating violence
and favoring peaceful reconciliation, more
on pragmatic grounds than from fear.
found very little support for my gentle
lli and agbehavior. Everyone was boastful

I
I

I

the facade is only as genuine as the wig'
and^ the Talse^^yelashes. Self pity—arxi
self contempt are not far beneath the
surface.
Preoccupation with^aging fulfills its own
prophecy. Of course, we all know that
anxiety hastens physical degeneration.
But I refer to the prsychological — and
spiritual — jading that is more common a
consequence Such people are bound to '
bie oppressive.. Like one acquaintance
who would lie compulsively about his
age and harp on his apprearance, even
though he was only thirty and still goodlooking.
Remember The Boys in the BandTThe
obsessiorr everyone had with grovving old
and Iqsing his looks? Or the advertise
ments for.hair transplants and facials that
dot the pages of A fter D ark? In the gay
ghetto what matters most is sheer physi
cal attractiveness. A recent 'bath ad in
The Advocate couldn't , have put it more
bluntly: "Beauty is only skin deep — and
that's deep enough."
Several years ago, cruisiiig in a YM CA ,
I refused the advances of an older man.
Who muttered at' me, "Yo u have hurt
poor Mary.'’ I didn't know whether to
snicker or to scream. He was at once
pan of
01 ..a
_ a gay
gay
ludicrous and pathetic,/ part
scene with which I had iittle in common,

Yet he was. too painful a vision of my
deepetTTears' toldismiss frprn my mind.-*
I had another, more painful experience
shortly afterward, when I visited a friend
whom I hadn't seen in a long time. Much '
to my horror I ' discovered that he was
blirxlly in love with me, worshiping me
because I was half his age,- insisting that
I be Kis lover. When I tried to explain that
I did not want this kind of adoration, he
became extremely defensive. He demanded
to know whether anyone had ever loved
me as much as he did. There was no way
we would communicate and the relation
ship erxled.
Both times my "youth" had made me
the object of someone else's desires. In
neither case could I accept' the distorted,
image of myself that I saw reflected in
their eyes. Whatever their motives, I was
hurt and Vn^red that my feelings weren't
considered. ^ T h e absurdity of placing
such importance on my age had already
been demonstrated by a roommate who'
would taunt me because I was se^fal
years older.)
No doubt my own age-ism prevented
me from handling these incidents any
better than I did. Ever since childhood I
have fourxl it difficult to view older men
as sexual beings — except for those people
my pare'nts warned me against, who per-

verted little boys. Alas, I never'had the
luck to ^e Mduced. It might have made
coming oiit much easier. That old ad
monition against taking rides from stran
gers, sure enough, still finds a response
when I am propositioned while hitch
hiking.
The recent discovery of the murder of
the thirty-odd boys in Houston, Texas,
again reveals the widespread extent of
misinformation and prejudice. Dean Aljen
Co'rll was undoubtedly a pathetic, twisted
rnan. Had he chosen to butcher women,
however, few newspapers would have
described him as a "heterosexual sadist"
or ''heterosexual mass murderer." Refer
ring to his homosexuality without em
phasizing the true aberrance of his beha
vior plays upon the severe homophobia
that infects Anglo-American society.
6 ut there wasn't much intelligent disQiiKion. Homosexuality and pederasty
iwíiíe both commonly confused with horn•'-ici^e. To many, I am sure, Corll was-an
object lesson of the flirty pid man who
lusts after boys. Misquoting a Baylor
University^ clinical psychologist in a tele
phone interview. United Prejs laid it all
to "the syndrome of homosexuality, sex
ual ¿)use, and eventual homicide." Trust
a neanderthal like Jeffrey St. John, on
CBS radio, to blarhe the killings on gay

lib and its "revolt from male biology."
Cashing in on the hysteria, Dallas police
tionwide "boy prostitution ring." A_self- ,
righteous /Vewsweé^^rhapsodized at length
about the "possible links to Corll [that]
added one last layer of depravity to the
whole case." Only tovvard the end did
the article admit, deviously, that the two
stories were unconnected!
Should we be surprised by this jierformance? Most jieople would find incon
ceivable the suggestion That Corll's vic
tims arxi the boys in this "ring" may
have acted willingly."Just as it is incon
ceivable that boys often seek out older
men for sex. Even those liberals who like
^ to Tolerate homosexuals break down
intp irrationality at the thought of ado
lescents enjoying sodomy.
The law is equally adamant. In Canada,
Great Britain, and in the few -American
states that have eliminated penalties against homosexual acts, legalization- ap
plies only^O consentina^adu/ts. Those
under twenty-one are accorded no sexual
rights. Any adult found with a minor is
likely to receive harsh punishment, no
matter what the facts of the .situation.
There is a "link" between the rnurders
in Houston and the call-boy operation in
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HKRD GE/VILIKE
^Ed. N ot§: Waltar Horatio Patar (1839*
1894), English critic and aw iyist, calabratad |o r ^ fastidious daikacy of his
style, w tt bom in London. Educated at
Quean's Collage, Oxford, he sattlad in
Oxford and tutored with private pupils.
In 1864 he was alecùd to a fallow^ip
at Brasenose College. Patar then began to .
write for the reviews, arxl his essays pn
Leonardo da V in ci, Botticelli, Pico della
Mirandola, and Michelangelo, with othen
of the same kind, were collected in 1873 ^
as Studim In ihe H istory o f the Ranalsssnos (later called simply The Reneisssnce). The volume Itad a Concluiion
whic(i promulgated a tort of aesthetic
gospel. The Conclusion reads (in part):
“...The service of philosophy, of spec
ulative culture towards the human spirit
Is to rouse, to startle It into sharp and
eager observation. Every montent some
form grows perfect In hand or face; some
tone on the hills or the sea is choicer than
the rest; sonte mood of passion or Insight.
or Intellectual excitement Is irresistiblgb^^
real and attractive to'U s, — for that
montent only. Not the fruit of experience,
but experiertce Itself, Is the end. A
counted number of pulses only 1$ given
to us of a variegated, dramatic, life. How
may we see In them all that is to be seen

- ì

In them by the fittest sertses? How shall' a mort avec das sursis IndAlnis: we have ’ Pater's ideal of an aesthetic and" raligious
we pass most swiftly from point to
an Interval, and then our place knows us
life is elaborately set forth. Imegirtary
point, and belpresent always at the focus
no more. Some spend this interval in
Portreitt
(1887) are shorter pieces of
where the greatest numbec of vital forces
llstiessness, some in high passiqns, the
philosophical fiction in the tame rncxla,
unite In their purest Energy?
wisest, at least-amwng “the children of
“T o bum always with this hard, gemlike
Appredetions (1889) is a return to the
this w orld," In . art and song. -Tor our
flante. to^malntaln thisiecstasy, is success' otta chance lies in e x p ^ lr ^ t h a t Interval, critical essay. In 1893 came Plato and
In llfe!....While all melts under our feet,
in getting as many pulsations as possible Ptetonism , a litarary view of Plato. Pa
we rhay well catch at any exquis!^
Into the given time. Great passions may
passion, or any contribution to know give us this quickened sense of life, ecstasy ter's Greek Studies \\9RS), Miscellaneous
and sorrows of love.the various forms of Studies (1895) and Essays from The
ledge that seems by a lifted horizon to
set the spirit free for a moment, or any
enthuslKtlc activity, cUsinterestad or other-—Guardian (1896) were published poststirring of the senses, strange dyes, strange wlse, which come naturally to many of
humously; also his unfinished romaiKe
us. Only be sure Itils passion — that it
colours, and curious Odours, or work of
Gaston de LatourJi\9IQE).
the artist’s hands, or the face of one's . does yield you this fruit of a quickened,
His life was almost all spent in Ox
friend.’ Not to discriminate every moment m ulti^led consciousnessrOf this wisdom,
the po4tic passion, the desire of beauty,
ford. m k I he died there in 1894. Patar
some passionate attitude in those about
us, and In the brilliancy of their gifts the love of art for art’s sake, has most;
wrote with difficulty, correctihig and refor art comes to you profeoirtg frankly
some tragic .dividing of forces on bteir
corracting with infinite care. There is
ways. is. on this short day of frost and
to give (nothing but the highest quality
reserve ard reticerKe about his writing,
sun. to sloop before evening. With this
to your monnents as they pass, and
simply for those moments’ sake.’’
maintairwd also in his personal life. The
sense of the splendour of our experience
arrd of its awful brevity, gatherirrg. all
primary infiuerKe on his mird was his
we are into one desperate effort to see
The publication of this volume made
clasaicd study, colored by a highly in
and touch, we shalLjurd ly have time to
Patar the centre of a small group in O x  dividual kind of Christianity, pursued
maxe theories about flip things we see
ford. He had relations vyith the Pre- largely as a source ‘of refined artistic sen
and touch. What we have to do Is to be
Raphaelitas, of whom he was to some ex sations. Oscar Wilde, George Moore, a id
for ever curiously tasting new oplnlom
tent the heir, and hd began to irrsinuate the aesthetes of the 1890's were among
and courting new impressions, never ac
quiescing in a facile orthodoxy of Comte
something of their spirit into his academic his followers.
or of Hegel, or of our own..;..^
world. By the time Marius the Epicurean
The following e m y , written especially
"Went we are all condamriM, as Victor
appeared
in 1885 he had a following of for Gay Sunshine by Rictor Norton, deals
Hugo says: we are all under sentetKe of
disciples. M arius is his most substantial
death but wUh a sort of Indefinite re
with Pater's personal life, specifically
prieve — lee Iwmmes soiit tous condamnés work. It is a romance of ideas in which with his homosexuality.]

It is, in fact, quite probable that Walter
The closest frierd of Pater's adult life
Pater was in reality a criminal in V ic  was Charles Lancelot Shadwell (born in
torian England: Le. a practicing homo
1840, one year Pater's junior), who be
sexual.
came Pater's private pupil at Christ Church'
College in 1863. In ■1864. Pater pubMark Pattison,.-in his diary for May 5,
1878, records that he went "to Pater's for • lished Diaphaneite. modelled upon Shadwell's rare spirit, a portrait of an ethereal
tea, where {I sawj Oscar Browning. who
youth. In the summer of 1865, Pater
was more like Socrates than ever. He
conversed in one comer with 4 feminine and Ghadweil, master and pupil, together
looking youths 'paw danndling' there in toured Italy — Ravenna, Pisa, Florence —
one fivesome, while the Miss Paters & I without the company of Clara and Hester.
sate looking on in another corner — Shadwell spent nearly his entire life
Presently Walter Pater, who, I hod-been— studimisly enqagnri in painstaking research
told, was 'upstairs' appeared, attended
into the history of Oriell College, Oxford,
by 2 mpre youths of similar appearances." of which he wes a Fellow and later be
Query: was the threesome upstajrs also came Provost. He is the " C .L .S ." to
'paw-dandling'r
whom Pater dedicated his Studies in the
Surely we know what the fivesome in H istory o f the Renaissance in 1873. Shad
In a remarkable anecdote, Frank Harris
the corner was contemplating, for Oscar well died in 1919, a bachelor.
records that durirrg a visit with Walter
Browning three years earlier had been
Rupert Croft-Cooke, in his book FeastPater at Brasenose College, Pater"seemed
dismissed from Kis mastership at Eton ing with Panthers, tells of two close
at times half to realize his own deficiency:
under grave suspicions of pederasty. Con male friendships which Pater had in the
'Had I so-and-so's courage and hardihood,' cerning this dismissal," Pater had w rittm
later part of his life:
ho cried once, 'I'd have
Suddenly the
to Browning in Octobw^ 875, that he was
" In 1877, when Pater was a year or two
mood changed, the light in his eyes didd
"very glad to hear, not for your own dtort of forty, that dangerous age at
out, the head drooped forward again, and
sake only but on public grounds, that which Wilde met Alfred Douglas, Pater
wjth a half-smile he added, 'I might have
hou had decided rwt to ' leave Eton
met a man twelve years younger than
biten a criminal — heh, heh.'and he moved
without a struggle." Struggle he did,
he rtamed Richard Jackson. Jackson bel
with little careful steps across the room
but dismissed he was nevertheless — only ieved himself a p o ^ ; he was also rich. He
to his chair, and sat down."
to become a Fellow of King's. College,, became devoted to Pater |n a sentimental
Could Walter Pater — one of the most
Cambridge. The visit that Pattison des if not a passionate,way and this devotion
influential art critics in English history — cribed had occurred in the tenth year of , lasted for many years. (Pater's biographer]
have been a crimirtarr His more conven
the close friendship between Pater arxl Wright believed that he was the original
tional contemporaries regarded his aesBrownirrg — to whom Pater had been of Marius and in old age Jackson seemed
thetic^vision k the product of an immoral
introduced in 1868 b y John Burnell
to have claimed this quite seriously. If it
imagination, and in this respect he was
Payne. It was Payne, a close frierxl of
is true it is shocking to know what the
certainly a criminal in the field of art.
the homosexual artist Simeon Solomon, writings of Marius would have been like,
One woixlers about his life as well,
who drew some fine charcoal portraits for this is a quatrain which Jacksgn
though, of course, like Jean Genet, Pater
of both Pater arxl Payne.
wrote at Pater's request asa song for his
vrould have been a saintly criminal, an
Walter Pater is not known to have had birthday —
archetypal hight priest — dressed in robes
more than a passing acquaintance with
Y ou r darling soul / say is inflam ed with
any women except his sisters Hester pnd
of saffron, with purple grapes pressing
love fo r m e;
(Clara (with whom he lived all his life)
against his pale temples — officiating at
Y ou r very eyes do move / cry with
a sacred ritual of, say, castration. He . and Violet P ^ t , lesbian poetess (alias
sym pathy:
'Vernon Lee'). Most of Pater's friends
would no doubt have admired the deli
Y ou r darling feet and hands are blessings
were young and handsome men ar>d boys,
cate crescent blade wielded by the trans
ruled b y love.
many''of whom, like himself, died bach
vestite priests of Cybele, the Phrygian
elors, and many of whom were practicing A s forth was sent from out the A rk a
gbd.des of frenzy and voluptuousjanturtle dove.
homo'sexuals. The closest" friend of his
guor. An orgiastic dream may well lie
adolescence was J.R . McQueen. Unfor-. 'I am'glad to write.about you,' he added,
beneath the hard surface of Pater's gem
tunately.'we know little about the specific
like flame,
i b r o w i^ to you my liff has been ennature of their friendship other than it triched, its minstrelsy swelled...;. ~
|J[ we l(x>k at Pater outside the context
was "very close," for the numerous letters
of the schoolbcx>ks — look at him squarely
"Jackson introducad'his young friends
that Walter wrote to Mark from 1858 to
in the eyes as a man, a pcwt, an aesthete,
to Patar.., (One of these] was Walter
1862 were suppressed by the Miss Paters 'Blackburn Harte whom Pater first saw
a treasurer of things foreign to English
when Thomas Wright was preparing the
soil, rather than as the''father' of a
as an acolyte wearing a scarlet cassock in
school of thought — we cannot, in all .,. first biography in 1907. Wright was
the chapel of St. Austin's. He seems to
allowed to examine some of the letters,
hor>mty, be quite certain that his sen
have beeq irresistible to all who met
but forbidden to quote directly or to
him, having literary ambitioru and a
sibility' wcxjid have blanched at perusing
paraphrase too closely their contents. But* cockrwy sense of humour. Pater said he
the Marquis de Sade's 12(KDays o f
Sodom . Arid we must bear in mind that
the half-words that remain in his bio
had 'a darling personality' and asked
in one of his Greek Studies, Pater appre
graphy suggest an intimacy that it would
him down to Oxford, but nlost of Harte's
ciates, however Coyly, not only the Divine
have been impolite to have delved into in time was spent at Jackson's Camberwell
Marquis, but also Gilles de Rais, that no
home', for he found Pater's dull dreary
1907. The letters have since been des
troyed.*
torious ravisher of boys.
rooms at Oxford 'a great disappointment.'

..A portrait shows a beautiful youth
with curling lips, deep expresrive ^ e s
and a fine profile." Harte later emigrated
to America and became in the 1890's a
successful journalist.
We really don't know for sure that
C a r le s Algernon Swinburne, with whom
Pater became friendly in 1858, was homo
sexual. Swinburne is notorious for .hjs
desires to be whipped by prostitutes, but
his biographers insist he hired only, fe
male prostitutes for such purposes. On
one occasion, however, Swinburne asked
Solomon to draw forliirh a set of pictures
showing ^hocdmasters flogging boys.
(These are contained in Swinburne's un
published Whippingham Papers, which
are locked up in the British Museum
The Trustees of the Museum will allow
only Sotonton's descerxiants to view them
— but since Solomon doesn't have any
descendants, one supposes they will be
locked up forever.) Pater, Swinburne,
and Solomon were rtwmbers of The Qld
Mortality Club, a' society ifor budding
literati arxl a haven for homosexuals
In 1861 Swinburne became acquainted
with Lord Houghton, whose own col
lected poems contain' passages not en
.tirely, heteroerotic. Swinburne borrowed
from this gentleman's extensive,library
of erotica the complete works of the Mar
quis de Sade. Simeon Solomon, who at
the time was residirrg as a guest at Fry
ston. Lord Houghton's country house in
Yorkshire, was there introduced by Swin
burne to Oscar .Browning. Simeon arxl
Oscar struck up a match., and together
toured Italy in the summers of 1867
1868 and 1869 — without the company
of Swinburne.

Waltar Blackburn« Hairt«

i

In the early 1860's Solomon had been
friends with the homo^^oi^ artist Ed
ward Poynter, and hM specially de
signed for him a series of homoerotic
allegorical drawings. One of the better
ones is a pen and ink d iW i^ of "Love
Talking to Boys/' dated 1865, showing
several lovely lads embracing while Eros
— i.e. Cupid in an Edwardian silk waist

TTta Goldan Youth o f Lacadbrnon, The
o f the drayvings have beim: 1^ ' - or
Age o t A th h tic Prisamen, arxl Mfinç/re/locked up.
. ____ •.
' '
marm is .a bit guarded, but nevertheless
In 1865, the date of "Love Talking-to
clearly hohnosexual. And thrxontent of
Boys," Swinburne went up to Oxford two short stories is almost explicitly
arid introduced his frlerxi Pater to his
honnosexual — Denys L'A u rroix, in which
frierxi Solomon. Solomon then and there
a Dionysus figure is literally torn to
drew a very good portrait of Pater, gave
pieces, and Apollo in Picardy, in which
it to him, aixl decided to stay the night,
a boy is M ^ e n ta lly killed by his lover
and the next night, and the next. For
just as À ^ llô killed Narcissus. These
the next sevm l years he would return
two stories era, in fact, qii'ite bold when
frequently to share Pater’s rooms 'up
we realize that Genet and Burroughs had]
stairs' at Brasenose, and then at London.
not yet taken up the theme.
As a measure of what Solomon's com
We would never dare call Water Patar
pany may have been like: in 1866 he and
a humorist, but whenever he approaches
Swinburne visited Dante Gabriel Rossetti
the sensuousness of beautiful boyhood
in Cheyne Walk, arxl for a time disturbed
with less indirection than usual, we Can
Rossetti's work by chasing each other
clearly see him camping it up; as in this
naked up and down the staircase.
descriptioh of an engraving of satyrSimeon Solomon (1841-1905) is often
lads by Robetta: 'T h e ir puck rtoses have
regarded as the central trag'ic hero-victim
grown delicate, so that, with Plato's in
of the Age of Decadence. A t the age of
fatuated lover, you may call them win
eighteen he had already exhibited a paint
some, i| you please; arxl no one would
ing at the Royal'AcademyrThis, however,
'L o v * Talking to B o yt,’ a p«n and Ink drawing by Slm «on Soloinon, 1863.
wish 'those hairy little shariks away." It
was the height of his career, ^nd his fall
is rx»t insignificant that Plato's "infatuat
was slow arxl painful. In a letter dated
ed lover," as Pater very well knew from
Mark Arxlre Raffalovich records that
for Professorship of Fine Arts, even
August 20, 1917, Edmurxl GoseT'^who
frequent perusal of his favorite work the
the art critic Sidney Colvin warned Raffal
though he was rxiw regarded by many as
irKidentel^/was a repressed if rx>t prac
Phaedrus, was not a paederast, but a
ticing n ^ o se x u a l; he contributed the • ovich "to avoid making the acquaintarxjto^ the fdrerrxist critic of fine art in his
pederast ^ r e and simple. Arxl from a
of men such as Walter Pater arxl J ^ n
time. In fact. Pater met everywhere with
essay on Pater for the Dictionary o f
perusal of John Payne Knight's Worship
Addington Symotxls." Symorxls was gen -a sa rin of rebuffs and frustrations to
National Biography, as well as the bio
o f the Generative Powers Pater equal.ly
erally recognized by his cdntemporaries
such an extent that In the late 1870'$ he '
graphy of the homosexual Renaissance
knew that the thyrsus symbolized .an
as a homosexual - and this warning im
had noticeably developed, in the view of
poet Richard Barnfield) reminisced to
erect penis and the pine cone atop it
Laurerx» Evans the recent editor of his
Robert Ross (a close frierxl of Oscar ^ plies that Pater was similarly recognized.
symboli/ed the glans. So he coyly warns
letters, "a guardad,-avasive manner, a " US that "our firrgers must beware of the
Raffalovich;—himself homosexual [Ed.
Wilde) that Solomon "sometime during
style or strategy or polite accommoda
Note: his lover, poet John Gray, is said
1870" was threatened with legal prothyrsus, tossed about so wantonly by
tion, a strategy of studied blandness."
to have been the original model for Oscar
ceedirtg for certain unspecified sexual
Dionysus arxl his chorus, and that button
Pater's blarxlness is really the perfectly
Wilde's Dorian Grey] igrxxed Colvin's
activities, and that he had been forced
of a pine-rxme." Walter Pater, in his own
composed lassitude of a fallen maenad.
to fly to Italy. Gosse's recollection is
advice arxl became frierxls not only with
w ay, created the camp style as much as
Nearly all of his criticism and fiction r
probably a bit faulty, for this likely
Symorxls arxl Pater, but with Oscar Wilde
did Oscar WHde in TTte Importance o f
m ovn with the ritual frenzy of a Diony
refers to Solomon arxl Browning's hurried
arxl Simeon Solomon as well.
Being Earnest We need to keep this in
sian ceremony at whose center is the
departure for Italy in 1869.
Pater may well have been regarded by
mirxl as we read h im .lo note that there
death of a beautiful *boy. It is a theme
In 1873 Solomon was arrested for - his contemporaries as a dangerous inis usually a sub-narrative of homoerotic
with a 'dark message' that doesn't quite
irxMcently molesting" a man named
fluerx» upon young men in the same way
refererx» based upon assumptions not
fit into the Gay Liberation (or even hu
Roberts in a public urinal north of Ox
that Soexates was so regarded. In W.H.
shared by the "decent" reader. Pater, of
manistic) scheme ^ f things: but it never
ford Street. He was sentenced to .eighteen
Mallock's The New Republic (1877)
course, is quite serious in his art', but he's
theless happens to be the central image
nx>nths' imprisonment in Clerkenwell
Pater is satirized as "Mr. Rose," who
never solemn, arxl the word unsaid keeps
of what might almost be called 'the homo
House of Correction, but the sentence
plays a role similar to th at^ f the pederechoing between the lines'.
sexual aesthetics. The theme is fourxl not
was susperxied and he was placedaunder
astic Pausanius in Plato's Symposium.
Pater's studied blarxlness, his seeming!
only in Pater's Marius the Epicurean, but
the supervision of the police. In a letter
The most damaging part of Mallock's
ethereal rather than earthly demeanor, has
in a great deal of modern homosexual
dated June 6 , 1873, Swinburne wrote to
satire was rx>t his portrayal of Pater/Rose
put his biographers off^ their guard, arid
literature as well, with variations: Thomas
the Welsh ^ u ire George Powell that "I
as a languid espouser of Pre-Raphaelite
they quite unreasonably assume that I
Mann's Deal/? in Venice, Tennessee Wilsaw arxl six)ke''with a great frierxl of
aestheticism, but-JM6<portrayai of Pater/
Pater was therefore chaste;\ cloistered, |
Simeon, Pater of Brasenose. Do you — I
Rose as a passionate apologist for paid- ~tlaiiis' DesttB—and the Black Masseurr ~ ^ ff,~ S rtd nearly a loner,
James Baldwin's A n o th er Country and
do rx>t — know any detail of the matter
erastia. Mr. Rose delivers a eulogy, for
a peripheral biography of Pater-could be I
Giovanni's Room , William Burroughs'/Vaat first harxl? Pater, I imagine, did." In
example, upon "life as a chamber, which
ex^ nded with quite warm-blooded spec
ked Lu n ch , particularly Jean Genet's
Gosse's recollection to Ross, Swinburne
we decorate as we would decorate the
ulations concerning his close friendships |
Furtera! Rites, even Edward Albee's iMtose
had dashed off to Oxford "to discuss
chamber of the woman or the youth
with Arthur William Symons, bisexual
A fraid o f Virginia W bolf? (Sunny Jim),
Solomon with his (i.e. Solomon's] frierxl
[italics mine] that we love, tinting the
poet arxl critical theorist of decaderx:e;
arxl Yukio Mishima's Forbidden Colors
Walter Pater." We don't quite krxjw what
walls of it in symphonies of subdued
with Frartcis Fortescue Urquhart, bachelor I
— in which there is a passage referring
the discussions were, but in any event
colour." Mr. Rpse refers J n passing to
dori nicknamed "Sligger" because of his
Pater was certainly informed of the facts
"the boyhood of Bathyllus" (the boy ^explicitly to Walter Pater. Not to mensleek looks, model for Pater's short story
if he didn't krx)w them before), arxl he
friend of Anacreon), to "Narcissus, that
mention a host of homosexual poems on
"Em erald Uthwart," and a man who was |
nevertheless remained frierxls with Sol
soft boy," to "lean Aquinas in his cell,"
the dying Adonis or Narcissus or St.
so thoroughly a faithful frierxl to many
omon for several more years, even wel
arxl to "a boy of eighteen whose-educa
Sebastian, in M anroot and Gay Sunshine
young rnen that he should have been ho-(
coming him 'upstairs.' There is no hint
tion I may myself claim to have had some
as well as the early Greek Anthology.
mosexual if he Wasn't; with poet Gerard
in his corresporxlence or elsewhere that
share in directing." Mr. Rose rises to sub
In A Study o f Dionysus, published
Manley Hopkins, one of Pater's private
he was startled by Solomon's behavior.
lime eloquerxx when it iximes to a defense
posthumously and edited by Shadwell,
pupils, author of a number of fine ballads
There is only a discreet silerxse.
of „"passionate frierxlship,"- in a passage
Walter Pater leads us by careful insinua
on boys bathing; with Thomas Humphrey i
Over the period of-the next twenty-c|uoted almost verbatim from Pater's own
tion arxl subtle' seduction, from the
Ward, whom he tutored in Plato for a
five years, ^lorrxrn got into more trouble
essay on the frierxlships of the homo
sunny groves of Arcady to a. dark glade
month in 1867 in Sidmouth iti a se-1
because of sexual escapades, was im
sexual a rt critic Witx:kelmann; "Think of
in Thessaly where we may feast upon a'
eluded cottage near thé sea; with A J .
prisoned, arxl was incarcerated in an in
the imrrxirtal .dramas which history sets
fair youth. The raison d'etre for this
Butler,' tutor to the son of the Khedive!
sane asylum by his concerned relatives.
before us; of the keener arxl-profourxler
study is to appreherxl the fullest possible
of Egypt and author t>f a translation of I
They relented arxl tried to arrange f6r
passions which it reveals to us, of rxibler
meaning of a primordial fact: 'T h a t the
the homoerotic Greek Anthology that)
him to escape, buf he knew the doors
mould than ours — Harmodius and Arlstosacred women of Dionysus [the maenads]
Pater recommerxled to Gosse because
had been unlocked for this purpose. So
geiton, Achilles arxl Patroclus, David arxl . ate, in mystical ceremony
raw flesh
the latter "delights also in Greek things";!
he went •arxl locked them rather than
Jonathan, our English Edward [sc.-King
arxl drank -blood, to commemorate the
arxl others, especially his long frierxlshipl
play their game. He wasn't insane, arxl —Edw ard II] and the fair Piers Gaveston, or,
actual sacrifice of a fair boy deliberately
with Oscar Wilde from 1877 until at|
upon his official release he became a
above, all, those two [i.e. Socrates and
torn to pieces." Pater repreatedly glances
least the early 1890's. A ll the circumstan
professional vagabotxl and hack artist.
Phaedrus) by the agnu$ castus and the
the edges of the rite that he dare not
tial evidence points to only ône' conHe sold .Swinburne's erotic corresponl^lane-tree where llyssus flowed."
name too directly. He refers, for example,
clus'xin: that Waher Pat«' was a prac
detx:e with him in order to make money.
A ll of these pairs of men are mentioned
to "the delicate, fresh, farm-lad we may
ticing homosexual, though after the scan
Every so often he returned home to get a
in Pater's own essays, arxl Mallock prop
still actually see sometimes, like a grace
dal of 1873 he began to carefully guardl
rrew set of clothing, which he promptly
erly recognized them as homosexual pairs.
ful field-flower among the corn," without
his emotions. He may have even begun I
Mallock's work was one of the_rrpst
sold and returrred to his rags. For most
quite acknowledging that Triptolemus,
to recoil from himself because of-the re-1
popular books of the day, and part of iu
of the remainder of his life he literally
to whom this farm-lad is compared, was
alization that such love can be cfudelyl
lived in the gutter, becoming a drunken
a corn-spirit of homosexual cannibalistic
popularity lay in people's recognition
celebrated in public urinals as well as atl
rites nearly identical with the Centip^e
pavement artist in Brompton Road arxl
therein of the pederastic .Mr. Pater. It
symposiums of British schoolmasters and|
Bayswater, and selling matches and shoe
refers to Neptune devouring the ivoryseems more thari likely thrit at least a
their pupils.
laces in Mile End Road.
hint of this suspicion lay behtrxl a general
white shoulder of his boyfrierxl Pelops.
. .
- Rictor Norton!
Pater's masterwork. The Renaissance, ..ill-will towards Pater. His "decent" con
He lusciously hints at "the dark and
temporaries simply refused to grant him
was published in March 1873, several
shameful secret society described by Livy,
his just rewards. In 1874, the year follow
months after the scandal of ^lom on's
in which Dionysus' worship erxted at
Ed r N ote: For more in-depth material I
ing Solomon's arrest. Pater was passed
arrest. A number of people quietly mur
Rome, afterwards abolished by solemn
on Walter Pater and other Victorian gay)
over for the Junior Proctorship,a post
mured that there was an affinity between
act of the S e n a t e " w it h o u t explicitly
literati, read;
which should txirmally have been his
the hedonism advocated by P^ter in his
mentioning that this was a homosexual
Feasting
with Panthers, A New Considera
by right of seniority; In 1876 he was
Conclusion" o f . the study, and the
secret society. Nowhere does Pater actual
tion
of
Some Late Victorian Writers, by |
pleasure-seeking qrf his "degeneratefrierxl."
forced to withdraw his carxlidacy for
ly com e ou t and tell us that his favorite
-Rupert Croft-Cooke, Holt, Rhinehart &
Pater respoixled by suppSessirrg the "Con
deity Dionysus, ^whom he acknowledges
Professorship of Poetry, because of the
Winston, N.Y. 1967. $6.50
clusion" in the 1877 edition, arxl in the
was "somewhat womanly" add appealing
'"immorality" of The Renaissance and
SexuarH eretics, Male Homosexuality in
f 888 -edition he stated that the "Con
to "feminine souls," was (and is ). the
for other reasons still unclear. In 1877
English Literature from -tSSO i
clusion."' was omitted because "it might
most homosexual bt a ll'th e gods.
he was satirised by Mallock and almost
An Anthology edited by Brian Reade.
possibly mislead some of those into
physically shrank away in pain and hurt.
Pater's praise of "virile youth" and
Coward-McCanii, ! N .Y. 1971. $12.50.
whose harxls it might fall." In 1885 he was defeated in his candidacy
"passionate friendship" in his studies of
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sp/m Medieval
/£(/. N ote: The following article on gay
life In Spain wat w bm ittad b y our
German corretpondent. Eck a rt Ranke, o f
the Gay L ib Centar, Hamburg. He spent
the w inter o f 1973^74 InG pain.}

No, there are only concentration camps
for criminals.
A re homosexuals crim inals in Spain?
No, homosexuals don't exist in Spain. ‘

I
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-Rave yrxi èyâr haaa
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Yes, but in another town.
f

What happens if a person gets caught
several tim es?
That's different. One is noted down.
One gets punished?
No, you must be able to identify your-Self. You. remain arrested if-you cannot
identify yourself .
A re homosexuals punished in Spain ?
No, they don't get punished, for homo-_
sexuality doesn't exist in Spain.
It is said there exist concentration camps
for homosexuals.-

AGElSM (cont. from p. 13)

M:

No, that doesn't exist.

attracted by the performance. The latter i
are examples of the sexually oppressed.I
In ^ i r need they excite themselves at|
the material offered as moral discourage-l
ment. I am sura that clever businessmenl
are makirtg capital out of oppression.
The producers of the doll kill two birdf
with one stone: they support the horrible|
morality of sexual oppression legalized!
by the law and ex p lo it. the natural
libido of oppressed people in an un
scrupulous w ay. Of course, the "sex-|
bandits" are sold at inflated prices.
This is only one of many examples of j
the denigration of
*ih Spain. There I
are others — on postcards, in ram ie |
papers, journals and books. This material
is eagerly bought by the oppressed. It|
serves as compensation for natural sex
uality which is p ro hibit^ . Thus the in-1
humanity of the moral legislation. In
stead of diminishing criminality, society I
succeeds in pronrating it by blocking the]
natural outlets for sex. The imagination of I
the individual is stimulated to criminal [
acts. All enlightened people know that
sexual crimes are explainable by sexual
oppression. Christiairreorality misroutesl
the sexual developmrat of a human ]
being.
Spain is ruled by military dictatorship. I
Therefore, the idea of gay liberation
cannot be promoted in the same vrey asj
in'other countries. T h w e is no'freedom
of public opinion. A li public meetings of *
homosexuals are prohibited. Even if three I
or four men, who act suspiciously gay, |
meet together, the police interfere and
disperse the suspected persons. In many |
cases a temporary arrest results.
Thus there is no other choice than to I
organize a permanent urxferground move
ment or to influence the public and the |
regime from abroad. The example of the
liberal Russian scientists and authors
with their international support isapropos.|
One can learn from all.this that it may be
necessary for the international gay libera-1
tion movement to contact the progressive
minded Spanish homosexuals where this |
is possible. I agree that one should not
overrate the political powj^ '■qf'^
homosexuals who are engagé in the gay
liberation movement.
The Spanish regime's struggle againstl|
homosexuality is only a pretense. They
fear the revolutionary homosexual. They
fear his outbreak from oppression with
its consequences for the orthodox social
order.. Therefore, they try to uproot the |
"evil" and to extirpate homoxexuality]
root and branch. The representatives of
Spanish society are well conscious of the |
dviiamic intellect of homosexuals. When,
d m intellect is methodically used for the I
liberation of Spaniards and other oppress-1
ed people from Christian capitalistic so
cial orders or other ideologies, the op -1
pressors will fear.for their-very existence.]

I
I

You are n o t hom osexual?
Night iife in a Spanish gay ghetto pub
differs littie from its counterpart in
Germany. People gCt drunk, dance, exhibit
themsalvet. Music blares.' The Inn, situat
ed In the cellar of a side^straet,is also
visited by-tourists.
~
^^
While visiting one of these inns, I was
surprised by a police raid. Uniformed
policemeh' appeared unexpectedly from
all sides. Th<^ always arrive in several
transport cars at the same time. They en
circled the pub and treated the innocent
guests like bloodthirsty terrorists. Chairs
ahd dishes fell and rumbled. Comnunds
and gay screams mixed in a contrast o f
human sounds. The police arrested dir
ectly as nuiny gays at the transport cars
were able to contain. I was included
amor^ the arrested. The rest remained
timorously in the pub.
Those of us arrested were pressed ungently into a common cell. The whole
night passed. In the morning a number,
of Spaniards were allowed to leave the
arrest cell. If they are able'to identify
and justify themselves artd have rtot yet
been noted down as suspected persons,'^ '
they are released. Foreigners always have
to wait because of their inability to
negotiate with the officials. The common
cell was dirty and cold, and we had to sit
pn the floor. There was only a piss-groove,
no toilet. Those who don't possess humor
are plaintively larrwting and accusing
God. the world and their fellow prisoners.
There is nothing to eat. But there is much
itlore to talk, and I ask w m e questions:

r

> .

B ut why have you been arrested?
Because the state protects us against
crime.

I get no answer. A s operr-mmded .as
the Spaniards have been in the ghetto
■puUrTtr reserved -are' they in the arrest
cell. They are tolerantly waiting, as if
experierKing something trivial. Neverthe
less imprisoned foreigners tell terrible
stories about tortures, mistreatments arxJ
o p e m id n l of the brain. What is true. It
is difficult'to find out the truth in this'
military regime. Since the assassination
of Prime Minister Carrei'o BlarKO in
December 1973, the average Spaniard is
open to political conversation. He is
afraid of the guardians of the regime and
of a new civil w ar. Whatever may be the
case about the concentration camp rum
ors, it is certainly true that homosexuals
are terrorized in Spain. It is not so much
homosexuality itself which arouses the
ihtwest of the regime. It is their fear
that homosexuals may be political revo
lutionaries. So at present persecution
manifests itself in controls and acts of
terror. It is left to the judgement of
officials who is suspicious and who not.
Nobody knows what really happens to
suspected homosexuals. But everybody
knows what happens to criminals. And
to be homosexual is tq^be criminal in
a military regime like Spaii^'s..
...The raids always tak^' place where
'^m osekuafs a ^ m b le . Nearly everybody
is released after a certain period of
detention. But it is a dehumanizing thing,
for a human being to be able to survive
only after having proved that he is not
homosexual. It is credible that those
Spaniards whose homosexuality has been
proven are placed for treatment in contration camps. This, however, is not
easily demonstrable.
The close coniiiaction betweep church
and military regime reinforces the utterly
conservative traditions of Spanish Christ
ian society. These standards prescribe to
men and women their traditional roles:
to enter marriage and to produce children.

Sexual 'intercourse is allowed only in
marriage and then solely for thè act of
procreation. All other kinds of sex are
forbidden in Spain. Consequently, the
above mentioned raids are not only direct
ed against homosexuals but also against
prostitution, group sex arxl other kinds
of extramarital sexual intercourse. Even
. an individual who masturbates is co n -.
sidered demonic and ¿infit for this so
ciety. So it is eesily-uskterstandable that
an illegal sex market is prospering in
Spain,
’
The òbnsequencéS''of this sexual op'^éssion are, beside the nuclear shaping
of the family, insufficient sexual know
ledge, unbalance and dissatisfaction, which
can be read in the faces of Spanish people.
Violence against th e . human being by
p r c ^ r e into the man-wife role is seldom
more clearly demonstrable than it is in
Spain. The influence of the church, pro
tected by the military regime, is uncond
itionally powerful in Spain. People are as
badly éxpToited h y present day Christian
disciplinarians as-in the Middle Ages. The
Cadiolic Church demonstrates sado-maso
chism in a psychologically impresive
way, despite the exception of some radi
cal priests. Homosexuality is only one
among many "evils" which are said to be
begotten of the devil. And because the
devil is prohibited in Spain, the country
is aiso declared to be free of homo
sexuality. But homosexuality^ though
illegal, prospers and grows.
In a'Spanish market an itinerant mer
chant sells clothes-and drapery at his'
stand. Blit that is not the main attrac
tion. He inspires a curiously gazing'crowd
with a doll which is garbed as a bandit.
When he presses a button, the doll
erects an overlong rubber penis. This
male golliwog, which is made as ugly as
possible, is offered for sale by the trad
er's words: "grande banditol" This is
an example of a public contempt for the
penis. Peppje laugh contemptuously about
the male sex organ. The natural longing
for sexual action as expressed in the
erection of a man's penis, the natural
beauty of "die male sex organ, is assoc
iated 'with brutality arxi the crime of
bandits and robbers. The Spaniard thus
learns .that it is immoral to express his
libido. Consequently, it is criminal and
punishable when a Spanish man behaves
like a human being.
Some of the spectators laugh at the
offer of the trader; others are magically

They were the kind of men that my gen-eratiorv-ceuld have honored and-much
Dallas, ramething the ihedia missed. No~
respected, had they been visible to us.
one chose to examine the desperation and
That they were not was — and is — their
secretiveness of many older homosexuals,
tragedy and ours.
which may help to explain the behavior
—John Kyper
of both Dean Corll and the affluent
patrons of our ring. Why should anyone
pay money for .sex —or'torture his part
GENDERFUCK (rant, from p. 4)
ners to death? If they were convinced of
Link Books recently came out with a
.the unnaturalness of their most natural
feelings, and obsessed by the fear of dis beautiful book of Photographs by Gilles
Larrain titled Idols. (Lin k Books, N .Y.
covery, might they have seen no .alter1973, $10 paper). It is a book filled with
. native?
images; in fact, the entire text is only
Assailing older gays as "closeted" misses
two paragraphs. The second of these parathe point, and worse, it continues a cycle
grapl%'says, " If other people want to
of needless recriminations. Little could
share in our joy and freedom, they're
discourage communication as thoroughly
welcome to. There's strength and selfas this! Instead, we should recognize
confidence in the way I dress. Suddenly
them- as the"survivors of an earlier age.
I don't feel ugly any more."
Their reticence was a normal response to
I strongly identify with that statement
oppression at a time when Authority was
and with the images in this book. These
respected and few dared to stand up to
Joe McCarthy or the local vice squad.
are not the female imrarsonators or
mimics one can see at nightclubs or on
Whatever their sympathies tovyard the
T V . These are mostly people who are
movemeht, most of them now lack the
weird — weird in the sense of belonging
options to change their lives.
to another world, another life, These are
One of my greatest regrets is that I
people who are almost impossible to
knew no gay adults as I was growing up,
laugh at as straight society laughs at the
no one I could look to for example.
nightclub p«rformer. The popularity of
Jim Rankin vest evoked this sense of loss
female impersonators^in the straight workf
in an early Gay Sunshine article atout
is the only socially approved way^ of
the Metropolitan Community Church;
mocking, sexual roles without actually
"With some exceptions, the people...were
confronting them. In fact, straight soolder. People old enotsgh to be my fathers

ciety laughs at impersonators without
realizing that it is they who are the-joke.
But these wonderful, beautiful exquisitely
bizarre idols leave no room for doubt.
They are no imitation of life as we know
it. They are themselves and ndhe of the
photos asks your permission. They.exist
and if we can't accept that, it is our mis
conception not theirs. These are also the
'F>eople who offend so much those gay
and straight liberationists who insist on
us all being alike, on us all.looking like
the Man wants us to. These are the
people who should be shut away, an d /
these are the pteople to be sacrificed and.
removed no matter which revolution wins.
As Lyn Pedersen said, "Pity, our glory-is
in our fantastic variety."
—Christopher Lone

.PRISON RIGHTS
PETITION FOR GAY RIGHTS IN THE
FEDERAL PRISON SYSTEM

I

I

2. that gay prisoners not be punitivelyj
transferred from o ne prison to another
solely because they were involved in a^
consensual relationship;
3. that prisoners caught in a homosexual I
relation^ip not be . punished when the |
acts are between'consenting adults;
4. that the Federal Bureau o f Prisons ab-1
olish its rules and regulations prohibiting ~
homosexuality between consenting adults. I
5. that gay prisoners be allowed to or
ganize ii^'officially recognized social, I
p«plitical ancjLreligious organizations, with
regular m e ^ n g s and the right to invite |
outside speakers.
6. that prisoners be allowed to buy gay
books, magazines and newspapers from
any source;
7. that gay prisoners be allowed to 'e -1
ceive and use clothing and makeup wit,- j
which to express themselves.
NAME
ADDRESS
Return to Dave Goldberg
23 Cornelia St.
New York, N.Y. 10014

We, the undersigned, demand an immed
iate end to those rules, regulations and [Gay Sunshine endorses this petitionj
practices of the Federal Bureau of Prisons
which discriminate against prisoners on
the basis o f race, religion, political or
sexual orientation.
Specifically, we. demand of the Fed
eral Bureau of Prisons:
L A tten d to using a prisoner's gay sexuality as a basis for denying parole,
early release to half-way houses and
placement in minimum security institu
tions;

- I
VMIaon't (/pategv—f u i Uf t)te uralnietuiU ill
disorder IntMlectuale are auppoaed t o l
like: rbooks ell over, recordingr, littlel
lithographs. So ¥rhan I' finally emargadi
at the and of a winding gravel roadi
Being Difftrent: What It Means to be a
amidst wooded krKsilsto aaa Miilaremerga|
iHdmotexual" - later pubIMied in book
from a stark brick and glass shell, seem
I form) Millar had stirred what othan
ingly floating above rathar than rooted in |
would have preferred. to' remwn placid
the
land ( a tort of cross between Phillip
waters. He was a world federalist twhen
Johni»n and the early Frank' Lloyd I
the Cold Warriors were armii^ tharrv
Wright) I was again disarmed by the pros-1
I selvet to^'^aixl a univerae tR)it,'for twhat
^ eiKe rather than the impression of Merle|
some thoi^ht would be generations, imo
Miller. He led me into an immense, light-1
East and Wast, He was a vigorous civil
filled, colorful living room solidly and
libertarian during th ( worst excesses of
comfortably furnished.
This Brewster |
McCarthyisth and 'Fifties Normalcy. Conhouse^where Marie Miller prefers to be
I tent to bite tne Itand that could have fed
more than any other place was an open[
him, he wrote a masterful, witty expos
space,
very s^ u d e d , but also very vul
ition of the television industry,On/y You,
nerably to the humanizing world Miller's j
j fX ek Daring. His rtew book. Plain Speaklife arxi work hat aiways evdeed. '
ling, A n Oral Biography o f Harry S.
T his was a d ay.fu ll o f grace and easej
Truman, is a currant best Sailer
for me. Millar put together a tasty, little
But none of M illers bold ventures
cog . au vin from a Naw York 77/nes|
prepared his admirers, gay and straight,
cookbook. We ate arKl enjoyed the wine |
for his remarkable homosexual confes
I had brought from tow n. I fended off |
sion published almost three years ago. It
continuous attacks of affection by "Nov- [
was ^ e n that Miller began to trouble m e'
• el," M iliit's puppy. "I haven't had any
I arxl others involved in the gay liberation
one here In weeks," he said in a secorxJ [
movement.
welcome, and I was very happy to bej
Miller was, and still largely is, an unthere. And lots of talk, about every
I digested intrusion irito the "mainftream"
thing; vodkas and to n ic; feeling — seven I
[o f gay liberation, such as it is. Quite
Iraurs of K. Just the two of us. No in-1
[frankly, no one knows w h afto do about
trusiont.
'*
him. In the .first instance, he just doesn't
I vie d to be clever. "A re yoq ‘Georgel
[fit the "image'" dually imposed by the
LioneK?" I asked, referring to the pro- [
[media aitd the copnterculture animus of
tagonist of his recently published gay
[the gay libaratiommoverhent ittelf.-Shortnovel,'fV/wf Happened. "Yo u don't seel
lo f hair, fiftyish, famous — almost Estaba piano anywhere in this room, do yo u ?" I
Jlishment, and with no visible capacity for
Miller replied. Miller's protagonist was a [
Ithe jwlf-deceptionwhich invariably haunts
concert pianist. I thought he was testingj
Isome corners of any "moveihent- ranmy sensitivity to the delicate metabolismi
tousness," Merle Miller conforms to no
between the real and the f'ictional in h lsl
I recognizable typ a.it Is this which troubles.
life, and I did rather badly. No, it wouldn't I
“Miller knows all about killing, the worst kind o f killnig — n o t onlÿ thé
[many- people the most when they conbe that easy to firK) the real Merle Miller,|
destruction o f another spirit in hostility and indifference, but also in
I front Miller for the first time.
translating him out of a character he hadj
UberM ‘tolerance’, the final excuse o f diose who will n ot transpose
It was the insistent honesty of "On
created. In any case, he was much m orel
[Being Different," now exparxled and pub
them sdves into the existentiiil condition of another hunruuii being."
interested in talking about the novels of j
lished as a book, which affected ^so
his companion of eight years, David I
many readers in 1971. It is
deceptive
Elliot, and he did that with great en-i
esiay,'-«U^4 j[)FrS^e, and tjgbtly crafted,
thusiasm and charm. "He's a much better]
n f s afiribst ciautfYoiCe B oppOsetTlxy-e’
writer than I arh, you know."
rvigorous exposition of the peiranaf pain,
A s I think of that Spring day in Miller's]
humiliation, sejf-doubt, courage and fin% ..
house, I'm not sure, at least not with any |
work-glasses
as
thick
as
plate-glass
win
ally, the special redemption of being gay. ’ New York Mattachine Society, wrote a
conviction, what new meanings of him I [
dows since I was three... I remained an
iM iller hid nothirig as he probed his gay
devastating piece on Miller in Gay enwas able to weave into my consciousness. |
eighty-nine pound weakling year after
experience. "It was love I craved," he
titled, "Son of Boys in the B ard."
But I sensed from those easy-speaking
year.")
---[wrote with simple but persuasive c la r it ^ ^ ‘' ^ i t ^ said all of the right things (which.
hours in Brewster that Merle Miller has I
But then there were the contrary ener
again perversely, were ultimately all of
'approval, forgiveness for beir>g what I
been hurt deeply in Jiisgay heart. " T o all [
gies
of
expressive
repose;
a
graceful,
desthe wrong things) about Miller's supposed
|could _ript help being." It was this tone,
those
people who have tried to kill me,|
"self-loathing" artd the "old-style homo-' scriptive, absolutely non-faggot use of
somewhere between the apologetic and
and
to
those who have not..." ran the [
the hands. A lilting, mellow voice; not . .
sexual." But the comfort could not last.
the polemic, which~Tan against the libdedication to What Happened. "There's j
feminine,
not
unfeminine.Wonderfuleyes,
Miller's
lucidity
haunted
me.
Itw
a
sT
E
x
[era^^ grain of rfi'eny of-us in the gay
not a killer arnong them," he wrote of
unprotected even by those plate-glass
istentialist I) too "authentic." The land
[r^vem ènt. He angered us, articulated
the now famous T V Loud family in an|
spectacles.
An
unmistakeable
melancholy
what we never warn said, exlrâsêd us as scape of Merle Miller's experierKe and
Esquire article, and this was the "base
but so radiant with humor and energy, a
well as himself to the injury others can imagination were dotted with guideposts
line" from which he judged human, mo-]
kind of thwarted energy. Watching him
inflict. He said all of thé wrong things ' ' of such singular recognition that he could
tivatioo.
(which,''of course, are ultimately ath-of not ignore them, and neither I, nor Dick
Miller knows all about killing, the worst |
only putting up with Merle Miller, but to
the right things), and I shared the frus Leitch, nor anyone else could lightly
kind of killing — not only the destruction]
likirrg
him,
struck
by
his
sincerity,
by
a
dismiss
them.
tration of women's liberationist Gloria
of another spirit in hostility and int:
kind of sensibility I had noterreountered
I first met Merje Milier when we did a
Steinem who asserted on The Dick Cavett
difference, but also in liberal "tolerance,"
anywhere
in
the
gay
liberation
movement.
Show, "It's all such a stereotype!" Per . J V jh o w together. I had just returned
the final excuse of those who will not I
I convinced fevt of .my Philadelphia
haps ins^M iH erTepTîëï quietly, buTTrue“ “ffom a weekerxl in New Y o rk, celebrat
transpose themselves into the existential |
movement
friends
about
these
new
feel
nonetheless. Yet it was very easy for me ing what sometimes passes for my "erotic
condition of another human being. Miller]
ings
I
had
about
Miller.
Some
even
liberation"
in
a
wash
of
carnality,
which
to dismiss Miller's -remarkable achieve
talks a good deal about his liberal friends
accused
me
of
ingratiation,
not
without
ment as but another of those missives included two outstanding beauties, one
and acquaintances, of their fears, preju
some
foundation.
I
deeply
admired
Miller
a
magnificent
man
from
a
prominent
from the "Fifties Faggots" who want to
as a writer, had done some writing my dices and insensitivities, of their fun
bump themselves off, one way or another. dance company, and the other an actordamental unwillingness- to take leave of
self, and when he offered to read some of
As remotely forgiveable as the edge of model of Wakefield Poole film fame. It
mendacity with him. He seems to sense
my-stuff I was very flattered.
I Miller's nonesty was'to me at the time, was grist for masturbatory fantasy and
that because they profess compassion for
Miller
and
I
began
to
correspond.
Short
caught up in my own personal liberation, hardly prepared me for the reality of
so many in the abstract, they save their |
expressive
notes
—
one
written
'as
he
Merle'
Miller.
I
was
not
prepared
to
be
his attitude toward gay liberatiori itsejf
hurried to New Mexico to testify be ice and venom for those whb find therhI was not. "Gay is good. Gay is proud. troubled, as soine .better part of me
fore
the legislature on homosexual law re selves beyorxl current liberal boundaries.
knew
I
would,
by
this
quite
extraor
Well, yes, I suppose," he had written off
It is, after all, largely amortg liberals 1
form. He had taken a manuscript of
handedly. And then the clincher: "If -1 dinary human being.*He Had earlier post
that
Miller has spent his adult life, amortg
mine with hirh and was enthusiastic
I had been given the choice (but Who is?), poned the talk-show interview we were
them that his homosexuality was finally
about
it.
A
couple
telephorre
.con
to
do
together
for
a
Philadelphia
T
V
I would^itiave' preferred to have been
defined, among them that its px>uibilities
versations. "Dear friend," he would say,
straight." There it was: the classic abdi show, so I expected him to be arrogant
were limited. Thus for Miller comir^g out
and
I
was
.warmed
by
the
affection.
cation; that final whisper from the depths and cantankerous as well. But the pres
in the pages of that paradigm of liberal
Finally
he
asked
me
to
visit
with
him
at
ence
of
Merle
Miller
is
even
more^^perof the gay heart that most of us have, in
conscience.
The N ew York Times, was
his
home
near
Brewster,
an
hour
or
so
suasive than his words; from the moment
sorrie desperate hour, uttered, and which
something of a confrontation, a drawing
frorh
New
York
C
ity.
It
was
a
Spring
day,'
was
introduced
in
the
studio
before
the>
[the straight world stakes as its own final
of new boundaries which liberalism could
taping, I was intrigued and captivated.^ “tharday of our second meeting, not quite
[virxlication. These words of Merle Miller
no longer ignore. It was provoked by
heady,
but
rich
with
light
and
smell.
I
was
What was it about Merle Miller in perI have been quoted to me numberless times
the words of a liberal/killer, Joseph Ep 
asked to drive to Brewster and call from
[by the straight audiences I have addressed ^son that could so strongly evoke those
stein in Harper's Magazine: " If I had the
town when I got there, as directions to
intimations I had had about the great
[on homosexuality. It was difficult enough
power to do so, 'I vrôuld wish homo
the
Miller
house
would
be
meaningless
importaiKe
of
his
gay
writing?
Certainly
[having to deferxl the gay life-style to
sexuality off the face of the earth."
withbut this initial grounding in his own
[straights. Would this troublesome Merle
not his apparent surfaces, a fascinating
Miller had often been wounded by similar
familiar
terrain.
Errands
too.
"Do
you
[Miller arx) his New York Times piece
blend of warmth wit, intelligence, shy
sentiments, and by rxjt speaking up, he
[follow me, forcing me to fend off the
ness and awkward nessr Awkwardness. A l - like crearn in your coffee? Then stop at
made them his own.
the
deli
in
tOwn
before
you
come
out
and
most at war with his body, the body with
I arrows of promineht gays as well?
I sensed all that accumulated hurt the
get some. Liquor too, whatever you like
Merle Miller tK » regrets having written
which he was so distressed as a youth.
day we talked in Brewster. I sensed it in|
And some wirte, dry white wine. I haven't
[those oft-quoted lines, at least in that
("I ate carloads of Wheaties hoping I'd
the affection he found in open and
been, away from the house jn days."
turn into another Jack Armstrong, but I
I uncontingent way, but a lth e time I murt
honest conversation, in the love be drew
still could neither threaw rx>r catch *^a
' I had expected, for what reason I
[confess that I was reqeotive when Dick
from it. ! felt it deeply in his loyalty to
baseball.
I
couldn't
even
see
the
thirig;
I'd
don't
exactly
krx>w,
to
find
a
restored
y tijhd ,ywn executive

M«rU Miller is ■liQMMniMM «td troobman. He has b ate trouble for both
gays and straii^tt k>ni| before hit famour
Ipubiid "coming out" 4n the New York
|-7inee M agsiinb in January, 197T 'P'On '
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MIUER(coht.)

1 » BOOK SERVICE
iBox 4(097 S.F. Cal. 94140

David, "the iMMAifuI madman" who has
stood by him, supported • him in vary
di^icult times.
The publication of On Being D ifferent
was an epiphany as well as a confron !□ OUT OF THE CLOSETS? VOICES OF GAY UBERATION.
tation for Miller. From the day it was |Edited by Karla Jay & Allen,Young. S3.9S paper. Anthology of
published, no one could ever see Merle
iys.,interviews, manifestos. Highly recommended.
Miller in the same w ay, regardless of
THE GAY LIBERATION BOOK. S3.9S paper. Anthology of
what they had known previously of his
irticles. photos.
homosexuality. And because no one would
□ HOMOSEXUAL OPPRESSION AND LIBERATION by
ever see him o r iiis gayness as they had ~ Dennis Altman. Superb writing on the crystallization of gay libera
before, his meanings to himself also
tion consciousness. $1.65 paper.

»opiks

ohan^.

□ LESBIAN/WOMAN by Del Martin St Phyllis Lyon.
Coming to know Merle Miller furthw in- !
I
'V two founders of
structed me of the special position of the f Igay women's liberation movement.

-i

gay artist, a unique situation that the gay /
I n CMP by Gertrude Stein. 1st U..S. edition. Includes her “A
activist and polemicist is often not pre- ‘
¡Long Gay Book.” Stein on homosexuaRly in her cubist style. S3.4S
pated_te JiCognjM . In _tl^ g 4y artist, as ' [paper.
.
.
in all artists, there exists a^cêfïaîo cap^^
[
□
'
s
c
r
e
e
n
i
n
g
T
H
E
^
EXES:
HO
MOSEXUALITY
IN THE
acity for spiritual remembrance in which ,
■MOVIES by Parker Tyler. Avant-garde, campy film criticism.
the totality of a life experience is in- |
|$4.95 paper.
voked in a kind of recapitulation. The lib
THE QUEENS’ VERNACULAR: A GAY LEXICON by Bruce
eration of Merle Miller's gaynessrequ/red
reliving qf past pain and doubt, a full iRodgers. S3.S0 paper. Gay slang past & present. Over 12,000
lentries.
reevbcation,of the self he had been, the
n ON AMPHETAMINE AND IN 'EUROPE. Vol. 3 of Taylor
self that wanted to be loved and loving,
Mead's diary-poems. I%8 ed. SS paper.
the self that "would have preferred to
have Been straight."
□ SILLYCOMB. New novel by Hunce Voelcker. $2 paper.
On Being D ifferent is an artistic as well
□ LOGAN byIH|unee Voelcker. $1.50 paper. Poetic story of two
as (even more than) a political statement,
boys, lovers, giving birth to a poetic son, a poem.
because the artistic experience of its
□ ALLEN GINSBERG: THE GAY SUNSHINE INTER
writing itself was an act of liberation,
VIEW with Allen Young. $2 paper. Originally appeared
n a real sensé. Merle Miller knew more
in Gay Sunshine No. 16. Now in book form for the first
fully what he had been and what he had
time. [Copy o f No. 16, collector's item, $1.50]
become because o f and within the writing
experience. More Btan this, the literaryG A Y L IB E R A T IO N P A C K E T S
act had an indispensible and. continuing
□ GAY LIB PACKET No. 1. Collection of individual articles,
element: a reading audience out of which
papers. $2.50.
Miller's further self-discovery was refrac
□ GAY SUNSHINE PACKET no. 1. 12 back issues of Coy Sun
ted. The publication of On Being D if
sAmr
paper (Nos. 9-20). $6
ferent w m the beginning of a conver
□ GAY SUNSHINE PACKET N a 2. Six rare back issues of Coy
sation MiHer continues to have with him
Siinshihfc paper (Nos. 2, 4-8). $6.
self and his audience, not least of which
are his gay brothers and sisters.
The initial publication of Miller's comng out piece in the Tim es Magazine
evoked such reader Response, and such '
M YRA AN D G O RE
changes in Miller's own relations with
friends and the public, that he followed
A N ew V ie w o f M yra B reckin rid g e
it with a second piece, "What It Means
and A C an d id In terview w ith
to be a Homosexual (Continued)." That
Continued" and those parentheses speak
G o re V id al
volumes about Miller, the gay artist. He
$2 paperback
has now joined himself symbiotically with
M anifest D e stin y Press
the gay people from whom he often felt
P .O . B ox 5 7
so alienated in a continuing exploration
of a common humanity. That relation
D orchester C en ter Statio n
of the gay artist to the gay community
D o rchester, M ass. 0 2 1 2 4
requires absolute-honesty, a willingne^
[alto available through Gay Sunshine]
to look beyond the distracting glare of
gay liberation slogans. There is in all of
us pain and doubt which does not issue
from mere social oppression; there is the
pain and doubt of being human, which
ON P u s h i n g a l o v e r
must express itself differbntly in the lives _
N
of gay peoplebecat/sé we are gay, because
we are wrestling. ^
soggy cartons, beech
we have a kind of freedom in our eroti
CRUISING
leaves,' dirt-pow dered
cism which straight people, living by
sticks and stones...
someone will com e up
socially supported erotic values, do not.
m y target is n o t only
approach
you
on
the
street
I think it is that which makes Miller's
the space between
and say
— recently published gay novel. What Hap
your-Ugs, or your
I haven't been here long
pened, such an important contribution to
brow n eyes, or your
this place, this way
his dialogue with gay people, a contri
ta u t neck as you thrust
this wind, these windows
bution which some gay activists have
against me in bed.
been unwilling to recognize because they
— Ed Cox
interpret the novel's often melancholy
y o u r angel waits:
tone as another denigration of gay ex
release him. like
the body love
perience. What Miller is in fact saying is
has its thunder.
that we are redeemed as people by our
LOVE AS PUSHER
pain as well as by our joy, by the total
— R obert Peters
fabric of our existence Which incorpor
eh
ates the gay into the irreducably human.
robbed o f its sheet;
If we deny that pain, we deny an impor
tant part of ourselves; we trade it for the
a tourniquet
I t ’s the lining o f
around your chest, below
illusion that ou7 human situation as ho
F ra n k ’s heart we alfxhaire
at the beautiful ju n c tio n
mosexuals is de^ribed and limited only
tender, vulnerable enough
o
f
cock
and
groin
by an oppressive society. Merle Miller
to make us share
impossible flowers burst
sings a gay and melancholy song which
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embraces a whole life and a whole vision;
it is true and- thus fully human because,
quite simply, it is what happened. Merle
Miller the man and the artist gives us that
whole life and that whole vision so that
vve might share in the freedom it promises.
—Eric Hansen
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On Being Different: What It.Mearu To Be
A Homosexual by Merle MiUer. Random
House, N.Y. 1971 .6 5 p p .4 4 .-50 hardcover.
What Happened. A S o v e l by Merle Miller
Harper & Row, N.Y. 1972. 342 pp. $7.95,
haracover.

not needing stems buds
or leaves, form a direct
fire.
why can’t this be forever?

I wait for a connection,
for h ot bolts dropped
' into place, searing.
— Robert Peters

o u r pain & frustration in
public, call it camp
call it poetry
it keeps us from killing .

O Frank O ’Hara
if ^ e love you
we need
to find a b etter way

-M ichel Lally

POBTPlY
□ MfE ARE ALL LESBIANS, a gay women's poetry anthology.,
$2 paper.
''
□ THE MALE MUSE: A GAY POETRY ANTHOLOGY, edited
by Ian Young. 40 poets, including Ginsberg, Goodman, Wieners.
Norse, Jonathan Williams, etc. $3.95 paper. Highly recommended.
Review in Gay $unskine no. 19.
□ THE FALL OF AMERICA by Allen Ginsberg. Poems from
1965 on- $2.50 paper.
□ SELECTED POEMS by John Wieners. $3.95 paper. Many gay
poems included. See review. Gay Sunshine N a 16.
□ SELECTED POEMS by Larry Eigner. $2.50 paper. Strong,
open poetry.
□ MANROOT No. 8 (Spring 1973). A special womanhood issua
Poetry. $1.50 paper.
□ MANROOT No. 9. First rate poetry by various poets. $1.50
paper.
SAPf*HO '71 by Harriette Frances. Collection of gay poetry &
drawings. $2.50 paper.
~
in SOME GREEN MOTHS. Poems^by Ian-Young.$2 paper. —
□ ANDY by Robert Gluck.. Poetry, with erotic drawings by Ed
ward Aulerich,$2 paper. (See review. Gay Sunshine No. 20).
□ THE HART CRANE VOYAGES by Hunce Voelcker. $2
paper. Poetic translations of Crane's six love poems to Emili
Oppfer follow a survey of his earlier love affairs.
' □ SONGS FOR THE REVOLUTION by Hunce Voelcker
Sonnets. $1.25 paper.
ri CANCER IN MY LEFT BALL by John Giomo. Includes long
poems "Vajra Kisses" and"Cum." $2.95 paper.
□ BLACK SUN. Selected pc«m s-by Kirby Congdon. $4.50
hardcover. (See review. Gay Sunshine No. 20).
□ DREAM WORK by Kirby Congdon. Motorcycle, leather
poem's. $2.95 paper.
□ Two Washington gay'poets: HIGH THERE by Tim DIugas.
SHE’S A JIM DANDY by Susan Baker, $1 each paper.
□ HUNGER. First poems by Salvatore Farinella. $I paper.
□ KARMA CIRCUIT. Poems by Harold Norse. $2 paper.
Cash with order, please. California residents add 5% sale., tax..
Postage included. J*lease allow 3-6 weeks. Make check or money
order payable to G a y Sudshine. Miaixnuxn mail order: $3.
Ororaeas: add 50cA>ard cover, 26c/soft cover for postage.

RERSONALS
iDHARJdA (XIWBOY A Sundancer, 26,
j s ’l l ” , 170, bm hr., eyaa, altr., gd. bd.
hooking to m aet guya to 27. I’m working
[hard to get free foom the belly o f the
I monater. It’s easier with aomaone. I'm inIto music, pottery, dogs, horses, old guijtars, aikido, planta to feed be*4 *i>d bod.
|.I live in my bod A take gd. mre o f It A
[enjoy it, try to live on the earth dean
IA eaay trying to dq the work that has to
[be done. Dig it7 Get in touch w pic if poi.
[Hutefaina, Box 5046, Riverside, Ca. 92507.

COMPATIBILITY SERVICES now in San
Franciaco! Serving the diecriminating gay
community. CS rinds what you aye rejJly
looking for — dates, room-mates, mer
chandise, etc. N o risks. Always confiden
tial. Compatibility Servicea, P.O. Box ■
31333, San Franciaco, Cal. 94131.
GAY PRISONER, 24, 166, 6 ’1”, brown
hair, eyes wanta to hear b o m those in
terested in corresponding for real friend
ship. Johnnie Jordan 135-619, PO Box
^ 7 , LucasviUe, Ohio 45648.

GROUPS
' SUNSHINE STAFF puU out the
I you are reading. We need comsd, creative gays to work with us. Call
8184, or ^ t e P.O. Box 40397, San
Franciaco, Cal. 94140. Articles, graphics
for laaue N o. 22 should be sent in by June
le t 1974. We sponsor the Qay Liberation
Book Service (see listing elsewhere in
this issue).

HELPING HANDS GAY CXIMMUNTTY
CENTER. 225 Turk St., 8.F. 11-s.m .roE T Harold Norae needs volunteer/sec11 p.m. Legal aaririsnee; b ee bail project;
ATTRACTIVE guy, early 30’a, tall slen- retary for magaxine' work, «HTtqiwndence,
dipp-in center with b e e coffee, tea, soup;
Ider,- fensithre, intelligent, non-material- etc. Norae is currently teaching creative
Oiky Alliance atafb Center A m eets there.
I isticr^’active/paaaive; into: music
art, writing in prose, poetry at Sap Joae State
Publishes b e e paper. Q gy Crusader. Hous
theatre,'poetoy, mysticiun, creative writ- Univ. A is organixing private ^ u p claasea
ing aUo offered. (4 1 6 ) 7‘71-a866
ling, nature, natural food. Seeks other «t reasonable fees in Bay Area. For info,
gay guys with similar interests for lasting phone 989-5682 (S.F .) after 6 p.m.
EAST BAY GAY. 1437 Harrison, Oak
friendship, sex. Age and appearance are
land.'G ay Switchboard, 2-11 p.m. 893not prioritiee, but trust, fensitivity end BISEX, attractive, 19, 5 ’7 ’’.. Love photo
1019. Housing, referrals, counseling,, gay
non-ineterialiam ere. Write me in detail graphy * music. Living in Mpla. area. Mov-. social events, etc. Call for information.
ing
West
this
summer.
Looking
for
firienda
c/o Gay Sunahine,'Box 4 0397, Ad A , San
Send picture. Steve. Contact me c /o Gay
Francisco, or phone c/o 824- 3"l84
Sunsh ine.— ,
___
____ _ JOIN HXNDS is a group o f ^ y people
w r it in g ^ gay prisoneta. New p eo^e-are
MAN by Jim French. Nude artistic
invited to get involved. P.O.-Box 42242,
WE'RE
DOING
a
communal
trip
on
photos. Hardbound, $18. Box 1 8 7 , VilS.F. 94142. 648-0658
700 acres o f mountain land in Eastern
li« e Ste., New York, N.Y. 10014.
Oiegon. Interested in selling 10 to 40
GOLDEN GATE LIBERA'nON HOUSE
acres to aensithre aware brothers and siaBARBARIC SPLENDOR is coming. One
and EMMAUS GAY SWITCHBOARD.
934 Page St., S.F. 863-2480
dollar. P.O. Box 16051-G Frxx Atovix tert +. liberated strai|d>ta. Trees, apringa,
good hom e rites. $300 per acre; 15%
San Franciaco, California 94115
down. Those just wanting to- help wel
PRIS(»fER*PAROL£ PROBA'nON Pro
[YOUNG gay male models pad bikinis come. BoX'109, Baker, Ore. 92824.,
gram it conducted t>y the Gay Conqmu[brief wearera write Pete Caaridy, 9471
nity Servicea Center, 1614 Wilohirg^Bvd.
■Portage Trail, Union Lake No. 5, Micbi- GAY PENPAL O ub! Send $1 for sample
LJk., Cal. 90014. Write for details.
bulletin.. 3-' word ad costa $3 A you
I gan 48085.
receive 3 free issues with your cc^ed
GAY CENTER FOR SOCIAL SERVICES
I GAY MALE, 21, seekeback-packing com- ad in them. Include age A signature.
2250 B. St., San Diego, Cal. 92102.
j panion. Box 576, Hayward, Cal. 94541. Goliath Gazette, Box 3003, Dept. QYSUN 21, New York, N.Y. 10001.
[ADAPTABLE one required as occupant
- BASTARD A N G EL
I or fully conscious visitors welcom e to GAY Brother in prison. I want to corres
Bastard Angel No. 2, a new poetry/
[one o f 4 bdrms. in sea-cliff house. $125 pond. 24, 5 ’9 ’’, 160. Leo. Write: Leoiirird
prose magazine, edited by Harold Norse,
I mo. Saint Evan, 613 Paseo de la Playa, Frazier B-44913, PO B ox 686, Soledad,
has just appeal^.. It contains work by
[Redondo Bch., Ca. 90277 (South Bay) Cal. 93960.
Anais Nin, Ginsberg, KerOUac [previously
unpublished poem s], Paul Bowles, Mal[ LONELY prisoner wants to correspond YOUNG Calif, gay incarcerated in Ohio
anga. Charles-Henri Ford and Others.
prison
farm
wants
to
correspond
w/anyI w./anyone willing to bring a little sunCopies are available postpaid for $2
I shine into my life. Interests: astrology, one to ease the loneliness o f prison life.
from Gay'Liberation Book Service, P.O.
[ chess, poetry, swimming, boxiiig. Promise 21, B’lO ,”, black hair, brown eyes, 150.
Box 40397, San Francisco, Cal. 94140.
I to respond to all. Donnie Richards, PO ' Vem oji Watts 136000, Box 69. London.
Ohio 43140.
- - ~
....
Box 69, London, Ohio 43140.
R O L L O V E R A L IC E

BLACK inmate, 26, wants to correspond
w.. openminded, uninhibited people re
gardless o f race, nationality, religion, age.
I am Leo, love music, chess. 'To be released
in 6 mos. Will send photo. James Collins,
YOUNG man with business skills (MBA, 137-655, Box 69, London, Ohio 43140.
3 yrs. mktg. exper. for publishing co .)
[.und manual skills (painting, gardening, GAY Prisoiier wants correspondence. 23,
1 haudywoVk) needs work. Pat, 668-0216 5’1 0 ’’, 165. Larry*-Williams, PO Box BI (Oakland, Calif.)
31501. Soledad, Cal. 93960.
[ PRISONER, 29, 6’3 ”, 180, transsexual,
wants to write to other TVs, TSs A queens.
Henry Craig B10686, PO Box AE, San
I Luis Obispo, Cal. 93409;

CA TA LO G TW O
fu lly Illustrated
FR O M

RAMON
THE QUALITT MAIL-ORDER HOUSE
UNDRAPED MALK STUDIES

PROFESSIONAL M aterial b y PROFESSIONAL Mm
Photos, BoxfktrPBma, Slides d U ptayin g~ th rbodx o f
MAN unashamed.
"'NAKED IMAGE" by R oy Dean
"NEW Photos o f Roger and Harry
FHms o f Chris Dieherson "Mr. Am erica’
Stationary with R. Lewis drawings
AN D MUCH, MUCH MORE
NEW MODELS! NEW BOOKS! NEW FILMS!
A full (photopacked) 24 page CATALOG printed on
quality paper - Cf^LECTORS E D m O N .

_

Don’t m iii receiving this CATALOG
NOW AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $2.00
(includes postage and handling)
ADD: $ ¿ 5 EXTRA for AIR MAIL
$1.00 for CERTIFIED MAIL

\

PLEASE SIGN: ___ I am over 18 years of age
SIGNED______________________________
■end to: RAMON, Box 511, Artesia, Ca. 90701

NAME
ADDRESS.
CITY
STATE

ZIP.

I PHYSICALLY beautiful person seeks
same (any class.) f o r . intellectual and
aesthetic haven to write or visit, anyI where. Gavin, 1820 Main, Winston-Salem,
I.N.C. 27107.

LA VEN D ER U

/
Lavender U., e University for Gay Yeo
men and m en commenced cleaaes in |
January, 19’74. According to the ~eetelogua, “ the purpoae o f Lavender U. it to
provide gey women and men (end others [
exploring gay feelings) the opportunity
to share their knowledge, akiUa and ex 
periences in a 'supportive educational and
social environment.’’
All c o u r s e # -^ listed in the Lavender U.
Catalogue. T o be placed on the mailing
•lilt for one year,-^da $1 to Lavender U
121 Leavenworth, San Francisco, Cal.
9 4102., o ^ phone 8 64-8206, ex. 29.
(answering a ^ ^ ce)
G A Y CO N FEREN CE ^

The A nn Arbor Gay Community is in
viting gay people from acroas this country,
Canada A Mexico to a Spring Conference
to be held in Ann Arbor, Mlchigaq. The
conference, scheduled to last four days,
w ill take place between May 9-12, 19'74.
The conference will Indude creative
workahopa, fllmar'danoe^^-mualOr-H»*****, speakers, and moat importantly, whatever
each o f ua as gay people can bring firom
pur Uvea to share with others. There vriU
be-aeparate workshops for both women
and men. Workshop topics include gay
people and mental health, local nMntal
health Institutiona, gay media, the PVUtica
oil drag, .radical feminism, the rittationahip
between gayneas and creativity, leablaniam |
'and the feminist movement, and conflicts
between lesbians and.faggots witMn the
movement. The con fen nee will also prpvide an opportunity to confront the
American Psychological Association in
Detroit.
Houring will be provided (bring a sleeping bag). Registration will begin at 8:00
a.m. Thursday, May 9 in the Michigan
Union (State St. at South University St.).
People who bring children will be asked
to spend a few hours helping to staff
the day care center.
Please write to this address for more
information:
,

Spring Convention Steering Com m ittM
1933 Brock a .
Ann A rbor, Michigen 48104
(313) 763-4186 (o ffice ). 761-2044 (Gay |
(H o tlin e). 662-9559 (Black O u c u i)

A ll Singing, All Dancing, All Original!
Featuring: Thumfunk; A Dozen Sordid
Donuts; tap dancing Coupons; Ice Cream.
on my Pillow; Paranoid Rash; 20 lead
guitarists; A Steak, A Stewardess A A;
S.S.T.; Product Strip. Lots More!
Special guest appearances by: Poppinfresh Doughboy, Annette Funicello, Cli
Chez A the Clichettes, Betty Crocker,
Jesus, Quick Dagger and Waldene Huff.
Last performances were in March. Mote
performances expected in the Spring. Call
647-0461 (S.F.) for further information.

TWO FRIENDS, together rive years, aged
24 A 34, executive status with country
home in midland area o f Gt. Britain,
seek correspondence link with similar
pair in California with view to exchange
LETTER FROM THE JOINT
holidayain 7 4 /‘75. Cranks need n ot apply.
[ PRISONER, m. 21, wishes to correspond D J . Wright, 1 'Heyfielda Cottages, Tittenwith drag queen/'TS,TV. Gary Silva B- sor Hd., Tittensor, Staffs, ST12 9HG,
Letter & photo from prison. $2
133851, Box BOO, Tracy,.Cal. 95376.
England.
'
Times Squj^e Studio
A
Box 687,
[LONELY, black,.yng. m. prisoner wants SINCERE, black Capricorn, 30, imprison
I to correspond with gays. Interests: sports, ed, seeks understanding from a gay
New York, N.Y. 10036
reading, chess, astrology. Will answer all. brother;with compassion. Write: Sinbad
(State over 21)
George L. Christian 137-300 Box 69, Lon Brown, POB AE A 78143-6106, San Luis
don, Ohio 43140. Also yng. black male Obispo, Cal. 93409.
^ ______•
I prisoner, Alonzo Woodard at same address.
SONGS OF BEING GAY: "What did
INCARCERATED brother, 36, 5 ’9 ”, 130, you expect...?’’ Michael Cohen with his
I white wants to correspond. Bill VanBrunt, own songs, lyrics enclosed. _Order No.
I Box B-2996, Soledad, Cal. 93960
8582. $6.98, frojn Folkways Records:
701 7th Ave., New York, N.Y. 10036.
I HEPHAESnON where are you? Gentle
(Since -1947; catalog o f 1500 records).
1longhair into a country trip seeks young
I male-U> 25_to share quiet times_and joy^
MASSE U R -PRINCEtr B oys bo«y faw^hto dance by the rires. Write: C. 340
ing you in their own oils A lotions. Ann
Jones St., Box 3891, San Francisco, Ca.
Arbor’s only gay masseurs in your home
194102..Photo apprec.
or hotel. Travel arrangements can be made
by appointment only. (313)7769-380.'
[ I NEED a man-friend to hug A to
I sleep with, to share a day at the beach,
l or a movie or my feelings with. I’m
SEND PAYMENT WTTH (X U SSt
50 C^NTSPERUNE
] 30, male, 5 ’8”, 140 lbs;, affectionate, DEADLINE JUNE 1st
I pretty open A alive (I’ve been doing
I primal therapy_fbr a yr.) Good looking.
I Looking for same. Pat, 4109 Terrace,
I Oakland, Cal. 94611.

In our last issue we announced that|
Morris Right would be a candidate fori
Governor o f California on the Peace and [
Freedom Party platform. Due to personal |
reasons he has withdrawn his candidacy.
Gay Sunshine continues to support inde-1
pendent gay candidates and w e urge other |
gay people to do Ukewise.

COUNTER-CONVEN'nON. A liberating
alternative to the Western Psychologic^
Association. Panel 1: On Being a Psycho
logist, an openly gay man A surviving;
Panel 2: Therapy is change — Change is
therapy.-Fri. April 26, 1-6 p.m. 8 3 6th
St., San 'Francisco. Free admission. Music
A free literature. Conducted^ by Mark
Freedman.

HENRY HAIGHT
Memorial Emporium
ANTiouKa A VAnioun Tnip«

le o B
AJMNDC
aA N

H a io h t
t o ta H A I O H T

F R A N C IS C O

TEUXRHOHB

e e s -o 3 3 '7

BLOND Berliner, 28. 6’2 ” , will visit theU.S.’ later-this year. Wants to start .a
I correspondence with guys (especially
I NY and SF) possibly interested in exI changing visits. Write with photo: Jens
[ Reimer, 8 München 2, Rottmannstrasse
I 9, Germany.
MAGNIFICENT Indian weavings sent
directly to you from Guatemala at low
I prices. Shirts, blouses, display pieces,
yardgoods, etc. Write 'for free catalogue
to Tienda 4 AHAU, 11 Calle 3-76,
I Zona 1, Guatemala, Central America.^
[PIPES below wholesale, to qualified
I distributors/ jobbers. 16 pg. color ca ts-.
I log. Brass Head Inc. 68-D Lamar St.
1W. Babylon, New York 11704.

1 2*3 yr. old, m. prisoner

wants people to.

I write, m or f. Richard Aahbaugh,228541,

PLACE ONE L E T m i OP PUNCrUA’nCXI SPACE IN EACH BOX
USE CAPTTAIÆ FOR FIRST WORD

GAY SUNSHINE •
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